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THE SPIEGEL TENT

OLD MARKET SQUARE

30 SEPT – 4 OCT

SOME EVENTS FREE, 
OTHERS UP TO £15 PER PERSON

Salon Perdu, an early 20th century 
European travelling dance hall, made of 
wood and complete with ornate decoration 
and mirrors, will host events including 
music performances, a comedy night and 
burlesque shows. 

CANAL FESTIVAL

CASTLE WHARF

10 OCTOBER

FREE ENTRY

Castle Wharf will be alive with working boats 
once more as twenty boats bring their colour 
and history to the city. Visitors can also enjoy 
activities on and off the water, including 
canoeing, angling, boat trips, craft stalls and 
live music.

HOCKLEY HUSTLE

AROUND HOCKLEY

11 OCTOBER

TICKETS £10

The Hockley Hustle music festival returns to 
over 20 venues in the Creative Quarter. See 
fantastic performances with all proceeds 
going to six local charities.

NOTTINGHAM FRINGE FESTIVAL

VARIOUS VENUES

13-25 OCTOBER

VARIOUS (SOME EVENTS FREE)

Think Edinburgh Fringe but more Nottingham! 
Enjoy a variety of arts from storytelling and 
poetry through to late night music and comedy 
over the course of 13 days in venues around the 
city, including the Malt Cross, Screen 22 and 
Nottingham Writers’ Studio.

MAYHEM FILM FESTIVAL

BROADWAY CINEMA

15-18 OCTOBER

FULL FESTIVAL, DAY PASSES 
AND TICKETS FOR INDIVIDUAL 
FILMS AVAILABLE

Mayhem showcases the best horror, sci-fi 
and cult feature and short films – with 
preview screenings, cult classics and special 
events and guests, including Jonathan Rigby 
and Steve Oram.

HALLOWEEN TOURS

GALLERIES OF JUSTICE MUSEUM
AND CITY OF CAVES

THROUGHOUT OCTOBER

TICKETS FROM £9.95

Dare you enter the most haunted building in 
the UK this Halloween? Ghost Tours, Terror 
Tours and Spirits of the Dungeons Tours will be 
taking place for the perfect spooky experience 
at one of the UK’s top haunted attractions… 

GOOSE FAIR

FOREST RECREATION GROUND

30 SEPT – 4 OCT

FREE ENTRY 

The UK’s oldest travelling fair, with more 
than 700 years of history, the Goose Fair is 
renowned as a fantastic event for all ages. 
With more than 500 attractions, from the 
latest white knuckle experiences to family 
rides and old favourites including waltzers, 
carousels and Hook-a-Duck, plus traditional 
Goose Fair food including mushy peas and 
mint sauce, candy floss and brandy snaps.

ROBIN HOOD BEER 
& CIDER FESTIVAL

NOTTINGHAM CASTLE

7-10 OCTOBER

TICKETS FROM £10.80 

The hugely popular Robin Hood Beer and 
Cider Festival will once again tempt with 
over 1000 craft beers and 200 ciders and 
perries available, plus entertainment. 

ROBIN HOOD PAGEANT

NOTTINGHAM CASTLE

23-25 OCTOBER

TICKETS FROM £6

A celebration of Nottingham’s outlaw, 
the Robin Hood Pageant transforms 
the grounds of Nottingham Castle into a 
medieval village, complete with Robin Hood 
and his Merry Men, King Richard in his 
royal camp, living history demonstrations 
and jousting tournaments. On Friday and 
Saturday night enjoy the night time joust 
events, complete with fire artists and jesters. 

NOTTINGHAM OKTOBERFEST

FOREST RECREATION GROUND

28 OCTOBER – 1 NOVEMBER

FREE ENTRY EXCEPT 
SATURDAY (£5 CHARGE)

Nottingham Oktoberfest looks to recreate 
all the fun of Germany’s famous beer-based 
celebrations! There will be delicious beers to 
try, as well as all sorts of hearty food and live 
music adding to the atmosphere.

FAMILY ARTS FESTIVAL

VARIOUS VENUES

16-31 OCTOBER

SOME EVENTS FREE

Enjoy eye-boggling arts for all the family at the 
Family Arts Festival, taking place at various 
galleries and theatres across Nottingham 
during the October half term.

ROBIN HOOD DAY AND WEEK

VARIOUS VENUES

17–25 OCTOBER

Celebrate our famous man in tights with a 
week-long series of events and performances, 
kicking off with International Robin Hood Day 
on Saturday 17 October! See wandering 
minstrels and of course Robin Hood himself, as 
businesses and attractions across the city pay 
tribute to our hero.

GAMECITY10 FESTIVAL

AROUND NOTTINGHAM

22 – 31 OCTOBER 

SOME EVENTS FREE

Celebrating its tenth year, GameCity will take 
place at venues across the city with a mission 
to get Nottingham having fun. Enjoy ten 
days of great events for all ages. There’ll be 
workshops, arcades, talks, games . . . and 
some things a little more out of the ordinary.

Had a great time in 
Nottingham this October? 
Enter our competition to come back in 

December for a Christmas shopping 

and pantomime stay! 

BOOKMARK OUR WEBSITE AND LIKE US 

ON FACEBOOK FOR THE LATEST NEWS, 

EVENTS AND OFFERS 

www.experiencenottinghamshire
.com/october

www.facebook.com 
/OctoberInNottingham

Win! 
Enter our competition for the chance 

to win this great trip in December:

•  Pre-theatre dinner in the newly 
refurbished restaurant at Harts, and 
overnight stay in their beautiful 
boutique hotel

• £50 INTU shopping voucher

•  Two tickets for Aladdin at Nottingham’s 

Theatre Royal

Visit www.experiencenottinghamshire.
com/october to enter. 

Terms and conditions apply.

Get ready for a month of fun and  festivals to celebrate in the city
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Christine Dilks

Chris studied at 
Nottingham College of 
Art with further studies 
in Fine Art through 
Nottingham University, 
and has been a partner 
in three successful 
commercial art galleries. 
In recent years, she was 
mentored by the late 
John Townsend, the 
nationally renowned 

portrait painter. Illustration for LeftLion is a new 
venture after usually working in oils on canvas. 
Impressionistic and figurative in style, Chris’ subjects 
run from still life to landscape and portraiture. She 
has exhibited at galleries for several years including 
The Harley, Djanogly and Langar Hall, and you 
will be exhibiting at Attenborough Nature Centre 
throughout October, as well as with the S.E.A.G. Group 
at Hoveringham Village Hall on Saturday 31 October 
and Sunday 1 November. You can also meet her most 
creative production, LeftLion’s Ash, for a drink... but 
you may be buying.

christinedilks.co.uk

06 Advertising Sectioned 
 Plus Street Tales, What Notts and  
 Overheard in Notts

08 LeftEyeOn 
 Snapshots of our city, captured  
 by you lot

10 In Focus: Mayhem Film Festival  
 Peek inside the minds of the men  
 behind the festival

12 Extended Play
 One half of the ‘Mods, Andrew  
 Fearn, on his side project  

15 Bloomin’ Good Show 
 The who’s who of this year's   
 Bloomberg New Contemporaries 
 

16 Short End of the Flick 
 Holomax are the freshest and 
 funniest film company in town

18 A Most Transparent Gentleman
 In time for Halloween, we’ve   
 got a right spooky storeh
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 Honey Williams is the brains   
 behind the Gang of Angels choir
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 The Collabor-8 Collective have  
 got summat up their sleeve for  
 creative yoots
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 We dive into the black history  
 archives of Nottingham  

32 Sloshingham - Fermentalists
 With the head brewers of Castle  
 Rock and Navigation 

34 Sloshingham - A Man of Taste
 A chat with the man with the
 fanciest job title in beer land  

36 Sloshinghamand, 
 All you need to know about the  
 latest beer bible and the newest  
 beer bromance 

38 Fun with Fringe
 Thomas Moore wants to bring  
 the Fringe spirit to NottsMen
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I’ll set the scene: a bunch of 
LeftLioners are down the pub, 
it’s a balmy summer evening, and 
we’re sat in the beer garden with 
our respective choices of beverage, 
having a lovely time. 

A few pints in and the talk turns 
to work, but the beer appears to 
be distracting us. In a moment 
of pure clarity, we all realise that 
we haven’t celebrated the rather 
magnificent heritage of beer in our 
fair city. 

It’s not our usual way of bashing 
out ideas for the magazine, but it 
worked out pretty well. So behold, 
five pages dedicated to the brew 
that we love best. 

We’ve chatted to head brewers, 
a beer sommelier, CAMRA, as 
well as the guys at Black Iris and 
Totally Brewed, who’ve teamed up 
for the Robin Hood Beer Festival. 
Enjoy responsibly.  

It’s not all about the good brew, 
though. We’re not competing with 
the Nottingham Drinker. We also 
grabbed Andrew Fearn – the half 
of Sleaford Mods who delivers 
the beats – to chat about his 
side project, Extnddntwrk. Try 
typing that out five times to only 
realise you’ve managed to spell it 
differently every time. 

What else? Well, loads. We’ve got 
filmmakers in the form of Holomax, 
a Turner Prize-winning artist on 
the exemplary exhibition that is 
Bloomberg New Contemporaries 
and, because we love Halloween, a 
ghost story to lose yourself in. 

There’s shedloads more, so don’t 
waste your time on me, there’s 64 
pages to get stuck in to. 

Ali Emm
ali@leftlion.co.uk

41 Cunning Stunts 
 The Dilettante Society dish 
 the dirt on The Wise Men of   
 Gotham

31 Sloshingham 
 Paying our dues to the freshly  
 brewed, with our beer festival- 
 inspired pull-out
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We delve a little deeper into the history of our city’s streets to give 
you the tales they’d never have taught you at school…

words: Wayne Burrows

ADVERTISING SECTIONED

St Nicholas Street, Ye Olde Salutation Inn

The building has been sitting on the corner 
of Hounds Gate and St Nicholas Street – once 
known as Jews Lane – since at least 1415, with 
it functioning as a drinking hole existing from at 
least 1725. These dates were confirmed in 1998 
when History Hunters – a Time Team spin-off – 
did a programme on Nottingham's oldest public 
house. Their conclusions were that The Bell Inn 
was the oldest pub, Ye Olde Salutation Inn was 
the oldest building, and Ye Olde Trip to Jerusalem 
had the oldest caves. However, despite their 
conclusions, the debate still rages on.

The Sal is known to many a local as a comfortable, 
quaint, old-style public house. The rear of the 
building, before the construction of Maid Marian 
Way in the sixties, was actually the side. The 
entrance facing onto St Nicholas Street is the 
oldest still surviving after the row of buildings 
were cut in half by the aforementioned arrival of 
Maid Marian Way.

Although this part of the building has seen 
some changes, it still retains some of the 
character of bygone days, especially when 
there’s a log fire in the grate. The smaller of the 
two downstairs rooms, the one that flanks the 
entrance passageway, is said to have been used 
by Cromwell’s soldiers as a recruiting room in the 
1640s during the Civil War.

During this period the inn was named The 
Archangel Gabriel Saluting the Virgin Mary and, 
like other similar hostelries, its traditional sign 
depicted an image of the same. This aroused the 
religious scruples of the Puritans when they came 
to political power in the mid-seventeenth century 
and formed the Commonwealth Government. 

The innkeeper was ordered to either remove the 
offending sign or have it repainted and some 
approved sign substituted. Naturally, he wished 
neither to alter his sign nor to lose his licence, so 
he compromised – as did many of the royalists’ 
colleagues – by renaming the inn The Soldier and 
Citizen. Only a mere eleven years later, when the 
monarchy was restored, the name reverted to The 
Salutation Inn.

The best part of The Sal is hidden, but not 
deliberately. The caves that sit beneath the pub 
are actually older than the fifteenth century 
building, more than likely dating back to the time 
when there was a tannery on site. One thing 
History Hunters confirmed was that the pub 
brewed its own ale for many years, which was 
also mentioned in Realm of Darkness (Paul Nix, 
1996): 

“Brewing: Malt produced in Nottingham’s caves 
was sold to local inns and taverns, most of which 
were brewed on the premises. Some were brewed 
in caves like the The Trip to Jerusalem, whilst 
others had brew houses above ground, but all 
would have maintained their cave-cellars to 
store the brewed ale. In 1697 during a visit to 
Nottingham, Miss Celia Fiennes did visit a cave 
to taste Nottingham's famous ale. She said ‘‘Att ye 
Crown Inn is a cellar of 60 to 70 steps down, all 
in ye rock like arch worke over your head; I drank 
good ale.’’

For more on Nottingham history, check out the 
Nottingham Hidden History website. 

nottinghamhiddenhistoryteam.wordpress.com

 

James Shipstone's Ales: Beer Is Best! 
(Nottingham Chronicle, 1935)

The 'Beer is Best' slogan of James Shipstone's 
brewery has been an article of faith in 
Nottingham for as long as the place has had a 
history. It's said that the earliest pre-medieval 
caves were dug out of the sandstone precisely 
to allow malting and brewing to go on all year 
round, so I guess you could say we started 
exactly as we meant to go on. 

While the old Soviet Union used the red star as 
its symbol of the 1917 communist revolution, 
the impressive, Victorian-built Shipstones 
headquarters in New Basford displayed one on 
its roof for the best part of five decades. The 
massive red neon 'Shippo Star', the company's 
logo, was visible for miles around – giving 
Nottingham the look of a mini-Moscow 
dedicated to the highest ideals of getting totally 
battered on a Saturday night.

It's also worth noting that while the picture in 
this 1935 advert from the Nottingham Chronicle 

might look a bit nostalgic at first glance, the 
firm was still using horse-drawn drays for local 
deliveries well into the forties. It's fair to say that 
the sight of two blokes sitting on top of a heap 
of barrels, clattering up and down the city roads 
behind a pair of dobbins, really would have been 
familiar when this advert was published.

But there's a certain poetic irony in the fact that 
the Shipstones red star vanished in 1991, not 
long after the Berlin Wall fell, along with all the 
red stars in Moscow. 

And in an odd parallel to that history, 
Shipstones’ demise was all down to the running 
dogs of capitalism. The family firm was sold to 
Greenall's in the early eighties, the operation 
moved to Burton to save cash, and in recent 
years the old Star Brewery has been redeveloped 
as offices and retail units.

leftlion.co.uk/adsectioned

Local adverts ripped from the pages of history…
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WHAT NOTTS
Find out what’s been going off around and about the city over the past month... 

GUMTEEF 
Gone are the days of flogging your wares 
fear-free on the world wide web. Now, 
earning some dosh from selling your manky 
sofa is coupled with the danger of having 
your stuff nicked by some bleddy riff raff. 
One Basford lad has ruined it for everyone by 
meeting users to buy their smartphones and 
pinching the device, never to be seen again. 
The buffoon's antics have earned him five 
years in the slammer.  
 
POT-FLOGGING SPROGS 
Fifty school kids in Nottingham have been 
caught in possession of class A and B 
drugs. Fifty. Two of which were at primary 
school. Primary school. What happened 
to snorting a sherbet Dip Dab and getting 
proper wappy, eh? Are nippers so streetwise 
now that their idea of a good time in the 
playground is flogging an eighth of wacky 
backy to the reception kids? We don’t know 
whether to laugh or cry.
 

 

GIRLS ALLOWED 
The prayers of hundreds of boys have finally 
been answered. Nottingham High School 
are welcoming girls through the door for the 
first time in the school’s 502 year history. As 
well as creating some primary school places 
for little Sarahs and Susans, the school has 
accepted lady-beings into their sixth form 
with an aim to get girls of all ages through 
the doors by next September. Chat up lines 
at the ready, lads. 
 
LOST THE CHOC 
A Nottinghamshire lady – somehow, we 
have no idea – managed to lose her Belgian 
chocolates on the coach back from their 
motherland, so she asked the coppers for a 
bit of help. Nottinghamshire Police stuck a 
Facebook post online and everyone lost the 
plot, either shouting about their wasting of 
time “playing Charlie and The Chocolate 
Factory” or giving them a knowing, digital 
nod for their cocoa-based pursuit. We’re 
going with the latter. 

 

JUNKTION SELLOUTS 
Everyone’s favourite old underage drinking 
spot has indeed looked a bleddy great mess 
since it shut its doors in 2011, but has been 
providing bouts of wabi sabi and nostalgia 
for lost nineties kids and old-school gig-
goers Nottingham-wide. Now, the legendary 
building is getting torn down for – yep, 
you guessed it – more student flats. Eight 
storeys of the boggers. It’s okay, we’re crying 
too. Perhaps, with all our tears combined, 
we can flood the gaff when it lands.
 
VIGIL VIGILANTES 
Nottingham has been all abuzz with people 
taking matters into their own hands to help 
refugees stranded in Calais. Collection 
points for camping gear and food popped 
up all over the city, one of which was in 
Market Square, with hundreds showing up 
in support. Our Adel – a Syrian refugee we 
spoke to a couple of issues back – gave a 
speech alongside others, so vigil-goers could 
better understand the humanitarian crisis 
that’s currently happening.
 

NONSTOP STOPS 
Yes, you heard us right. And no, we’re not 
joking. Nottingham’s legendary skate shop 
has been providing decks, trucks and style 
to the local floppy-haired populace for 25 
long years, but now they’re out of the rat 
race and have offered up their property 
on St. James’s Street. So long, fair friend. 
Although your physical presence may have 
ceased, your memory will live on in grinds 
and fakies for decades to come. (They’re still 
in business online.) 
 
FIRE IN THE HALL 
If you ever went to Rushcliffe Arena, you 
might have fond memories of going mental at 
Run Riot, or having a nice, relaxing game of 
bowls in the sports hall. Either way, you’ve 
had your lot. The gaff was undergoing plans 
of redevelopment, but bursting into flames 
was probably not on the agenda. West 
Bridgford residents took to social media to 
share snaps, with paranoid mams all over 
Notts assuming it was a smoke signal from 
their kids stuck in the ball pit.

“Wind your neck in you little long Pepperami. You're a bit of an animal, innit. I'm tryin' to stop this wheezin’.” - Smoking lady

“I've got a feeling I'll need a poo when I get home.” 

 
"Babe. When I die, will you make sure I'm buried 
with my eyelash curlers?" 
 

“You should come to Notts mate, I promise you won’t 

get shot.” - Lad on phone 

 

“Matlock? You should visit the aquarium. It’s only two 

pound and the animals are definitely sad.” 

 

Bloke: What do you mean you can't understand me?! I'm Irish. IRISH!
Muffled reply from man inside house.Bloke: Right! That's it. I'm going to smash your fucking head in!
Another muffled reply from man inside house.Bloke: I-RISH! IRISH! FUCKING IRISH!!  

“I tried to be both [Muslim and 
Atheist] but my parents wouldn't let 
me." 

 
"If you want to continue seeing 

me, you need to stop sh*gging 

my sister." 

 
“When me and Rebecca try for a baby, I won't 
smoke weed again. Gotta be 100% focused.”

Man: Where are you going to pull off?
Woman: I'll pull off anywhere I bloody like. 

At a free doughnut stand. 

Lady: Carol, what is a crispy cream?

Caz: It's one of them biscuits you used to 

dunk in your tea

Lady: Oh, I like them.

Caz: I'd like to see people get that excited 

about a custard cream stall.

"Yo, bring da bill boss... before my missus 
starts orderin’ cheese boards and shit 
yeah." - Man in curry house 

 
"What?! Even if I was growing weed in 

my flat I cannot have used that much 

electricity!" - Man on phone

 
Dad: This area is called the Lace 

Market. 

Little girl: Cool, is that where they 

make all the strawberry laces? 

 

"Might take the kids to their first funeral next week." 

Thompsons are back, but we’ve 
hidden them on page 38.



Think your snaps would look right at 
home nestled on these here pages? 

Don’t be shy, get sending them in to 
photography@leftlion.co.uk

Don’t forget: hi-res, name and website.

Attenborough Nature Reserve
#NATURE

Arran Bee
flickr: arrannffc

Got a Heron Your Canoe
Boatiful, though.

Keith Turner
flickr: kthtrnr



#RefugeesWelcome
Can’t think of owt snarky, just get ‘em a 
gaff and a cob, for goodness sake.

Toby Neal
flickr: Toby Neal

Jeremy Kyle
It’s certainly up for debate.

Nick Cragg
flickr: radfordred
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After scaring and shocking horror film fans for over 
a decade, Mayhem Film Festival’s Chris Cooke 
and Steven Sheil have expanded their annual film 
festival to include sci-fi and cult cinema. We were 
curious to find out what makes them tick, so asked 
them to give us a peek into their world… 

Mayhem Film Festival, Broadway Cinema, Thursday 15 - Sunday 18 October. 

broadway.org.uk/mayhem
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Sincere, unspun, and seemingly unfazed by his success, the ‘quiet one’ in Sleaford 
Mods has been making his own music for years as Extnddntwrk. We spoke to Andrew 
Fearn from Manchester, having just finished sound checking for the first night of the 
UK Key Markets tour…

You’ve just moved out of Nottingham onto a narrow boat. 
You make a lot of music at home – is that feasible, on a boat?
Yeah, I’m a continuous cruiser on the river. It’s been in Sawley 
marina, having lots of work done on it. I’ve got a nice tiny pair 
of Bose speakers on the boat. They’re not ideal for mixing with, 
but for creating music, they’re fine.

Your solo music as Extnddntwrk has always been a low-key, 
minimally promoted side project. Do you have ambitions to 
bring it to a wider audience? 
I guess so, yeah. I was creating it and not doing anything with 
it, because I had low expectations. I’d put a few things out 
in the early noughties, and not really had a bad experience. I 
suppose I was a bit lost. But at least I knew I could still make 
what I thought was good music.
 
Did the music act as a calling card when you met Jason?
I think it was that, but Jason’s come a long way at the same 
time. He’d explored what was on the more aggressive side of 
Nottingham and, for him, it was a bit too rock. He’d reached the 
same point as me. He’d come to the end of something. I was 
DJing at The Chameleon, and he said “Oh, I like your beats,” so 
we got together. I thought he was amazing the first time I saw 
him. So initially, I was really happy to do it.

How do you differ in terms of personalities?
There’s nobody like Jason – he’s a one-off character. He’s 
nothing like what people expect. You know, these questions 
about whether he’s like that in real life, if he swears when he 
orders food in a shop or something. That’s the thing with all 
people: there is somebody else underneath. 
 
Do you hang out together a lot when you’re not doing 
Sleaford Mods stuff?
No – he’s married with a kid. It was very difficult for us to find 
time to get together to do Key Markets. [I got] lots of things 
ready, and then literally in about four or five days we made 
that album down at Rubber Biscuit in Nottingham. It was easy, 
because we knew what to do. Well, I knew what needed to be 
done. In two nights, we did eight new tracks – which is a mad 
way to work, but it was the only way to stop the album from 
sounding contrived, over-analysing it. There’s a lot of that, you 
know: what are we gonna do now? I just kept batting it off, and 
saying to our manager and Jason, “Don’t worry about it, I’ve 
got bags of stuff. I’ve got a big box of minidiscs I’ve not looked 
at yet!”
 
You’ve made significant headway in Europe – a little bit 
ahead of the UK, if anything – but the lyrics are not easy for a 
non-native speaker to decode… 
In Germany, they speak very good English. In Italy as well, 
they’re mad about British music. All I kept hearing was New 
Order, Oasis, and all these old bands. It’s weird. They’ve got 
this fascination about English culture – you feel like a British 
export over there. It doesn’t quite compute. They have a lot 
more leniency in what can you can say on the radio as well – 
you can swear on air in Belgium, so they can play more of it. 
I think we need to be a bit more progressive like that in this 
country. The first audiences we had were on the art scene, so 
we earned our stripes there. Other mainstream things came 
from things like Kim Gordon on Twitter, saying “Sleaford Mods 
rock”, and Stewart Lee being a fan, and Iggy Pop asking us to 
do his show. They’re genuine forms of advertisement. No one’s 
being paid to say it, you know?
 
And it all helps when Noel Gallagher and Paul Weller have 
pops as well, I suppose.
Even them having a go is a big-up, isn’t it? They’re pretty 
famous. It backfired on them, in a way.
 
What state of mind are you in during a live show? Jason is 
angry and ferocious, and you’re a lot more laidback… 
There’s no point in me trying to act as angry as Jason, so 
it’s kind of a ‘good cop, bad cop’ thing. I don’t know how it’s 
become so popular. I still don’t know why people want to watch 
two forty-year-old blokes dancing about. It’s funny.
  

You’re headlining Rock City on Friday 9 
October. You’ve played the main stage 
before, haven’t you?
Yeah, we did most of The Specials 
tour. It was alright. It was the first 
time we’d played on a bigger 
stage, as well. It can be a bit 
weird because the sound’s 
very different and echoey. 
I prefer it when we play 
smaller spaces because it’s 
a better atmosphere.
 
The day after the Rock 
City gig, you’ve got the 
premiere of Invisible 
Britain at Broadway. What 
can you tell us about the 
film?
It’s a documentary about us, 
spliced with social issues in 
the UK. It’s quite overwhelming 
because we didn’t really expect 
it to be so direct. It’s like, here’s 
a social issue in the UK, and now 
here’s Sleaford Mods. There was 
one bit – I forget what it was about, 
benefit cuts or something – I got 
sucked into the programme so much 
that I completely forgot what I was 
watching, and then we came on again 
and I was like, “Oh yeah, it’s about us, 
innit?”
 
What’s the plan after the tour?
The last date is on 8 November in Iceland, 
so I’ve managed to blag a couple of extra 
days at a hotel there. When we get back, 
we’re off until April, I think. We did have 
more dates booked, but I think it’s a good idea 
to recoup a little bit. It’s hard to gauge whether 
people are sick of you or not.
 
So, you got married in the States last month. 
Did your families fly over?
No, they didn’t. It was an American fellow that I got 
married to, so we paid a company to sort out the legal 
situation. The reason we were going back there was to 
apply for a fiance visa, so we’d come back and he could 
stay here for another six months because gay marriage 
wasn’t legal in America while we were sorting it out. 
But then they legalised it, so we managed to miss out the 
fiance visa and go straight for a spouse visa. It means he 
can stay for two and a half years. 

He used to live in an RV when he was in the States, and then 
he worked on cruise ships and his dad was in the military, so 
he’s travelled all around. He just wanted out of America, he’d 
had enough of it. We get the boat back soon – it’s just had a 
paint job, new windows, a new bathroom, and the bedroom’s 
been reconfigured to make more space. After November, we’re 
going to London and Cambridge on it – everywhere really. 
We’ve got a map, so we can tick off what rivers and canals 
we’ve done until we’ve filled it all in.
 
Sleaford Mods, Rock City, Friday 9 October 2015. 
Sleaford Mods: Invisible Britain premiere and Q&A, Broadway, 
Saturday 10 October 2015.
 

extnddntwrk.bandcamp.com
 

interview: Mike Atkinson
illustration: Rikki Marr
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THX 1138 WITH LIVE SCORE BY  
ASIAN DUB FOUNDATION
MON 26 OCTOBER
Before Star Wars, George Lucas’ first feature length 1971 
debut was a stylistic Sci-Fi movie starring Robert Duvall 
and Donald Pleasence; where chemical brainwashing, 
CCTV and totalitarian control symbolise an uncomfortable 
authoritarian world. Asian Dub Foundation perform an 
exhilarating live score; the perfect complement to this 
immersive film. 

JANE EYRE 
TUE 9 – SAT 13 FEBRUARY
A Bristol Old Vic and National Theatre co-production 

Almost 170 years on, Charlotte Brontë’s story of the 
trailblazing Jane is as inspiring as ever. This bold and  
dynamic production uncovers one woman’s fight for  
freedom and fulfilment on her own terms. From her 
beginnings as a destitute orphan, Jane Eyre’s spirited  
heroine faces life’s obstacles head-on, surviving poverty, 
injustice and the discovery of bitter betrayal before taking  
the ultimate decision to follow her heart.

THE STAR WARS SAGA: MUSIC FROM 
EPISODES 1–6
MON 23 NOVEMBER
City of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra

As the world awaits the launch of Episode 7, this concert 
features John Williams’ greatest scores from Star Wars; from 
the cosmic cocktail bar of the Cantina Band, to the clashing 
light sabres of Obi-Wan and Darth Vader.  With costumed 
characters from the films invading the Royal Concert Hall, 
this THE musical event for all Star Wars fans. 

OF MICE AND MEN 
TUE 1 – SAT 5 MARCH 
Set in America during the Great Depression, this classic 
play tells the story of George and Lennie, two migrant farm 
workers, who go in search of new beginnings, in the hope  
of attaining their shared dream: of putting together 
enough money to buy a small piece of land and building 
a home. After a long journey, the pair arrive at a farm in 
California where they seek work, but they are no strangers 
to trouble and soon find themselves reeling from the fall 
out of an innocent misunderstanding which spirals out 
of control and leaves the two men – bound together by 
friendship – facing an earthshattering climax. 

MATTHEW BOURNE’S SLEEPING BEAUTY – 
A GOTHIC ROMANCE
TUE 19 – SAT 23 APRIL
Matthew Bourne’s dazzling production of Sleeping Beauty 
has won the hearts of thousands and smashed box office 
records across the UK and the USA since its première.  
A gothic romance for all ages, Sleeping Beauty is now 
back by popular demand. Don’t miss this unique chance 
to experience a new classic in New Adventures’ growing 
repertoire – it might just be another 100 years before she 
re-awakens...

PRISCILLA QUEEN OF THE DESERT
MON 18 – SAT 23 JANUARY
Get ready for the ride of your life as Priscilla Queen of the 
Desert returns to Nottingham; starring Jason Donovan as 
Tick. Based on the smash-hit movie, three friends hop aboard 
a battered old bus searching for love and friendship and end 
up finding more than they could have ever dreamed of.  With 
a dazzling array of outrageous costumes and a hit parade of 
dance floor classics, this wildly fresh and funny hit musical 
takes you on a journey to the heart of fabulous.
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An annual art showcase featuring young artists, Bloomberg New Contemporaries (BNC) exhibited the likes of David Hockney, 
Anish Kapoor and Damien Hirst at the start of their careers. This year sees it opening in Nottingham for the first time. As such, 
we caught up with NTU alumni and Turner Prize-winning artist Simon Starling to talk about being a selector for this year’s 
exhibition, and why it’s so important...

A young woman, naked and alone, dangling from a tree 
branch in the countryside, one foot caught in a knotted rope, 
calls out for help in increasing desperation and 
panic. A giant, twisted column of inflated camouflage 
sways in the breeze above the rooftops of Ilkeston Road. 
Three drunk South Koreans in a hotel room fling insults at 
Britons and the history of British colonialism in Asia. ‘’You 
drink tea which comes from China and then you use drugs 
to take over China,” says one to the camera. “Fucking 
cum dumpsters.”

All this and much more can be seen at the BNC art 
exhibition, spread across three independent galleries: 
Backlit, One Thoresby Street and Primary. An annual 
showcase for the work of young artists – and so offering an 
insight into current practices and concerns – BNC has been 
going since 1949 and has featured many artists who have 
since achieved high profiles. David Hockney was in the 
1960 show, Anish Kapoor in 1977, Damien Hirst appeared 
in 1989 and Simon Starling was selected for the 1994 
exhibition. And it is as a selector for this year’s show that 
Starling has returned to BNC, and to Nottingham.

Starling studied art at the old Trent Poly between 1987 
and 1990 before going on to give the world one of the more 
memorable Turner Prize winners of the last twenty years. 
This was shedboatshed – a wooden shed which he took 
to bits and turned into a boat. Starling then sailed the 
boat down the Rhine before turning it back into a shed 
and it was in the latter incarnation that he exhibited the 
thing and won the Turner Prize in 2005. As a BNC selector, 
Starling and two colleagues, Jessie Flood-Paddock and 
Hurvin Anderson, have been tasked with selecting around 
forty artworks from 1,600 submissions, most of them by 
recent graduates of Britain’s art schools. The result is an 
exotic and intriguing mix of gender- and identity-based 
art, abstract painting, fine art photography, mad sculpture, 
literary adaptation and some items which are in a world of 
their own. 

The three galleries hosting the show – Backlit, One 
Thoresby Street and Primary, working together as the New 
Midland Group consortium – have risen to the occasion and 
were all freshly white-walled and generally spruced up 
for this month’s opening. But why, in 2015, has BNC finally 
decided to come to Nottingham? LeftLion asked Simon 
Starling that very question. “Due to an ongoing and largely 
grassroots development of infrastructure for the visual 
arts, culminating in the extraordinary recent success of 
Nottingham Contemporary, the city has established itself 
as provisional ‘capital’ for the visual arts in Britain,” he 
says. “It now has a long history as a place that nurtures 
young artists and as such, seems a very natural first venue 
for this year’s New Contemporaries.”

So there we are: Nottingham is now the UK’s visual arts 
capital. You heard it here first.

But what, we wondered, does the art in this year's BNC 
shows tell us about art and artists in Britain generally? 
What themes and trends can be discerned? “What you 
realise when you select the BNC is the incredible range 
of approaches that are taken by young graduates. And 
while there is a range of work among the selected few, 
it is of course a small slice of what’s out there. It doesn’t 
seem like there are any radically new trends on show, 
however it’s clear that emerging technologies are 
increasingly impacting on the way artists make work, 
particularly in the realm of moving image. Having said 
that, the more traditional modes of making remain popular 
among young artists.”

When was Starling last in Nottingham and what does 
he remember, good and bad, about art and making art 
in Nottingham? “I actually returned to Nottingham very 
recently to start work on a major solo exhibition that will 
open at Nottingham Contemporary in March next year. 
After winning the Turner Prize in 2005, I was invited back 
to the city to receive the Alumni of the Year award. That 
was also an occasion to reflect on the highs and lows of 
my education in Nottingham. At the award ceremony, I 
remember talking largely about the importance of my fellow 
students to my development as an artist. I still have a few 
friends and colleagues who I met in Nottingham 28 years 
ago, but I’m also just as marked by many I no longer see. 
The diversity of my fellow students was hugely important 
to me. Things started to open up for me in Nottingham.”

Matt Chesney, artistic director of Backlit, told LeftLion, 
“Hosting BNC is absolutely fantastic, not just for Nottingham 
to be the focus of national attention, but to join the roster 
of venues which have hosted New Contemporaries after 66 
years. It feels right that Nottingham should have this; the 
time is right and we’ve got the right venues.”

By the way, even if you’ve already visited the three 
exhibitions, Backlit is offering a good reason to return. For 
the event’s closer artist Gillian Wearing, herself a past 
New Contemporaries exhibitor, will be at Backlit on 
Saturday 31 October at 6.30pm for an art-karaoke event 
called Shy Convention. 

Bloomberg New Contemporaries runs until Saturday 31 
October.

newcontemporaries.org.uk

 

Pick of Bloomberg New Contemporaries 2015

Backlit
Hanging in the Woods, Hilde Krohn Huse: a young woman, 
alone and naked, exercises using ropes strung from a 
tree branch. When it all goes wrong, we are witness to 
an excruciating, genuine display of discomfort and rising 
panic. Huse’s eleven-minute film is already the best-known 
item in this year’s show due to international press attention, 
but it remains a singular and unforgettable film.

Boulder Mountain etc, Tim Simmons: photographs of a 
small desert and rocky landscapes in north America, but so 
artfully lit they look artificial.

Man for a Day etc, Many Niewohner: gender issues are 
to the fore in two videos in which the female artist aspires 
to become ‘Gareth’ and attends a ‘Man for the Day’ event 
which includes having a beard.

One Thoresby Street
Allie May Burroughs, wife of cotton sharecropper, Hale 
County, Alabama, Julia Curtin: combining modern 
photographic techniques with an olde time icon of poverty – 
a simple dress – from the depression of the thirties.

Angry Hotel, Juntae TJ. Hwang: three South Koreans, all 
wearing camouflage in a hotel room, drink, smoke, swear 
and insult the west.

Excerpts from Alan Hollinghurst’s The Swimming-Pool 
Library, Scott Lyman: sensitive dramatisation of several 
scenes from the Booker Prize-shortlisted gay novel which 
makes you wonder if there is a completed film out there...

Primary 
Column, Andrei Costache: a tall column of camouflage 
fabric, tethered to the ground outside like a phallic barrage 
balloon straining at the leash. If there is such a thing.

You get me down etc, Conor Rogers: three small exquisite 
paintings of real life on a beer mat, fag packet and 
crumpled paper.

Umbrella Relief, Sophie Giller: bright umbrellas, 
compressed into bright 3D squares.

BLOOMIN’
GOOD SHOW

words: Mark Patterson
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Named after the cinema in Back to the Future 2 (the one showing Jaws 19), film production company Holomax is the Notts 
sibling duo of Lloyd and Joe Staszkiewicz. After getting a short film in The ABCs of Death 2.5 and winning last year’s 
Shortcuts to Hell competition, we had a chat with them about their backstory and future narrative...

In August last year, Holomax entered their short film, Hubert’s Ghost, into the Shortcuts to 
Hell competition. “It felt like they were trying to do an X Factor thing, with judges on a stage 
and everything,” Lloyd reminisces in dismay. “We won, which was great, but it was through 
a public vote, likes on Facebook and such, which was an awful experience.” The prize was 
not to be sniffed at, however – £20,000 to make Hubert’s Ghost into a feature film, with a 
guaranteed premiere at FrightFest and on the Horror Channel.

“They wanted the film completed for this year’s FrightFest,” says Joe. “But we didn’t want to 
rush it and make a bad film.” They’ve been working on it since last September with another 
of their brothers, Tom. Lloyd says, “[it’s been] quite challenging, having three different 
opinions in the mix.”

“Between us, we’ve read through it hundreds of times,” says Joe. “I can never be bothered 
to read through it again but once I get to the end, I’m happy with it.” The Shortcuts to Hell 
competition has a horror theme, but Holomax maintain that the tone of Hubert’s Ghost spans 
a few genres and is “more like an adventure film about a family who are struggling to cope 
together,” citing their main influences as E.T., Gremlins and, of course, Back to the Future.
 
Unfortunately, things have taken a recent turn for the worse for the film. “There were things 
that the producers weren’t happy with in the script, but we were very passionate about. We 
are more than happy to take feedback and work on the collaborative aspect of filmmaking 
but it was pointless making changes we weren’t happy with. In the end we decided it was 
best for us and Hubert’s Ghost to step away from one of the producers.” This doesn’t mean 
the project is dead though. Hubert’s Ghost is still a priority for Holomax. “We’ll find a way of 
getting it made, it just might take a bit longer than we expected.” 

Holomax’s filmmaking path began through Swound! – a band made up of all four 
Staszkiewicz brothers. They made their own music videos, played at Radio One’s Big 
Weekend, were featured in Kerrang! and did a jingle for the hugely popular US kids’ telly 
show, Yo Gabba Gabba!, being the first unsigned band to feature (keeping company with 
the likes of Arcade Fire, The Killers, Weezer, The Flaming Lips and Mos Def). When the band 
split, Joe and Lloyd continued with the video work. “We talked about starting to play again, 
just more casually,” says Joe.

The ABCs of Death 2, which makes its way through the alphabet with 26 short horror films, 
all from different filmmakers, all involving death. The guys entered their Krampus short M 
is for Merry Christmas, shot in Sherwood Forest, but lost out to the phenomenal M is for 
Masticate. However, out of 541 entries, they were one of 25 to be featured in The ABCs of 
Death 2.5. “It’s a bit weird, to be honest,” Joe laughs. “We thought no one would get it and a 
lot of people didn’t. It was a good competition, though, we’re quite good friends with some of 
the other directors who entered and the producer of the whole film.”

Their latest series of short films, dubbed their Micro-Cinematic Universe, have become a 
huge Vimeo hit after the first, Blood Drinker, was chosen as a Staff Pick. Joe explains: “It’s 
had about 50,000 views and got such amazing feedback. We even got jobs from it. Good jobs. 
We liked the tone of it so we wrote another one in that theme, Jacques Diego’s Last Stand, 
and people kept saying they loved the series, so we’ve got about ten on paper now.”

One of these good jobs was for a film called Canned Peaches, an adaptation of an Australian 
sci-fi comedy, which will be shot in the Dominican Republic and directed by Hector Valdez. 

“At the moment we're going through the script with them, making suggestions and changes,” 
Joe explains. “The fact that it’s being shot entirely in Spanish isn’t really a problem as we’ve 
been learning parts of the language, like ‘mis amigos me llaman Murphy, usted puede 
llamarme Robocop’. We’re going over there for six weeks in January, which will be very 
exciting, and then we’ll be directing some segments for the film here in the UK.”

Currently on their third in the Micro-Cinematic Universe series, there’s an engaging, Wes 
Anderson-like playfulness to the films. With cinematography full of bold, bright colours, 
and silly stories full of fantastic ideas such as The Coke Boys, a bunch of ruffians wearing 
matching red Coke jumpers, and The Spooks, a band of white sheet-wearing ghosts. “We 
learn so much every time we make one,” Lloyd says.

“We should be filming the fourth one soon,” Lloyd continues. Nick Boshier, the Australian 
comedian who created the YouTube hit Bondi Hipsters, has also been in touch, wanting to 
get involved. “The end game is a feature film based on that world and the characters – a Pulp 
Fiction kind of thing. We need to get other stuff out of the way before we can start putting 
pen to paper, though.”

They’ve also made a pilot for a mockumentary telly show last year, Capitol State City, in 
which Lloyd dons a wonderfully eighties Forest cap as the enthusiastic and naive Burt 
Johnson who, in 1987, is attempting to make the ultimate cop show. “It’s a passion project 
and we have so many ideas for it,” Joe tells us. “We sent the pilot around to a few people. 
Sky emailed back saying they loved it but because they were putting too much time into 
Modern Family, they didn’t want anything occupying that kind of space.” It sounds like the 
kind of show that Notts TV is crying out for – inexpensive, funny and original work from local 
filmmakers. Joe shrugs, “It’d be nice to do something with them, but we haven’t received 
any responses from the several emails we have sent their way.”

Filmmaking at this level is a struggle. It means taking on multiple jobs and begging favours, 
all for the love of it, with an unpredictable future ahead. “We’ve been very lucky with people 
who are willing to help us out. I don’t know if they enjoy it but we guilt them into it,” Joe 
laughs. “I hate the shoot but I always forget that by the next day.”

All their films are shot in Nottinghamshire. “It’s just easier,” Lloyd says. “All our friends 
are here and there are plenty of good locations. There’s been no need to go anywhere else.” 
To pay the bills, both brothers are freelance filmmakers – Lloyd is based in London, but 
gets back to Nottingham as soon as he hasn’t got anything on. “When you’re shooting a 
factory conveyor belt or a recycling plant, you just want to be doing something creative, but 
freelance does give us the flexibility we need. It becomes passion versus need for money.”

The Stas bros’ ultimate goal remains grand and humble at the same time. “We want to direct 
and write films for a living. To have a catalogue of films to live on after we die.” Here’s to 
immortality and great movies.   

vimeo.com/holomax

words: Harry Wilding
photo: Rowan Staszkiewicz
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“You found it,” he said, as the door creaked shut behind me. It 
was quiet, busier than I had imagined, but quiet still. A bar, a 
hovel of rickety bench chairs and tables scattered against the 
unnerving slope of a tumble-down ceiling, framing a stumpy 
wooden bar. There was a man stood behind it, shuffling to 
the sounds of clinking glasses, the quiet roars of secret talk 
and laughter.

“Yes,” I replied, shaking the droplets of rainfall from my coat 
as the man gestured towards the free chair opposite him. “I 
must admit, I had no idea this place was here.”

“I hope my directions were helpful,” said the man, Mr Carter. 
“It is a well-kept secret, that’s its charm.”

“It’s… quaint,” I hesitated, looking around the room once more, 
studying the pictures on the walls: faded drawings 
of landscapes and town scenes, some so browned, cracked 
and weathered with age that they almost faded into 
the walls themselves. “You’re quite welcome,” Mr Carter’s 
eyes gestured across to the bar, his face never moving. I 
took this as an opportunity to order a drink before the 
interview commenced. 

I stood at the bar for a short time, careful to make little eye 
contact with the barman or the other people at the tables. 
There was discomfort in the air, something that tugged at the 
bottom of my skirt and twisted in the loose curls of my hair. I 
felt out of place here, not used to my surroundings. I wanted 
to get the interview over with and get out of there.  
 
Whoever had heard of a bar like this? Hidden from the 
streams of bustling crowds in the city – the ghosts whose 
footsteps echoed above my head – I drank in the stale 
atmosphere of the secret parlour. I had near enough fallen into 

the concealed entrance, had it not been for the gentleman 
who had caught my arm as I slipped. I returned to my seat, 
a cool tumbler of gin in my hand, holding his memory as 
the glass’ condensation formed small pools in the creases 

of my hand.

Mr Carter sat transfixed on a spot by the 
front door, a small window beside 

a cracked coat stand. His 
gaze was severe, his eyes 
glazed and widened in 
terror. I stopped short 
at the sight of a strange 
man, a stranger man than 

I had at first, 

perhaps, judged. “Are you alright, Mr Carter?” I asked, being 
careful not to raise my voice. “Quite, quite,” he said, his body 
shuddering, his eyes darting back towards me as he regained 
himself. “I do apologise. A memory, I think.”

“A memory of what?” Intrigued, I pressed him further. “My 
dear girl,” he relaxed a little, readjusting his balance on the 
bench. “I wouldn’t expect you to understand. I don’t imagine 
you believe in ghosts, do you?”

I thought for a while, conjuring an answer that most suited my 
undecided nature towards these things. I had always given 
bumps in the night and ghoulish tales such little of my time 
and interest, being at one with the solid world around me. “I 
wouldn’t say I don’t believe, Mr Carter,” I began. “But I can’t 
say I have ever experienced anything to raise the question 
of belief.”

“They exist, Miss Savage, of that I am certain,” Mr Carter 
leaned in closer. “They say he haunts this place, the street 
above us. The previous owner. I knew of him a little. A very 
proud man, handsome and tall, friendly and forgiving. He 
died in a car accident some years back. And I had never really 
thought of him, until…”

“Until what, Mr Carter?” I pressed again. 
 

“Until I saw his face appear in the window, just behind you.” I 
jumped as his eyes darted behind me.  
 

“Impossible,” I scoffed, ignoring the sense of fear rising in 
my stomach.

“It is my belief, Miss Savage, that logic cannot always provide 
a suitable explanation,” his face dropped into a crooked smile. 

“Say, how did you manage to find this place, in the end?” A 
swift subject change. I set my drink down on the table and 
readjusted myself on the small stool. Wary of others listening 
in on our conversation, I began to tell Mr Carter the story of 
the man who had pulled me up after my fall in the busy street, 
who had led me to the hidden front door, the gateway to 
this strange place.

“He was charming,” I started my tale, save for the memory 
of the cold chill that blew from the gentleman’s mouth as he 
spoke in my direction, as if winter itself was encased between 
his lips. “You see, Mr Carter, I make little habit of coming out 
to meet strangers of an evening. I do not get tangled with the 
crowds, it is these busy times I cannot abide, the hustle as 
everyone fights to get out of this cold, wet weather.”

We love a good ghost story here - and what better excuse than it being good ol’ 
October, the month of All Hallow’s Eve. Read by candlelight, if you dare...
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“Do go on, Miss Savage,” Mr Carter’s tone held a tinge 
of annoyance. 

“I’m sorry,” I replied, rubbing my hands along my dress, laughing 
nervously. “Well, I suppose. What I was trying to say was that I 
felt lost. Lost and overwhelmed by the rain, the bundles of people 
making their own short, sharp ways home, the directions you had 
been so kind to write down for me. I tripped on the hem of my 
dress. A piece of lace trim that had been snagging for days had 
caught under the heel of my boot, causing me to lurch forwards, 
against the stride of the crowds, almost losing my footing 
completely on the unfamiliar steps. 

I had little time to catch my breath before a gloved hand reached 
out to mine, pulling me to safety. I felt the soft hide of black 
leather, the momentary glide as he pulled me up, before I took 
any notice of him. The stranger. I fell close against his chest, my 
hands splaying into his woollen overcoat, my eyes darting to 
focus on this silhouette of his top hat as I caught my breath. The 
world melted away from us for just a moment as my eyes fell 
upon his face. A most handsome face, his smile was crooked, 
revealing the faint lines of yellowing teeth as he loosened his 
grip on my hand.

I immediately apologised for my error, thanking him for his efforts, 
brushing my dress down with nerves as I turned to walk away. 

‘You are lost,’ the stranger said. ‘No, no,’ I replied as I turned to 
face him. ‘No, I’m… well… yes, I’m looking for The Cellar Door, 
I’m meeting someone there.’

The stranger laughed, his smile widening across his face as his 
soft, gloved hand pointed towards the stone steps that I’d almost 
tripped over. I followed the point of his slender, coated arm, the 
long fingers encased in his glove, he smiled at me as he proffered 
his other hand to guide me down the stairs. He muttered as he 
led me – nothing I could remember. Sentences or questions, they 
could have been either. The last thing I remember was turning 
to thank the man who had been so courteous to escort me to my 
destination, to find he had vanished, disappeared into the night. 
Leaving nothing but the feel of creeping strangeness as I made 
my way into the secret parlour, to you.”

“An interesting story, Miss Savage,” Mr Carter sounded 
somewhere in between bemused and afraid. “But you seem to be 
troubled by this stranger?”  
 

“Perhaps, Mr Carter,” I replied, replaying the moment my strange 
gentleman vanished from sight. “Confused, more. I remember he 
was ice cold, darting out of nowhere to save me as I tripped, it 
seemed almost intentional.”

“Those that linger in your mind, linger on this earth longer 
than they should, Miss Savage.” Mr Carter was cryptic, which 
prompted me to check my watch, conscious that I had not even 
begun the interview yet. “I don’t think I follow you,” I replied, 
flashing a half smile, as Mr Carter sat forward, his 
voice quietening.

“A most transparent gentleman, a handsome face, a kind and 
mysterious demeanour?” Mr Carter began. “Your character 
sounds familiar, Miss Savage. Tell me, has it occurred to you, 
through the course of this meeting, that your man and my ghost 
were made of the same stuff?”

“The face you saw?” I replied, eyes widened in terror as my skin 
crawled at the memory of his wintry presence. “The man who 
died in the accident?”  
 

“Oh yes, Miss Savage,” the wind blew around Mr Carter as another 
shadowy guest entered the building, slamming the door behind 
them. “I do believe you have met your first ghost – the Gentleman 
of Bridlesmith.” 
 
Emma Berry is a freelance writer and make-up artist based 
in Nottingham. 

tinyurl.com/peachberry
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A woman of many talents, Honey Williams runs and conducts the most diverse bunch of belters this city 
has seen – The G.O.A Choir. We grabbed her for a chat on a sunny day down Broad Street to find out where 
they’ve been, where they are, and where they’re off to…

How did G.O.A start?
Once upon a time, I was asked to do an interfaith festival. They wanted 
a choir – a Christian gospel choir. I’d been involved in Freddie Kofi’s choir 
called Present Future Generation. I didn’t have a choir, but it was a paid 
job, so I started phoning around. People agreed to do it, and we got some 
songs together. As we were rehearsing, a workman walked past and said 
[Nottingham accent] “Ah! You lot sound like a gang of angels, you do!” We 
were like, “That’s the name!”

So we performed. The crowd was mostly Muslims, a couple of Sikhs, and a few 
Christians, and we were singing “Yes! Jesus loves me!” [laughs] It was a nice 
idea, but in practice, it doesn’t really work. The choir went down really well, 
though. People came up to us afterwards. I thought it’d be interesting to set 
up a choir, not necessarily to do with Christianity, because none of us were 
actually Christians, but with really individual, unique and striking people. So I 
did. It’s really a contrived idea, very Simon Cowell – I cherry-picked people.

What about your personal singing career?
I’ve been singing since I was about six years old, doing competitions and 
talent shows. When I was sixteen I was singing at Trevor Rose’s studio with 
Nick. Around that time, I also met Dougie – Joe Buhdha – who got me in the 
studio and put me in touch with Rodney P when I went to London for university 
to study graphic design and media. I went on tour with Rodney, featured on his 
album, and wrote a couple of tracks on there. I worked with Klashnekoff too – I 
did the singing for Black Rose on Sagas of Klashnekoff. That was a long time 
ago, but I’ve worked with a lot of underground hip hop people, met Roni Size 
and was on MTV.

Woah. So how has the choir morphed over the years? Are there any 
original members?
Not now. People dip in and out. We’ve had members join, have babies together 
and then leave. So we’ve got a choir baby. The baby only exists because of me, 
[laughs] which is weird. Some of my friends from the original choir sometimes 
come and help out. It’s almost like an agency.

Have people gone on to do other things after the choir then?
Oh, yes. Emily Franklin does solo work. Ed is in The Afterdark Movement. 
Lewis is a drag queen who performs up and down the country. Ex-Friendly is a 
DJ. There are so many who do other, different things. We’ve got eleven people 
at the minute. Ideally, I’d like about five in each section.  

Can you explain the sections?
You’ve got sopranos – high woman singer, in Italian. Then you’ve got your altos 

– a low woman singer. There’s tenor – a high man singer. That’s all we’ve got 
in the choir. Some of the guys can do bass as well – baritone. There are three 
sopranos, loads of altos and two tenors, so it’s a bit imbalanced at the minute. 
We need more people.

What kind of people are you looking for?
People who aren’t dry, basically. I can spot a singer in the street – they stand 
out without even trying. People that can sing in harmony, too. I think people 
underestimate how hard that is. Normally, when you sing on your own, you 
just concentrate on yourself, so you’ve got to get used to not solely hearing you. 
You’re becoming one with other people. It’s tough to find that. 

You do covers but you write your own music too, what’s the creative 
process for both?
With my songwriting, it starts with me getting a melody that will nag me. 
Anything I’m thinking about at the time will coincide with that melody 
normally, and it bothers me until I get it out. I have to make it into something. 
For the arrangements of songs that already exist, we have a song tombola. 
We all write down songs we’re interested in covering, then pick them out 
and vote as a team. Because everyone’s so different, the songs are really odd 
that get chosen. We cover everything from Gimme Shelter by the Rolling 
Stones, to 212 by Azealia Banks. The musical knowledge within the choir is 
like an encyclopaedia. 

Do you direct everything?
I vocally arrange everything. It’s really hard because you have to be able to 
split your brain three or four ways, and not everybody can think like that. 
Sometimes when I’m directing them, I want to sing all the harmonies at the 
same time, which isn’t humanly possible.

You’ve worked with Mouthy Poets. Do you see yourself primarily as a poet 
or a musician?
I’m a songwriter, first and foremost, and a poet after. I’m more like a secret 
poet. Making songs is about the melody. Song is melody first, words after. With 
a poem, words first. That’s what defines it for me.

Who else have you collaborated with in the past? And is there anyone you’d 
like to collaborate with in the future?
We’ve collaborated with Natalie Duncan. Her work is beautiful and we all 
sounded amazing in the end. Ayanna Witter-Johnson, she’s a cellist and a 
singer – that was a beautiful combination. Joe Buhdha, Juga-Naut, Scorzayzee. 
In the future, I’d love us to work with Sia Furler, Bjork… if you could arrange 
that, that’d be great. I quite like Skepta too. A grime or hip hop artist from 
around here would be good. I like Wariko, wherever he got to. In the near 
future, we’re collaborating with Theo Bard, a folk artist – I’d describe him as a 
cross between Lindsay Buckingham from Fleetwood Mac, and Paul Simon. 

I saw you all at Xylophone Man’s old spot once. What kind of reactions have 
you had when busking?
We’ve had people enquire about having us play at venues, and stuff, “Can you 
sing at my daughter’s party?” and we’re like “If you’re willing to pay, we’ll be 
there. And you don’t mind a bit of swearing.”.

Have you got a favourite place to perform in Nottingham?
Riverside Festival is great. Small venues like JamCafé can be really scary 
because people are literally watching your every move. That makes me wonder 
what they’re thinking. My favourite venue is Rock City – I like the gritty, 
dirtiness of it.

Anything else you want to say to LeftLion readers?
We’d love to get more people involved in the choir. We want to do more 
experimental stuff – I’d love for people to get in touch to collaborate. If anyone 
wants to do administrative stuff or be our manager, that would be fantastic as 
well because I hate doing that! [laughs]

The G.O.A Choir, Black History Month Launch Event, King’s Meadow Campus, 
University of Nottingham, Friday 2 October.

thegoachoir.wordpress.com

interview: Bridie Squires 
photo: Sylwia Jarzynka
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You couldn’t very well try and get named UNESCO City of Literature without a thriving local publishing scene. Happily, 
Nottingham has small press publishers coming out of its ears. Here are four of our favourites… 

Candlestick Press
If you’ve been in a bookshop over the last seven or eight years, you’ve 
almost certainly seen the beautifully presented publications from 
Candlestick Press. Founded in Beeston in 2008, now located in Arnold, it 
has been dubbed the “most original way of delivering poetry since Poems 
on the Underground.” Each piece contains a pamphlet, an envelope and 
a bookmark, and the whole thing is presented as, in the words of Jenny 
Swann, founder of the company, “an alternative to a greetings card.” 

Each pamphlet is usually themed around a particular subject, and if you 
can find a better way of buttering up your old dear on Mother’s Day than 
giving her Ten Poems About Mothers, I would like to hear it. Swann sees 
the role of her company as “helping poems reach an even bigger audience 
than they perhaps would do if hidden away in a full collection that will 
only be read by the dedicated poetry community.”

Often giving already-published works a new audience, their pamphlets 
are aimed at “absolutely anyone who can read, and particularly people 
who are ignorant about or nervous of, poetry. We want to give them a nice 
surprise!” You can find their stuff all over the place, not just in bookshops, 
but also in museums, art galleries and farm shops. The gift card aspect of 
their pamphlets gives them a flexibility and accessibility poetry collections 

don’t usually enjoy. Someone put off by the idea of getting stuck into a book 
of poetry, convinced it’s not for them, can probably be sucked into poetry 
via the gateway drug of a Candlestick Press pamphlet.

Not only are they a big, national success story, but Candlestick Press only 
use local Nottingham printers, biodegradable cellophane wrappers from 
another Nottingham company and, where possible, local Nottingham 
illustrators. Even the paper they use is Forest Stewardship Council 
approved, making their publications as environmentally friendly as it’s 
possible to be. 

With all their focus on local production, it’s surprising that they haven’t 
made a pamphlet about Nottingham. But that’s about to change, as Ten 
Poems about Nottingham will be launched at Five Leaves Bookshop, on 
Tuesday 13 October. Swann says that “half of the poems in the pamphlet 
are by contemporary Nottingham poets. The pamphlet was edited by John 
Lucas, himself an author, publisher and academic who probably knows 
more about the history of poetry in and from Nottingham than anyone else 
in the world!”

candlestickpress.co.uk

Nine Arches
Set up in 2008, Nine Arches have already bagged an East 
Midlands Book Award (in 2011, for Mark Goodwin’s Shod) and 
the Saboteur Award in 2014 for Most Innovative Publisher. 
They publish poetry collections as well as a literary magazine 
called Under the Radar, and run a bi-monthly open mic night 
named Shindig. 

Editor Jane Commane sums the publisher up as aiming for 
“original, thought-provoking and striking poetry by a range of 
both up-and-coming and more established poets. At the heart of 
what we do is a belief in working closely with poets to support, 
develop, and nurture their talent and skills as writers, and to 
make beautiful, interesting and unique books of poetry.” 

For a sample of what they do, pick up Jo Bell's Kith, a poetry 
collection from “the UK's first ever 'Canal Laureate'”. Commane 
bills it as a book about “Yes, boats and canals, but there is also 
love, sex, friendships and more – moments of great levity mixed 
with broken hearts and subtle joys. And always those insistent, 
quicksilver lines of poetry you'll find lodged in your mind for 
weeks and months to come.”

ninearchespress.com

Shoestring Press
Set up in 1994 by John Lucas, the grand old man of 
Nottingham poetry, Shoestring Press has published 
more than 300 titles. Mostly putting out poetry, the 
press also releases a small fiction list and some 
literary criticism, and Lucas proudly notes that 
“the press is known for its translations from Dutch, 
Russian, and (especially) Greek.”

We asked Lucas to recommend something he’s put 
out in the last year or so, and he told us that he 
was “especially pleased to have published Nicolas 
Moore: Selected Poems. Moore was born in 1918, died 
in 1986, and was, in the forties, very famous before 
dropping below the horizon. Now, thanks largely to 
this selected collection, he is being rediscovered.” 
Though, if you wanted something to celebrate 
England absolutely thrashing Australia and thereby 
winning the Ashes at Trent Bridge for the very first 
time, you could pick up a copy of Lucas’s own The 
Awkward Squad: Rebels in English Cricket.

shoestring-press.com

Arundel Books
Set up in 2008 by Alan Dance as a way of getting his own historical 
novel, Narrow Marsh, into print, Arundel Books has now expanded to 
publish works by other writers. Their latest book, Canary Child, is a 
collaboration between Dance and David Field. The book is based around 
the enormous explosion on 1 July 1918 at the Chilwell Shell-Filling 
Factory. More than 100 workers, mostly young women called ‘Canary 
Girls’ because of the yellow tint to their skin they gained via chemicals 
in the factory, were killed. 

As Dance says, “The cause of the explosion remains a mystery to this 
day, and at the time there was talk of spies and German saboteurs, but 
Canary Child offers a new theory as to what might have been the cause. 
It can best be described as a supernatural, genealogical mystery drama, 
and follows the lives of two Canary Girls, fun-loving former lace hands 
Lil and Mabel.” Also forthcoming are books about Nottingham during 
the time of the Luddite Riots and a novel about William Thompson, aka 
Bendigo, Nottingham’s own nineteenth century bare-knuckle boxing 
champion, called Right Fist Of God – Bendigo.

arundelbooks.co.uk
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This November, Nottingham Contemporary gets taken over by the Collabor-8 Collective 
in a two-day mashup of everything artistic, local and awesome. Yes, Circuit: Affinity is 
go. We’ve been rooting around to find out what the crack is, and why it’s so important 
that young people in our city get stuck in to projects like this one…

“Gerra proper job, youth!”

As kids, we’re all-too-often told that there’s no point 
in pursuing the arts – whether it’s music, literature, 
illustration – as a career. Or we feel so intimidated 
by an imaginary heap of creative intellectuals 
scrambling to the top that it stifles our seemingly 
infantile ambitions and lands us a job on the blower, 
trying to flog insurance to an amphibian shop, 
wondering where it all went wrong. Or maybe that 
was just me. 

But creativity is important, and not just because of 
“funky tunes and pretty pictures.” The communities 
that come hand in hand with artistic endeavours is 
something of a precious thing, especially in a society 
that sees nothing wrong with watching telly alone, 
spending cash monies, and not doing much else. Yet 
however much poo-pooing we might come across 
as wannabe creatives, there’ll hopefully always be 
organisations giving young ‘uns a kick up the arts.

The Paul Hamlyn Foundation, started in 1987, leads 
and funds a national programme called Circuit. 
Circuit hooks up young people – and not just 
students, mind – with some of the most renowned 
galleries and museums in the country, including 
Tate Modern, Whitworth Art Gallery in Manchester, 
and Nottingham’s very own ‘Tempreh. The aim of 
the game is for 15 - 25 year olds to steer their own 
learning and have a good shout about the arts in 
their city. And our lot certainly aren’t doing things by 
halves, putting on their own festival – Affinity.
The Nottingham branch of Circuit is better known 

around these parts as the Collabor-8 Collective. 
Every month, they take over The Space at 
Nottingham Contemporary for a jolly owd time 
making, doing and absorbing. I went along to one of 
their sessions and was well impressed with the free 
activities – from t-shirt spraying, to jumping around 
with a load of parkour lads. The themes and events 
change every month, all ideas birthed from regular 
focus groups.

“To be honest, I was expecting a bunch of old snobs 
running the group,” says Bobster, a Collabor-8 
Collective member. “But the minute Becky 
[Collabor-8 Leader] started talking, I was drawn in. 
I found a new love for contemporary art and started 
to wonder about my purpose on this planet. I got 
invited for discussions and steering meetings, and 
when I found out Circuit’s Collabor-8 were running a 
festival… that was me.”

It’s easy to dismiss a festival organised “by young 
people, for young people” as a bit naff, but as far as 
the lineup and activities are concerned, Affinity is 
owning it. With loads of proper amazing artists, both 
locals and tourists, it’s set to be a schwang-dangger, 
with surprises in store to boot. Little birdies have 
told us a few secrets, and it gives me great pleasure 
to ruin it all for you…

Circuit: Affinity, Nottingham Contemporary, 
Friday 6 – Saturday 7 November 2015.

nottinghamcontemporary.org.uk/affinity

Harleighblu
Jazzy soul from a more-than-
noteworthy voice, harnessed 
through years of belting it out and 
gigging her socks off in Notts. 
After signing to Tru Thoughts and 
jetting off to the lands of Paris and 
beyond to work her magic, she’s 
back in the ends to show us what 
them pipes are made of.

Lady Leshurr
The queen of grime is coming to 
Nottingham. Don’t let her perfect 
smile fool you – her sharp tongue 
will tear you a new one… whether 
you asked for it or not. After a 
recent appearance at The Maze 
as well as collaborating with the 
Mouthy Poets’ Deborah Stevenson 
on BBC 1Xtra, she deserves a 
massive ay up from us.

Mimm and Rough Trade
Ever since they both landed on 
Broad Street, them there record 
and clothing shops have been 
whacking on some awesome 
up-and-coming artists as well 
as established names. We can 
only look forward to what they’re 
going to bring, knowing no genre 
boundaries and with an ear only 
for serious, forward-thinking 
sounds.

K.O.G & The Zongo Brigade
As regular collaborators with 
Nottingham legends Origin One, 
it goes without saying that these 
lot know how to turn a crowd 
completely nuts. The nine-piece 
hail from Sheffield and their sound 
falls somewhere between jazz, 
rock, and hip hop, with a distinct 
world music vibe of Afro-fusion 
sounds. Yes please.

Congi
After dropping their unbelievable 
Nine Sessions EP and supporting 
Gilles Peterson at the Irish Centre, 
this duo are definitely onto 
summat. Signed to the exquisitely 
named Chord Marauders, their 
sound is reminiscent of the late 
Nujabes’ Japanese hip hop but 
with more glitch and punch. Not 
to be missed.

Warren Xclnce
Chilled-out, sexy hip hop from a 
soulful Londoner. Championed 
by Mimm and ghosting the 10k 
followers mark on SoundCloud, 
our Waz crafts dreamlike Dilla-
esque beats only to do unthinkable 
things with their pace, tone 
and texture. 

Three Girl Rhumba
The name is one big lie. They’re 
actually four Nottingham lads 
with high-energy, indie-rock tunes 
that chuck in funky vibes to get 
every toe in the room tapping. 
After making movements on the 
Nottingham scene, they’ve been 
boggering off to the big smoke for 
gigs. Cheeky vibes make it difficult 
not to forgive.

Same Streets
Straight-up rock‘n’roll from three 
local dudes, citing influences as 
The Beatles, The Rolling Stones, 
The Libertines and The Clash. 
They’ve been bigged up by Nusic, 
gigged all over, and melted hearts 
with solid lyrics wrapped in the 
raspy, energised voice of singer 
and guitarist James Gooch.

Raphael Blake
A spoken word poet with a musical 
twist. Mr Blake hails from London 
but has been mashing up the 
local circuit with his progression-
infused lexicon over beats that 
land somewhere between house 
and drum‘n’bass, chucking in 
tunes that have the ability to break 
every heart in Notts.

Bru-C
Nottingham’s golden boy emcee. 
After grafting away on the grime 
scene, he’s stepped it up a notch 
with his latest EP release, Black 
‘n’ Red. Moving towards a more 
sparkly hip hop sound, it’s positive 
vibrations all round, with lyrics 
that are more focused, ambitious 
and assessed. Plus, he well knows 
how to get everyone hyped.

Yazmin Lacey
A delicate and sweet rasp of 
a voice that just keeps getting 
better. Yaz will send shivers up 
your spine with moving lyrics, 
delivered simply and beautifully. 
She’s collaborated with the likes 
of Trekkah and Frazer Lowrie, 
creating some of the most 
underrated music to come out 
of Nottingham. A huge heart, 
gorgeous sounds, and a humble 
character to top it all off.

Mouthy Poets
The biggest bunch of bards in the 
city, in every sense of the word. 
Alright, alright, DIY Poets are also 
pretty badass. Fronted by Deborah 
Stevenson, the massive poetry 
collective are always up to summat 
so expect diverse material, 
carefully crafted stanzas, and even 
a few giggles.

Film Screenings:
This Is England
Guillemot 
Persepolis
This is Monday
Paris is Burning
Psycho
Where The Wild Things Are
We Are The Best 
Party Monster
Short Film Competition entries

Other stuff cracking off:
VJ workshop with Urban Projections
Live art and visuals
Dancers and performers
Q&A sessions
Delicious food
Screen printing workshops
Open mics
Art installations with workshops
Revamped caravan exhibition
Silent disco with The PJ DJs
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Danai Anesiadou, Rana Hamadeh, Sun Ra,
Pauline Boudry & Renate Lorenz

10 October – 31 December 2015 | nottinghamcontemporary.org

Autumn Season: Alien Encounters



Nottingham is bidding to become a UNESCO City of 
Literature, so we’ve been reeling off all the reasons the dream 
should become a reality. For this issue, we look at Black 
History Month and celebrate the pioneering work of George 
Oswald Powe and the Nottingham Black Archive...

22 June 1948 is an important landmark 
in the history of modern Britain – a day 
when 492 passengers and one stowaway 
disembarked from HMT Empire Windrush 
at Tilbury Docks to begin a new life. 
Windrush was en route from Australia to 
England but swung by Kingston, Jamaica 
to pick up West Indians who’d responded 
to an advert promising cheap transport 
to the UK. The passengers included 
calypso musician Lord Kitchener, ex RAF 
servicemen, and sixty Polish women who 
were displaced during WWII. Averill 
Wauchope, a 25-year-old seamstress 
from Kingston, was discovered as a 
stowaway. Her fellow passengers clubbed 
together and covered her travel expenses, 
suggesting a real sense of unity on their 
voyage to EUtopia.

During this period, there were no 
immigration restrictions for citizens moving 
between parts of the Empire. Exactly 
twenty years later, Enoch Powell delivered 
his Rivers of Blood speech criticising 
Commonwealth immigration and anti-
discrimination legislation. The speech 
alludes to a line from Virgil's Aeneid, "As I 
look ahead, I am filled with foreboding; like 
the Roman, I seem to see the River Tiber 
foaming with much blood.” The Roman 
metaphor is fitting, albeit for different 
purposes than Powell intended, as there 
is evidence that people of African heritage 
have been documented in British history as 
far back as the first century, in the Roman 
Army in Britain around AD 43.

Local writer Norma Gregory points to 
research by British Nigerian historian, 
Onyeka, which asserts “multiculturalism 
in Britain is not a new phenomenon 
as some historians suggest but that 
Africans were very much present and 
not uncommon during Tudor times in 

England, with evidence of quite affluent 
and professionally trained Africans in cities 
such as London, Bristol, Plymouth and 
Northampton. As more and more archives 
become available, more research in the 
future may suggest that Nottingham could 
also have Tudors of African descent living 
to decent standards in Nottingham as well.”

And this is why the Nottingham Black 
Archive (NBA) is our UNESCO feature this 
month, because it is giving voice to those 
who have gone unheard for too long and 
offers a more complex understanding of 
multicultural Britain.

 Their sacrifice has 
been largely ignored and 
it still remains difficult 
to find out about the 
contribution black people 
made during the war.
 
NBA was founded in 2009 by Panya 
Banjoko and Laura Summers, two heritage 
professionals who, at the time, had a 
combined 26 years of museum experience. 
They both recognised a gap in local 
museums’ provision relating to 
the formation of the BME communities’ 
cultural identity. This gap was further 
highlighted after the commemoration of 
the bicentenary of the Abolition of the 
Slave Trade Act in 2007, when a lack of 
knowledge and information on the black 
presence was realised.

In 2008 Panya conducted research 
into the Attitudes and Perceptions of 
the African Caribbean Community at 
Nottingham Castle Museum, finding that 

African-Caribbean people did not feel as 
though their history or culture was being 
represented in Nottingham’s museums and 
that black history was only viewed through 
the prism of slavery. Panya set out to rectify 
this imbalance and NBA was born with 
the remit of “researching, collecting and 
preserving black history, heritage and 
culture in Nottingham, from the earliest 
time to the present day.”

The archive includes some of the earliest 
documents relating to the formation of 
black community organisations in the 
city, including full transcripts from the 
first generation of Caribbean elders to 
reside in Nottingham, transcripts from 
WWII RAF ex-servicemen, photographs, 
articles, newsletters and political letters 
dating back to the sixties, and a growing 
collection of books by local authors. In 2011 
local filmmaker and Mouthy Poet Ioney 
Smallhorne joined the team, bringing in an 
audio-visual dimension to the archive.

The content in the archive is staggering 
and includes four well-known Jamaican 
sheriffs and three lord mayors, as well as a 
lot of notable senior civil servants such as 
Eric Irons, the first black JP Magistrate in 
the UK in 1963, and Milton Crosdale, the 
former head of the Race Relations Council. 
In Eve Pitts we can celebrate the first black 
female Reverend Canon in the Church of 
England, whereas the charismatic Pitman 
Browne has been a constant presence in 
the arts over the past half a century and 
now helps mentor up-and-coming writers 
and poets in publishing their work. A quick 

glance through the publishing lists of all 
our local publishers shows a conspicuous 
lack of black authors, as do the pages of 
this magazine.

There’s not enough space on this page 
to cram in all of these stories, but one 
person in particular is worth a mention: 
Oswald George Powe (1926 – 2013), who, 
incidentally, features as the last literary 
figure in the Dawn of the Unread serial 
(see WriteLion reviews, p61). In 2011, 
Powe became the first person to donate 
newsletters, letters and pamphlets to NBA. 
Born of Chinese and African descent, he 
arrived in the UK in 1943, aged seventeen.

In the forties, Powe experienced 
widespread racial discrimination and 
fought against it by joining the Communist 
party. He later joined the Labour party and 
in 1963 was elected as a Labour District 
Councillor in Long Eaton, Derbyshire. 
He divided his time between political 
campaigns and helping people with 
immigration problems. 

He also played a leading role in setting 
up the Afro Caribbean National Artistic 
(ACNA) Centre, created to give a home 
to ‘coconut art’ and to fight racism, 
industrial and racial inequality, and all of 
the other various malaises that affected 
his community. It aroused a tremendous 
response from African-Caribbeans, with 
people taking time out of paid work to 
volunteer at the centre, recognising that 
the community finally had something they 
could call their own.
 
In between his political campaigning 
and community activism, he wrote Don’t 
Blame the Blacks, a book about the racial 
discrimination people from the Caribbean 
and Africa were experiencing in post-war 
Britain and warned against simplistic 
narratives of divide and rule. But it was 
his willingness to share his story as a 
radar operator during WWII that acted as 
a catalyst for others to come forward and 
share their experiences of fighting in the 
war which is the jewel of the archive.
 

“It is through narratives like George’s 
that we know that the ‘British’ did not 
stand alone against the might of Hitler’s 
Germany,” explains Panya. “During the war 
thousands of Commonwealth troops died, 
and many more were wounded or spent 
years as PoWs. Yet for the past century, 
their sacrifice has been largely ignored and 
it still remains difficult to find out about 
the contribution black people made during 
the war. These narratives are now being 
recorded and made accessible in my book 
No More Tears For Me My Mother. Hopefully 
this will begin to correct this imbalance 
and promote multiple stories.”
 

nottinghamblackarchive.org
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Time 
is running out!

Find out more and buy 

before 24 th October 

at nctx.co.uk/ 

students

“£199 gets me unlimited  
bus travel for the  
academic year!”
Katie, BA Joint Hons French and Spanish, University of Nottingham

Nottingham City Transport 
offers unlimited travel for just 
£199* with frequent buses 
direct to University Park, 
Jubilee and Clifton Campuses.

*£199 for unlimited travel through the academic year on any NCT bus day or night, weekends and during holidays.
Order online or ask in the Travel Centre. Offer available from 7th September to 24th October 2015. Travel expires 31st July 2016.



T - 01159 241742   www.jimsmokehouse.co.uk

38, Goosegate, Hockley, Nottingham. NG1 1FF
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We’ve gone a bit beer mad this issue. So who better to talk to than the brewers themselves? 
Enter resident beer barons Dom Flynn, head brewer at Navigation Brewery, Adrian Redgrove, 
head brewer at Castle Rock, and Dan Gilliland, head brewer at new Castle Rock craft offshoot, 
Traffic Street Specials, to spill all on the brewing process, the rise of craft beer, and what 
makes the ultimate brew…

How long have you both been with Castle Rock?
Adrian: When I joined in 2004, it was Tynemill. The brewery was in its second 
phase, the first phase being what we call a 7-barrel plant – a brewer’s barrel is 
36 gallons. Then they installed a 25-barrel plant alongside it, brewing two or 
three times a week.
Dan: I started working in  the Vat and Fiddle, and got my foot in the door by 
badgering people – well, Adrian – until he caved. I was working in the pub 
during evenings and weekends, and in the brewery during the day, cask 
washing and racking. Eventually the opportunity arose in the brewing side, 
so Adrian said, “Well, you understand the principles, we’ll train you up.” That 
developed into my role with Traffic Street.
 
How is the Traffic Street Specials arm different to Castle Rock’s
traditional ales?
Dan: It’s the more experimental side, a way into the craft market. They were 
saying upstairs that they wanted to get more involved in that and saw me 
as a young, enthusiastic, budding brewer. Castle Rock have a long-standing 
reputation of producing high-quality, traditional ale, so for them to turn around 
and say, “Do what you want with it”, was a great opportunity.
 
Is it down to a pragmatic approach, noticing changes in the market 
and adapting?
Adrian: You can’t sit on your laurels and think, “We’re doing well. That’ll do 
us for the next twenty years.” You’ve got to be responsive. We don’t see it as 
jumping on the bandwagon – we’re passionate about the product we put out. 
The pub side of things has been traditionally cask beer-led, and there are new 
markets opening out. You can’t rely on one group to sustain the pubs, you’ve got 
to give a broader appeal.
Dan: You’ve got to be prudent in terms of markets changing with age, as well. 
People are coming up, and people are dropping off the end. If you’re going to 
look after the longevity of the business, you’ve got to adapt to those changes in 
taste. It’s great to shake things up a bit.

Is the brewing process the same for craft beer as it is for traditional ale, 
lagers and the like?
Adrian: It is. The foundation of it is malt, which provides all the sugars. Hops, 
again, come in different forms. You can add them at different stages to give 
different hop characteristics to the beer. You can also add various flavourings 
and herbs and spices at any time in the process. So the backbone of the beer is 
the same. 
Dan: In terms of different styles, like for lagers, it’s a case of altering the 
temperature and length of storage. It’s just adjusting the parameters.
 
What makes a really good-tasting, balanced beer then? Or is it too subjective 
to agree on?
Dan: [to Adrian] Do we not agree?
Adrian: We do sing from the same hymn sheet. There are certain flavours we 
don’t want in our beer. By and large, most brewers would recognise those. We 
also have a very exacting audience immediately next door, in the punters at the 
Vat, and I’ll know sooner rather than later if something isn’t right with the beer.
 
For someone who doesn’t really drink beer, or is completely new to it, what 
kind of beer would you suggest as a good entry point?
Adrian: Some beers tend toward a sweeter, more rounded character, some are a 
bit sharper, more bitter, quite clean-tasting. That’s the great thing about beer – 
there’s a range of flavours so anyone would eventually find a beer to suit 
their taste. 
Dan: Certain people say they only like dark beers, and certain people say that if 
it’s not pale and hoppy, it’s not for them. When I was working behind the bar, I 
always used to describe Harvest Pale as a good gateway beer from lager. Going 
straight onto a heavy stout might shock you, but I'd say get on the weirdest, 
most extreme thing you can find, then work backwards.
 
Talking of Harvest Pale, that’s now stocked in pubs and supermarkets all 
over the UK. Does that put a lot more strain on you?
Adrian: Installing a forty-barrel brewing plant – we went from 7, to 25, to 40 – in 
2010, at the same time as running a small brewery was a big strain. However, it 
came at the right time, when Harvest Pale started going further afield in larger 
volumes. The brewery is running well, but we're never complacent – you’re 
constantly vigilant about maintaining quality and consistency. A continual 
challenge, but great satisfaction.

What have you got coming up? Some Christmassy specials?
Adrian: The drinking trend in winter favours the heavier, darker beers. We’ve 
got a pumpkin porter coming out, and Dan’s stout will be coming out too. 
Dan: The Little Bitch, a 10% stout, is definitely a winter warmer. Because of 
the ABV, the run is even smaller – there’ll only be about three brewers’ barrels. 
Once it’s gone, it’s gone. That’s one of the most difficult ones to brew – it’s 
about a fourteen-hour brew day. To get 10% out of it, you need bucketfuls of 
sugar. I said to Adrian, “What’s the maximum ABV we can produce?” and he 
said 6%, so I was like, “Right, I want to double it.” He ripped his hair out. A lot 
of people who produce high ABV stuff will dump sugar in. If you use nice sugar, 
it’ll taste nice, but this is all malt. We’ve got a beer/wine hybrid coming up too, 
which should be a lot of fun to drink. Brew some beer, stick some wine must in 
it, brew some wine in some beer – you’ve got yourself a beer/wine hybrid.
 

castlerockbrewery.co.uk
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When did you first get into brewing?
I was at uni up in Sheffield, working at a small pub, owned 
by Kelham Island microbrewery. One day I had to tell the 
owner that I didn’t like one of his beers. It didn’t taste very 
good. I was a 21-year-old spotty student at the time, but he 
said, “You’re right. D’you want a job?” So I did all the shitty 
jobs at the brewery – cleaning casks, cleaning out yeast 
fridges, then eventually worked my way up to head brewer.
 
How did you go from that to Navigation?
Navigation is two-thirds owned by Great Northern Inns 
(GNI), who have pubs around Nottingham, and they 
wanted their own brewery to supply their pubs, to give 
them a unique angle. They purchased the Trent Navigation 
down on Meadow Lane, which already had permission to 
put the brewery in the stable blocks at the back. I ended 
up here through a guy I know in the industry. He was 
installing the brewery and got me down here to sit with 
the three owners. When I came on board in January 2012 it 
was pretty much just a derelict old stable block at the back 
of a pub that had been used for all sorts.

And what kind of output are you turning around now?
We produce between 70 and 100 brewers’ barrels a week, 
so up to 400 casks, and we only have four or five members 
of staff so we do all our own distribution. A lot of ours goes 
through wholesalers, especially with the more hipster 
beers. The keg beers, there’s a big demand for that in 
London – we’re in places like the Porterhouse in Covent 
Garden and the Grapes in Mayfair. So we’ve got quite good 
routes to market. We’ve also just started doing the 330ml 
cans, which has again got its market. It’s not for everyone, 
but for people who see the quality in the ingredients and 
are willing to pay £3 a can.
 

So is there more a demand for the, as you say, ‘hipster’ 
beers now among people who might not have drunk real 
ale before?
I fight the corner for the craft stuff, and when I say ‘craft’, 
I include real ale in that because it’s all bespoke, passion-
made beer. But some of the real-ale boys are stuck in 
their ways. I just think if we can get people off the mass-
produced, badly-made, high-marketing, budget beers, 
then that’s a good thing. I’m certainly not turning my back 
on cask ale just because I’m also making keg beer. The 
brewery was always set up from day one to make lager. We 
knew there was always going to be a demand for bespoke 
lager from Nottingham.

Would you say there’s a good brewing scene in Notts?
I think there’s a really good balance. We’ve got a lot of 
breweries. Every time a new one opens everyone says, “It’s 
overcrowded, how are you going to find any customers?”, 
but they always do. It’s about being brave and believing 
in the styles of beers that you make. There are guys doing 
more traditional stuff, and there’s still a massive demand 
for that, but people think that because craft’s come along, 
people have stopped drinking real ale. That’s not true. 
What’s happened is people have stopped drinking rubbish 
beer. Then you have guys who are doing super-niche 
things, brewing with fruit and herbs and spices. There’s 
plenty of room for us all.

What have been your favourite or most 
interesting brews?
We did a ginger beer recently, which was interesting. It 
was only 3.7%, so it goes against this idea that everything 
in keg needs to be super-high ABV to get anyone drinking 
it. It was also a challenge for me to make a lager – I’d 
lagered over in the States when I had my placement at 

Brooklyn Brewery ten years ago, but I’d never done one 
here. With the cask ale, I was always surprised with how 
well Apus American IPA was received. It was supposed to 
be a monthly special, but we’ve been brewing it now for 
three years. For a darker beer, we do a nice, sweet porter 
at Christmas – Pints of Peace. No bloke will ever say “Ah, I 
really love sweet beers.” They do, but they don’t like to be 
told that.

What does your day as head brewer consist of?
For a brewery this size, it’s quite varied. It could be 
anything from meetings with potential clients and 
suppliers, to looking at new recipes or ways to move the 
brewery towards being a more regional brand so we can 
get interest from the top supermarket chains. But a lot of 
my time is spent with my head in a microscope, making 
sure the yeast is of a decent quality and the ABVs are the 
right strength. So although I have staff who are doing all 
the digging out and stuff, my day can vary dramatically. It 
doesn’t mean anything for me to be called the head brewer 
– you can’t buy a pound of potatoes with a job title. I prefer 
being a midfield general than a star striker, the hands-on 
person who’s oiling the industry, that’s the bit that I enjoy.
 
And what’s it like being a Forest fan working right next 
to Meadow Lane?
Some County fans know that the owners of GNI have 
always sponsored Forest matches and Southbank’s always 
been a big Forest pub. But they pour in here on a match 
day. I’m lucky as well that in my lifetime – I’m 35 – Forest 
haven’t really played County. When I was a kid and football 
was cheap, I used to go watch Forest one week and County 
the next. I just support Nottingham.
 

navigationbrewery.com

Dom Flynn, Navigation Brewery

Adrian Redgrove, Castle Rock
Dan Gilliland, Traffic Street Specials

FERMENTALISTS

 Going straight on 
to a heavy stout might 
shock you, but I'd say 
get on the weirdest, 
most extreme thing 
you can find, then work 
backwards.

 No bloke will ever 
say “Ah, I really love 
sweet beers.” They do, 
but they don’t like to be 
told that..
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In what’s probably the most exciting beer-
related partnership since pork scratchings and Tabasco sauce, 
Nottingham brewhouses Black Iris and Totally Brewed have joined forces on a new ale – just in time to 
be unveiled at Robin Hood Beer Festival. We tapped up the guys to try to get the lowdown on their collabo… 

Before the debated term ‘craft beer’ came about, Nottingham WAS known nationally for 
its brewing history. Notable names such as Shipstones and Nottingham Brewery both 
founded in the mid 1800s, and new breweries like Castle Rock, Blue Monkey and the 
newly resurrected Nottingham Brewery, have once again put Nottingham on the map 
with their superior, cask-conditioned real ale. 

These big names have also paved the way for younger breweries to bring fresh ideas, and 
modern techniques and styles to the brewing landscape of the East Midlands. Breweries 
such as Black Iris, Totally Brewed and even the Castle Rock spin-off series, Traffic Street 
Specials, have brought new flavours to the bars of Nottingham.
 
Friends Alex Wilson and Nick Folkard founded Black Iris in Derby in 2011. After three 
years of local success, they upped sticks and moved to Nottingham. It was here they 
installed a brand new brewing system and fully relaunched their brand with a new roster 
of brews, starting with a one-off collaboration with Castle Rock called Flame Out. Their 
core range can be found in bars throughout Nottingham on keg and cask – keep your eye 
out for their hoppy pale Snake Eyes and American IPA Endless Summer.

Robert Witt founded Totally Brewed in 2014. After winning gold in a homebrew 
competition with his IPA 4 Hop Men of the Apocalypse, he felt it was time to go pro. 
This beer became the flagship IPA from Totally Brewed, and has since gone on to win 
SIBA (Society of Independent Brewers) Gold at last year’s Robin Hood Beer Festival. The 
brewery is steadily growing, having moved to bigger premises at the beginning of this 
year and incorporating a soon-to-be fully functional taproom and bottle shop on site.
 

The brewing scene in Nottingham is not only booming, but also very friendly. Many 
breweries are happy to help each other out with ingredients like malt or hops in a pinch. 
It is this unique relationship between would-be competitors that make things such as 
collaboration brews possible.
 
Totally Brewed and Black Iris started discussions about brewing a collaboration brew 
earlier this year. After deciding to join forces with a shared bar at this year’s Robin Hood 
Beer Festival at Nottingham Castle, the timing couldn’t have been better to get the casks 
rolling on the shared beer. As is the case with most brewers, the two sides decided to 
take a rather laid-back approach – the recipe wasn’t discussed in full detail until the brew 
day itself.
 
Opting for a dream team of modern American and southern hemisphere hops for flavour, 
yet a more traditional European bittering hop, the beer was set to be an impressively 
balanced brew that would satisfy both breweries’ loyal followers. Being a one-off beer, 
aimed specifically at the audience of the Robin Hood Beer Festival, it was agreed that 
casks would be the preferred method of serving. 
 
The whole process of brewing our beloved beery beverage is a labour of love, combining 
equal parts science and art, physical work and mental exercise. Anyone can make good 
beer once or twice with a bit of practice, but it takes a true artisan to make great beer 
again and again to satisfy the ever critical drinking public.  
 
Robin Hood Beer Festival, Nottingham Castle, Wednesday 7 - Saturday 10 October, £10 - £20

totallybrewed.com

HOP HEADS DELIGHT

There’s a lot of history to be found in pubs around Notts, and we don’t just mean that ageing bottle of Galliano on the top shelf. 
For their new book, Real Heritage Pubs of the Midlands, CAMRA’s Paul Ainsworth and David Birkett take us on a tour of 
some of the most historically interesting hostelries of the region… 

When did CAMRA start publishing and how well do the books sell?
David: In 1972, with the first Good Beer Guide. The publishing programme expanded 
from the production of the ‘Guide to include many aspects of beer, pubs and brewing. The 
books sell very well, and the books department makes a valuable contribution to CAMRA's 
campaigning funds. In addition, the establishment of CAMRA Books as a recognised and 
trusted brand among book buyers has helped to raise and maintain the profile of CAMRA 
in general.

Real Heritage Pubs of the Midlands is a beautifully produced and lavishly illustrated 
book, featuring 201 pubs. How much research did it take to cover them all?
Paul: Putting this book together has very much been a team effort. We've been compiling 
both the national and regional inventories over many years (twenty plus) and many 
members of CAMRA's Pub Heritage Group have contributed detailed survey information. 
Our rules are that at least two members of the group must be satisfied that an interior 
meets our criteria, so a lot of visits by a lot of people have been required.

How many other titles are there in the Heritage Pubs series? Have you covered the 
whole of the UK yet?
Paul: This is the seventh in the series, following London, East Anglia, the North East, 
Wales, Scotland and Yorkshire. We still have the South and the North West to go.

The first thing I noticed about the book was the caveat on the inside front cover that 
"this guide is concerned only with the internal fabric of pubs – not with qualities of 
atmosphere, friendliness or the availability of real ale." Any horror stories during 
your research?
Paul: No particular horror stories, at least for the Midlands. Mick once got locked in the 
back room of a Liverpool pub he was surveying, with the landlord demanding to know 
what he was really trying to find out. Most of the pubs do sell real ale and we didn't visit 
anywhere which was in any way threatening or unpleasant – though some of the estate 
pubs might better be visited in the daytime.
 
A number of pubs in the book are starred to denote inclusion on CAMRA's National 
Inventoy. What can you tell us about this list and why is it so important?
Paul: The National Inventory comprises the 270 British pubs which are the creme de la 
creme, either because the layout is essentially intact since before 1939 or they have fixtures 

and fittings of outstanding architectural value. These pubs are so important simply 
because they are so rare – that's 270 out of some 50,000 pubs altogether. They’re a precious 
part of our heritage.
 
How closely have you worked with the Pub Heritage Group in producing the Heritage 
Pubs series, and what can you tell us about their work?
David: It’s involved very close cooperation between the Pub Heritage Group and the 
publishing staff at CAMRA HQ in St Albans. This partnership has embraced not only the 
content of the books, but also their sales and marketing, with much invaluable volunteer 
time, effort and knowledge having been brought to bear on publicising and selling the 
series within CAMRA and to the beer trade. In particular, PHG members have organised 
very successful pub launches for the books and delivered copies to many pubs now 
stocking and selling the title in which they're featured. 

Any thoughts on chain pubs: Wetherspoons and their ilk?
Paul: I'm a big fan of Wetherspoons – great selection of beers and decent food at bargain 
prices – what's not to like? Well, OK, service can be an issue. From a heritage standpoint, 
some of their pubs occupy fabulous, non-pub buildings – The Crosse Keys, London; Opera 
House, Tunbridge Wells; and Commercial Rooms, Bristol, to name a few. One pub in the 
book is a Wetherspoons – the amazing Black Horse in Northfields, Birmingham, which 
'Spoons renovated very sensitively. Some other chains, like Nicholsons, also look after their 
heritage pubs very well. Others are only interested in large, modern, family-friendly outlets, 
which is fine but of no interest to me.

Any favourite pubs in Nottingham?
Paul: My favourite heritage pub in the city area has to be The Test Match in West Bridgford. 
It’s sleek, stylish, art-deco interior is a complete joy and there are so many different 
drinking areas to enjoy. The beer's good too. My non-heritage favourite is the Hand and 
Heart but I'm also very taken with one of the city's newest pubs – The Barrel Drop – a beer 
lover's paradise.
 
Real Heritage Pubs of the Midlands is available from CAMRA Books for £5.99.

shop.camra.org.uk
 

words and photos: Thom Stone

CAMRA OBSCURA interview: Neil Fulwood
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MOVIE MONDAYS £1 o�  all pints all day!
from 8pm - late
TUESDAYS 2–4–1 burgers all day
Craft Club from 9pm - late
WEDNESDAYS Winner Winner Chicken Dinner! 
Spanky’s Big Ass Quiz! from 7:30pm

ON A SCHOOL NIGHT

REGGAE TAKE OVER Reggae for everyone 
on the first Friday of every month 
INSIDE OUT Spanky’s Pyjama Party 
on the last Thursday of every month
OPEN DECKS COMPETITION 
Coming Soon

FANCY A CHANGE? Now serving brunch from 10am 
on Saturdays & Sundays
FRIDAYS I Know You Got Soul from 9pm -2am
SATURDAYS High Power Society from 9pm -2am
SUNDAYS The Sunday Slobathon,
Old school games consoles, board games, sinful, 
home-cooked Americana and chilled out music

WEEKEND FUN!

17Goldsmith Street, Nottingham, NG1 5JT facebook.com/SpankyVanDykes @SpankyVanDykes 

We’re open

Monday To Saturday

10 00am - 11 00pm

sunday

12 00noon - 10 00pm

513 Mansfield Road, 

Sherwood,

Nottingham, NG5 2JL

0115 837 3090



A founding member of Nottingham CAMRA, member of the British Guild of Beer Writers, 
beer sommelier and keen traveller, John Westlake knows a good beer. We grabbed a pint 
down the local to chat about what makes a good pint... 

Last year you qualified as a beer sommelier. Tell us a bit more about what that means… 
It’s really a culmination of many years drinking beer around the world – it’s not something 
you’d be able to do at the drop of a hat. It’s run in three stages by the Beer Academy (part of 
the Institute for Brewing and Distilling). It culminates in a one to one examination with an 
examiner of the institute. You have to identify something like 36 different beers, arranged 
in categories, then look at what can go wrong in a beer. The idea is to be an ambassador, 
you need to elevate beer to the level that wine has carved out for itself. There are now 72 of 
us worldwide.

You’re quite important figures in driving beer forward then. How will beer sommeliers 
help the brewing industry?
The industry, in many ways, has only got itself to blame. [It should be] elevating beer to 
something to be savoured and ravished – not just poured down your neck. The ability 
to buy beers in thirds, and restaurants pairing foods with beer as well as wine is slowly 
gaining ground. It’s really just trying to encourage that trend and develop that image of 
beer and responsible drinking.

Beer vs wine vs spirits – where do you think beer settles?
I do think there is a direct comparison with the wine market. If you think about it, wine can 
only be made from grapes and you have red and white ones. But beer, you can make it from 
barley, wheat, oats, rye, all malted in different ways. There are something like 140 different 
hop varieties available to the commercial market right now, which are really like the 
brewers’ palette. Fermentation processes differ, whether it’s a lager, a sour ale, an English 
top-fermented bitter, whether it’s hard or soft water, the yeast itself imparts characteristics. 
That’s how important the taste is. There is a much greater variety than the wine trade can 
ever offer. Spirits are slightly different, there’s a whole thing at the minute with craft gins 
with different botanical spirits being used and coming on the market. But you wouldn’t 
have a gin and tonic with your cod and chips or steak pie. They’re drinks for cocktail bars 
and an evening out.

How do you think beer compliments the emerging food scene?
Personally, I think it complements food better than wine does. No one will convince me 
that a chunk of cheddar and a piece of crusty bread will taste better with a glass of wine 
than an English bitter. You can find a beer to match just about anything. There are certain 
dishes where I think beer is far more appropriate than wine – I can’t think of any wine in 
the world that would go with a curry.

Have you got any good food pairings?
A classic would be lightly smoked fish – salmon, halibut, that sort of thing – with a Belgian 
wheat beer. The lemony, vanilla flavours and the gentle floral notes really complement fish. 
Chocolate dessert is splendid with a sour Lambic beer flavoured with morello cherries. A 
good casserole and hearty meat dishes go really well with a good IPA or a strong British 
ale like Adnams Broadside.

Are you the only beer sommelier in Nottingham?
I think I’m the only one in the East Midlands… 

What is your impression of Nottingham as a brewing city? We have a rich 
brewing history…
If you want to go right back we can go to Hutchinson, Shipstones, Home, Kimberley (just 
up the road) and Mansfield all competing. [Nowadays], in terms of variety, we’ve got over 
thirty breweries within a twenty-mile radius of Nottingham. There’s almost a new 
one every month.

In terms of the media, Britain’s Beer Alliance have done ‘There’s a 
beer for that’. There was ‘Beer Day Britain’ by a fellow sommelier, 
Jane Peyton. You’ve got CAMRA classics like the Great 
British Beer Festival and cask ale week coming up at the 
end of the month, as well…
Wetherspoon’s biannual beer festival is coming up [16 
October to 1 November], that generates a lot 
of interest. They will have about fifty beers, 
about ten of which will be foreign beers. I’ll 

be one of the judges at this festival. There’s the SIBA (Society of Independent Brewers) East 
England Regional judging going on on the first day of the Robin Hood Beer Festival [7 to 10 
October]. I’ll probably be doing a tutored beer tasting at Trent Bridge Inn too.

Do you find those beer tastings are getting popular now? They hark back to the wine 
tasting evenings of the nineties. Is the most exciting thing to do as a sommelier to talk 
about, drink and get others excited about beer?
It’s not so much about the volume as opening people’s eyes to the sheer variety out there. 
People tend to come into a pub and ask for a pint of lager or a pint of bitter. Even in the 
world of lager, there’s so much difference between a well-aged German or Czech lager [and 
mass-produced lager]. The word ‘lager’ means storage and a good lager will be matured 
for about three months. You won’t find the likes of Fosters or Carling spending that amount 
of time hanging around the brewery. Particularly now you have craft [beer] coming in from 
the West Coast of America. There are some very interesting beers coming into the British 
market from the likes of Yeastie Boys and Renaissance in New Zealand. One of the most 
amazing places, I think, is Italy. I went there eight years ago and they used to only have 
about three micro-breweries – now they have 600.

What’s your take on the new wave of craft brewers? Are they raising the bar or 
changing the status quo?
It makes the market more dynamic and 
more exciting. There are certain styles 
of beers, like lager for instance, that 
always need to be carbonated and 
ideally served colder and are 
probably best in [keg] format. 
You couldn’t ship real ale, 
cask-conditioned beers 
long distances.

How does cask beer 
form that relationship 
with ‘craft’ beer?
It’s the cycle of life, 
unfortunately. When I 
joined CAMRA, cask 
beer was on its last 
legs. Traditional 
beers had 

almost been abandoned by major breweries. It was beer brewed by accountants – make it 
for as cheap as possible and sell it for as much as you can.  There were a small amount of 
family brewers keeping it going. The wheel has turned, and cask beer is now the biggest 
growing sector of the industry, but the craft keg sector is turning the wheel again. The 
difference is, you’ve got interesting quality beers bringing flavour and dynamism into the 
market, rather than bland factory beers.

    No one will convince me that a chunk 
of cheddar and a piece of crusty bread will 

taste better with a glass of wine than an 
English bitter.
 
I suppose that’s what the modern beer movement is all about – quality over 
pound signs.
Yeah. What you’ve got now is people who are willing to pay the equivalent of 
£7 or £8 a pint for something that is interesting, with flavour and a real bit of 
character to it [regardless of dispense method]. It’s not a challenge directly to 
cask beer, but it will take a part of the market I’m sure. As long as the market 

is a broad church, and different beers are coming in expanding the market, 
then that’s great.

I agree. Especially when you talk about locality. Nottingham, it seems, is now a 
cultural beer city where beer is really being pushed forward …
I think [Nottingham] can hold its head pretty high in that category. There are a 
number of cities playing to be the beer capital of Britain – Derby, Sheffield, and 
Norwich. I think Nottingham is up there, and an equal challenger to all of them.

beerguild.co.uk/westlake-john

words: Tom Guy
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If you’ve been hit with a bout of Edinburgh Festival Fringe blues, a remedy is at hand in 
the form of the Nottingham Fringe. Bringing all things fringey to the East Midlands, we 

caught all the backstage gossip from Thomas Moore, the man behind the scenes...

What was the idea behind a Notts version of the Fringe?
I moved up from London about a year and a half ago and found 
that there are loads of brilliant artists here doing things in separate 
venues. We all struggle to get our own audience, so the best thing is 
to band together, brand it as a festival and give people a larger scope 
to attract an audience. Essentially, over the next couple of years, we 
want to make Nottingham a festival-going destination for comedy 
and theatre. We want Nottingham to rival Manchester and London, 
and get people coming here to enjoy the massive amount of talent 
and culture we have.

Will we just be seeing acts from Nottingham?
We're aiming for a huge mixture. We're championing Nottingham first, 
but we’re also hoping to give an opportunity to people from further 
afield who might not normally get the chance to perform for larger 
audiences. They can enjoy a city-centre audience, but it also gives the 
Nottingham audience a chance to see the kinds of acts who usually 
play to smaller, out-of-town crowds. 

What kind of performances can we look forward to?
At the moment it's quite varied – we've got a board game show, 
we've got poetry, music, and some solo acts. We're not a programmed 
festival, so anyone who wants to do a show is able to, and we'll 
provide them with the platform to market their production, sell tickets 
and find the audience for their work. It’s been quite enjoyable when 
people approach going, “Am I able to do this?”, and being able to 
say, “Yeah, that sounds amazing, why not do poetry standing on your 
head for an hour?” Registration for anyone to do a show is literally 
open until the day before you want to perform.

How about the venues?
We've got a nice range. The Cave at the Malt Cross is a small, twenty-
seat venue, and not many people currently get to go there, so that's 
nice. The Music Hall in the Malt Cross is available as well, if there’s a 
big band who want to come along. We've also got Lee Rosy's which 
is more relaxed. We've got the Arts Theatre involved to attract bigger 
shows, Screen 22, and Nottingham Writers' Studio, who are really 
looking to support writers and storytellers – it's a nice, non-theatrical 
space where people can come together and share stories.

We're quite small this year, but if we get it right and give people the 
amount of love and attention they need to get their shows going, 
we can build it up over the next couple of years. We're having 
conversations with The Lofthouse for next year. Anyone who wants 
to be involved can be, and to what degree is completely up to them. 

What are the highlights of the lineup so far?
I'd say it's probably Pandemoni-CON!, which is a show by Louise 
White, a local theatre maker. It had a couple of performances at the 
National Videogame Arcade a couple of months ago. It's a show 
where you think you are playing a board game, but you soon realise 
that actually, the board games are playing you. It sounds really fun 
– to my geeky heart. I love board games. Another thing we've got 
coming up is a lady called Nana – she's a drag agony aunt played by 
a local poet. She normally plays at DirtyFilthySexy; she does a bit of 
stand-up, a bit of agony aunt, publishes a column each week, and 
we're going to be hosting her show Nana Knows Best. Come along 
and get your problems solved. 

How has planning the festival been going?
It's been interesting. We've been chipping away at it for nine months 
and we're only just getting to the point where we're all ready. 
Everyone's gone on this journey learning how to programme venues, 
and doing fair deals with artists, making sure that we all benefit from 
it. It's been great fun, and great to really understand Nottingham from 
the people who make Nottingham Nottingham. It's been awesome 
working with the people who are now the movers and shakers. The 
people who, in a couple of years’ time, are going to be huge, and 
we've got them here now. It's a blessing that I get to do this as my 
job.

Sounds great! And it’s all this month…
Yes. And before we open the festival, we are going to open 
submissions for 2016 – next year we want to run for a whole month, 
that’s why we're already thinking that far ahead. When you establish 
something like this, it takes a long time to build up connections, the 
correct protocols and systems, and now we're in a really good place. 
Next year we're going to be working with a couple of local businesses 
who will be providing the box office and a website, and also working 
with the council to create within the centre of Nottingham.

Nottingham Fringe, Tuesday 13 – Sunday 25 October 2015.

nottmfringe.com

interview: Hazel Ward

Jeremy Corbyn
He’s got some good policies but we hope he doesn’t go too 
far left as that’s as bad as too far right. We do want our 
railways back. To be left is to want affordable things and 
we don’t see anything wrong with that, hence the very 
reasonable prices in our shop.

Refugees
It’s Tony Blair and Bush’s fault. If they didn’t invade, then 
they wouldn’t be here would they? They’ve got a lot to 
answer for, they really have. And these poor people come 
in droves. You can see why they’re leaving. They’re either 
murdered by the Syrian rebels or the Syrian government. 
It’s cock-eyed. We’d like to see America and Canada do 
more. They’re bloody enormous.

Sleaford Mods
Never heard of them. I’d like to tell you The Stylistics are 
coming to the Albert Hall and we last saw them in 1976. 
Superb. We’ve got their records on vinyl.  

Not been in LeftLion for a few issues… 
It’s because you’re all bastards and you have lazy 
reporters. Fat Jimmy only lives on the next street and he 
can’t be bothered to get off his arse.

Pig Gate
It's sour grapes. That Lord Thingymejig is just having a 
mardy and should grow up. When you're eighteen, you're 
gonna do things that now you might be slightly ashamed 
of. He was young and learning the new experiences of life. 
Most people have shoved their things into a sheep (???) 
and done drugs. We've all shagged someone who looks a 
bit rough. It's history, and frankly, we don't give a toss.

Nottingham’s most opinionated grocers on...
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When situations arise that make us 
want to rant, rage and run away, a 
little inventive problem solving is 
often the key to a wiser solution. 
With a dash of imagination and 
humour, much happier and effective 
results can be achieved and 
sometimes, as we shall discover, 
even make history. Yet another 
testament to our city’s rebellious 
past, this age-old tale sees wit and 
cunning triumph over bureaucratic 
authority in a highly amusing 
display of local dissent. Sit back 
and let us introduce you to The 
Wise Men of Gotham...

The legend begins at the turn of the 
thirteenth century, when the people of 
Gotham village were making preparations 
for a most unwelcome visitor. Rumour was 
rife that King John, the reputedly ruthless 
monarch who had recently ascended to the 
throne, had set his sights on Gotham as the 
perfect spot for a new royal hunting lodge, 
or perhaps even a castle. Losing the land 
upon which their livelihoods depended 
was, understandably, a prospect the locals 
found less than appealing. Besides, even a 
passing visit from the king would come at 
a considerable expense to the villagers. An 
ancient law decreed that any route made by 
the king would become a public highway, 
and the upkeep of such a road would be 
their responsibility.

 The villagers’ 
foolish antics were 
really a display of great 
cunning and artistry… 
as insanity, at this time, 
was considered to be a 
contagious disease.
Determined to avoid the unnecessary 
cost and to preserve their homeland, 
the people of Gotham set about to avert 
this bothersome occurrence, but were 
left in quite a predicament. Protesting 
that Lackland (as the king was less 
affectionately known) was unwelcome 
would not only be unpatriotic, but 
completely futile. Openly defying a 
notoriously repressive monarch was rather 
a tricky thing to do, and not to mention, 
probably deathly. 

However, if weapons could not help them, 
perhaps their wits could. Something more 
creative was necessary to succeed – a plot 
so subversive and unexpected it would 
thwart any chance of the king coming 
within miles of their village forever more. In 
time, the people of Gotham, though common 
and lowly, came up with something so 
brilliant that the tales of their ingenuity 
would still inspire over 800 years later. In 
a display of great wisdom and rationality, 

they went completely mad.
When the day came that the king’s men 
were due to arrive, the village ceased in 
its everyday goings-on to embrace the 
eccentric, the ridiculous and the downright 
bizarre. Labour was suspended and 
the people set to task in plain sight on 
some rather more absurd activities. Most 
famously, one group busied themselves 
by fencing off a bush in which a cuckoo 
was roosting. When asked what they were 
doing, they explained that by capturing the 
cuckoo, which stood as a symbol for the 
beginning of summer, they were hoping 
to trap an eternal summer for their little 
village. When the bird flew upward to the 
skies, they lamented that they should have 
built the fence higher. 

Another crowd was assembled around a 
pond to watch a man attempting to drown 
a bothersome eel, while one man was 
found intently destroying his wheelbarrow, 
which he claimed had been bitten by a 
stray dog. Concerned the wheelbarrow may 
go mad and bite him in turn, he chopped 
it completely to bits. Some spent the day 
rolling wheels of cheese down the hill 
towards Nottingham, in hopes they would 
sell at market, while others gathered piles 
of wood to put in the shade in order to 
protect them from the strong sunlight.

Of course, the villagers’ foolish antics 
were really a display of great cunning and 
artistry, but the formal and orderly royal 
messengers had never set eyes on such 
absurd tomfoolery. As insanity, at this time, 
was considered to be a contagious disease, 
it would be most unsuitable for a wise and 
eminent royal to reside by a village that 
was akin to a madhouse. 

With haste, the men proceeded to report 
back to the king that Gotham was a highly 
dangerous place inhabited by fools and 
other plans must be made. Their devious 
plan successfully executed, normal life 
resumed for the people of Gotham, but little 
did they know what a reputation they 
had acquired.

Tales of the infamous fools of Gotham 
and their ridiculous antics soon spread 
throughout England; their humorous 
escapades and brilliantly perverse logic 
passing into local legend and spread 
through oral tradition. By the mid-sixteenth 
century, their notoriety was sealed in 
writing with the publication of a chapbook 
named Merrie Tales of the Mad Men of 
Gotham. With its humorous quality, this 
amusing and incredulous collection of 
stories was wildly popular but gave no 

explanation for the 
Gothamite’s lunacy. 
The truth of the story 
was already well-
known however, 
and the village was 
largely perceived 
as wise rather than 
mad with the popular 
saying, “There are 
more fools pass 
through Gotham 
than remain in it.” 
The huge success of 
the book led to many 
subsequent editions, 
and the title was 
swiftly changed from 
‘mad’ to ‘wise’.

Indeed, the tale 
of The Wise Men of Gotham proved so 
captivating, the chapbook continued to be 
republished until the end of the nineteenth 
century, even making its way across to the 
United States. In 1807, Washington Irving, 
author of The Legend of Sleepy Hollow, 
founded Salmagundi: a satirical literary 
magazine which lampooned Manhattan 
society. It was here he mockingly gave the 
nickname of Gotham to New York, and its 
inhabitants seemed to rather enjoy the joke, 
for use of the moniker persisted.

This tradition would later become a 
direct inspiration for another Gotham 
when in 1939 a writer named Bill Finger 
noticed a Gotham Jewellers in the New 
York phonebook. Taken by the name and 
dimly aware of its meaning, he decided to 
rename the metropolis of his current work 
as Gotham City. Yes, it was Nottingham’s 
village of bizarre pranksters which gave 
Batman his home; Metropolis by day, and 
the crime- and corruption-riddled city of 
Gotham by night.

Proud of their mischievous heritage, in 
recent years Gotham 
local parish council have 
petitioned to twin the 
village with New York City. 
Although still unsuccessful, 
they once received a 
nice letter from the NYC 
mayor acknowledging 
the cultural and historical 
link between the city that 
never sleeps and the quaint 
rural settlement on the 
outskirts of Nottingham. In 
the past, Gotham’s legend 
has been reenacted in local 
performances and, in 

2013, a totem-like sculpture representing 
the story was unveiled in Gotham village, 
complete with Batman scaling the side of 
the structure.

 ... they explained that 
by capturing the cuckoo, 
which stood as a symbol for 
the beginning of summer, 
they were hoping to trap an 
eternal summer for their 
little village.

There is much that makes the tale of The 
Wise Men Of Gotham so enduring; the 
charismatic imagination of the villagers, 
the element of getting one over on the 
authorities, the perverse logic whereby 
wisdom appears foolish. Far more than 
just a humorous story, there is a timeless, 
mythical quality to this fable, through 
the way in which the inspired acts of a 
community 800 years ago still resonate 
today.

The Dilettante Society Meeting, Ye Olde Trip 
to Jerusalem, Monday 12 October, 7.30pm, 
free. All welcome – the more the merrier. 

facebook.com/thedilettantesociety

Three wise men of Gotham
Went to sea in a bowl;
If the bowl had been stronger
My tale would have been longer.

words: Lady M and F. Dashwood
illustration: Christine Dilks
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My creations tend to be animals – I miss being 
surrounded by them growing up. When I was 
a child, there was always a new animal being 
born, but there was always one dying as well. 
Perhaps that’s where the dark humour in my 
work comes from – the idea that life is fleeting, 
yet we all get hung up on questions like, “What 
is socially acceptable?”

My mother is currently breeding chickens 
to try and produce pink egg shells, having 
already bred green egg-laying chickens. I love 
the idea of a chicken producing green eggs 
through human initiative rather than natural 
creation. It’s the blurring of lines between 
reality and fabrication; the naturally uncanny. 
Life is perceived as glorious and precious but 
ultimately, we all have an expiration date. The 
creatures I create cannot die.

Making is an escapism for me. I create pieces 
which make me happy, rather than with some 
huge meaning or to try to please university 
tutors. I like making things you wouldn’t 
expect to see in a gallery setting. My latest 
piece, Menagerie, is a herd of hand-crafted 
textile creatures that I’ve exhibited at Malt 
Cross, Bonington Studios and Park Garden 
Trails. Comprising of a panda, sloth, fox, 
hedgehogs and birds, the collection was 
created this year in the final year of studying 
fine art at Nottingham Trent University.

It took around four months to create, using a 
variety of materials and techniques. The panda 
has a steel-welded frame with upholstery 

webbing stretched across it, wrapped in 
stuffing. I carved the head from foam, added a 
movable steel jaw and covered it in a piece of 
white faux fur, adding detail using an airbrush. 
I use repurposed material in my work – any 
scraps of material I find lying around will end 
up as part of an animal. Even the hedgehogs 
are made from charity shop wigs.  

I love the childlike inquisitiveness the 
collection creates, especially the panda. My 
favourite reaction has to be when it was on 
show at the Park Garden Trails – a dog saw it 
and backed off barking, thinking it was real. 
Hilarious. The panda is also a seat, so everyone 
wants to have a ride on it and get a photo for 
Facebook can.

I’ve just started an MA in Textile Design to 
continue my craft. To fund this, I sell smaller 
pieces like sloths, drawings, animal portraits 
and felted pet portraits. Given the luxury of 
time and money, I would love to make a lifesize 
elephant from hand-dyed canvas and leather, 
though who knows what I will create next.

kathrynroseart.com

Kathryn Rose
Menagerie

Art Works

This drawing of a tiger skull was created 
using a technique called dot work, or 
stippling. The process began with outlining 
the shape of the skull in fine liner and then, 
using a pen with a large-sized nib, applying 
dots to the areas where I wanted to create 
dense shadows. To adjust the depth of tone 
and to create the look of gradual shading, 
I varied the density and distribution of the 
dots, applying them further apart with 
smaller-sized pens. 

I’ve always been fascinated by bones and 
animal skulls. In western culture, skulls are 
often seen as a symbol of death, something 
to be viewed negatively. I don’t see death as 

something to be fearful of. I think it’s captivating to see what is essentially the glue 
that holds life together. This is my way of honouring and celebrating life. 

I’ve recently been drawing a lot of inspiration from black work tattoo artists and 
illustrators who I’ve come across on Instagram. I used to mainly use black or blue 
biro and was really into crosshatching, but after discovering dot work design, I 
haven’t looked back. There’s something about it, compared to other techniques, that 
stands out for me. It’s a great way of creating depth and, by only using black ink, 
the focus is entirely on the design.

Pathera Tigris took approximately sixteen hours to make, which I did over the 
course of a couple of weeks. I have a desk set up devoted to drawing but, if I’m 
honest, I mostly work in the evenings while relaxing on the sofa in front of the TV, or 
occasionally in the park on my days off when the British weather is being kind.

Drawing for me is a hobby at the moment, I work full-time in a fancy dress shop 
but I have ambitions to expand my portfolio and turn it into a career. I was always 
encouraged to draw and I had an encyclopedia on animals when I was about five 
years old that was full of photographs. I would randomly select a page and draw 
the body of the animal in the photo, then flick a few pages and draw the head of a 
different animal, creating strange, hybrid creatures. I still occasionally do that now.

I recently had a friend ask me to design a tattoo for him – the fact anyone would 
want my work permanently on them is incredibly humbling. To be given the chance 
to not only design, but also tattoo that same person would be the ultimate dream 
– it would create an incredibly personal connection between me and my client. 
However, I’d need to learn how to tattoo first.

facebook.com/kayshannonart

Kayleigh Shannon
Pathera Tigris
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Having hosted two Tours of Britain and two Milk Races since 2012, Nottingham’s reputation as a city of professional road 
cycling events is now second to none. But this shouldn’t be surprising, given that the city council leader, Cllr Jon Collins, is 
himself a keen road cyclist..

Collins got into cycling five years ago when he undertook a Paris-Nottingham charity 
event, and he’s now a regular summer rider on a Cannondale Supersix and, in winter, a 
Cannondale Caad 10. His town ride is an eighties, steel-framed Raleigh and he completes 
his fleet with a time-trial turbo trainer. Yet while many cyclists see Collins’ passion for 
cycling as a positive, they also ask why, under his leadership, the cycle route network in 
this ‘City of Raleigh’ has been second rate for so long...

To what degree does the current £6.1m Nottingham Cycle City scheme, which includes 
building two new segregated cycling routes, reflect your own concerns?  
The technical work is done by the officers and the transport portfolio holder has cycling 
as his brief, so my input is about how important is this? Well, it’s important – it’s why we 
bid for the money. Secondly, it’s about balancing the importance of cycling with cars and 
other forms of road use, and the priority we give on road space to cycling. And we will give 
priority to cyclists.

If you weren’t leader would that programme still be going ahead?
Er, quite possibly. Have I had an impact on it? Yes I have. Would someone else have had 
that impact? I don’t know. This is a big organisation. And there is a political aspect to 
it as it’s a manifesto commitment – I was keen for it to be in the manifesto. I am not one 
for personality politics. I am always reluctant to judge whether things happen based on 
individual personalities. Ultimately, we’re all part of a team. 

Many local cyclists also ask why, you being a cyclist yourself, it has taken so long to get 
serious about improving cycle routes and cycle safety in the city?
I think you have to put this into the context of Nottingham being good at public transport. 
There’s been a very strong emphasis on the bus and tram network and then, up to a point, 
pedestrians. There should have been more emphasis on bikes, but that has shifted in 
the past four or five years. Attitudes to cycling have changed a lot in that time. We have 
loads of cyclists here and the fact that they’re on pavements, that there’s the expectation 
that they should get off at every junction, push their bikes over chicanes, ride down canal 
towpaths and then cross some gravel path on an industrial estate… well, there was a point 
at which all that was thought to be acceptable and things have now changed dramatically.

 If I’m in my car, I feel safe on most roads in the 
city and it’s not unreasonable that cyclists should feel 
equally safe using those same roads.
 
Can you pinpoint when that changed?
It happened nationally. It was partly driven by sheer congestion in London and the fact 
that so many people have decided to cycle on the road. When you get a critical mass of 
people, there is pressure on transport to make things move. I don’t think we’ve had that 
critical mass in Nottingham but I do think we’ve had a political change of direction where 
people have said, “You know what, cycling is important – we need to make it easier.” In 
terms of density, there are a lot of cycle routes here, but they’re not appropriate for people to 
commute in and out of town. They’re almost recreational routes.  
 
I’m keen on using the money we’ve got to make cycling an integral part of the transport 
network – not second rate, but with clear routes, prioritised where appropriate, properly 
swept and lit, without potholes. All cities have a whole legacy of changes in attitudes to 
cars and public transport to get across because the design of cities reflects those changes 
of opinion. The car was king for a while, when Maid Marian Way was built. Then the focus 
was on buses and public transport, so you have bus routes.

And now it’s the Age of the Bike?
[laughs] That’s sounds like a cliché.

Does being for cycling mean being anti-car?
No. Look. I get a reputation for being anti-car, yet I drive a Subaru Impreza and I like 
driving. I don’t drive around town because I don’t see the point when I can walk, use public 
transport or a bike – these are the choices that are open to people depending on what they 
do and what their job is. A lot of people don’t see that they have that choice and we have 
to make sure they understand that they do. If I’m in my car, I feel safe on most roads in the 
city and it’s not unreasonable that cyclists should feel equally safe using those same roads. 
That is the challenge. So believe me, I am not anti-car.

What improvements do you think Nottingham needs urgently to improve the 
cycling experience? 
The Big Wheel concept is good and reasonably legible, but the routes are too convoluted 
and too recreational. The challenges are proper, safe, segregated commuting routes. People 
should be able to choose to cycle into town even if they have no cycling experience. It 
should be cheap as chips and easy. People need to feel safe and we’re a long way away from 
that. But if I was to pick a priority, I would do cross-city routes across town.

Do you intend to make it illegal for cars to park in bike lanes?
We want clear, segregated cycling lanes and they won’t be that if people are parking in 
them. So we will have to take that into account and have proper parking restrictions.

So you are saying that you are willing to criminally enforce bike lanes?
Yeah. It’s not the case that we will automatically implement this across the whole city. 
Look, in the work we are doing on specific commuter cycle routes, we will have to make 
sure we have appropriate restrictions on parking to ensure they are safe cycling routes.

I’m thinking more of current problem areas such as Gregory Boulevard and the 
like, where cycle lanes are often blocked by parked vehicles and there’s no law to 
stop them….
Things can’t stay as they are. We will have to look at how best to achieve it but I’m entirely 
across the issue and no, you can’t have people just parking up wherever 
they want.

What, ultimately, is your aim in terms of Nottingham’s reputation as a cycling city?
I want us to build on the Raleigh heritage because I think it’s a great brand. We’d love 
them to move back. I do think it would be in their and our interests to have stronger links. 
Cycling is partly about history, heritage and how that projects into the future. Raleigh has 
lost a bit of that over the years, but I think they’ve started to recover an element of that.  
 
Some of their top-end bikes are extremely good, but there haven’t been enough of them 
available to buy. It’s been easier to buy a Bianchi than a Raleigh in Nottingham, although 
Cycle Republic is now stocking them. While it’s not for me to tell Raleigh how to run 
their business, building on their ability with top-end bikes would be in their interest – 
reconnecting with Nottingham as part of that would be very important. It would be great 
if Raleigh relocated in terms of manufacturing, profile and as an outlet for their bikes. We’d 
love them back in the city. We’d help them find a site and the buildings to operate out of.

Has Raleigh approached the city council about this?
We’ve had that. We’ve talked to them about it.

Recently?
Yeah. We’ve had discussions and the options are still open. They have made small steps 
in the direction I’ve talked about, but they could really put a motor under that. They’ve 
got tons of heritage stuff we could happily work with to showcase in the city. There’s the 
technical research which the universities are keen to collaborate on. Ultimately, it would be 
great for all that to develop further and have a clear end result.

leftlion.co.uk/onyerbike



SATURDAY 31 OCTOBER 2015 ⁄⁄ NOTTINGHAM RACECOURSE

DETONATE 
HALLOWEEN 
ALLDAYER 
NOTTINGHAM

SKEPTA ⁄⁄ JME ⁄⁄ ANDY C
SHY FX ⁄⁄ NOVELIST

DJ MARKY
PALEMAN ⁄⁄ HAZARD

DUB PHIZIX & STRATEGY
ZED BIAS ‘MADD AGAIN’
FLAVA D ⁄⁄ BIG NARSTIE

ALIX PEREZ ⁄⁄ LEVELZ
SOULECTION 

PRESENTS: JARREAU VANDAL 
JAY PRINCE & PYRMD PLAZA & MORE TBA

  /DETONATEUK         @DETONATEUK         @DETONATEUK         @DETONATE_UKWWW.DETONATEEVENTS.COM
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PICK OF THE MONTH
Sleaford Mods  
Friday 9  – Gig 
Saturday 10  – Film 
£10 - £17  
Rock City 7pm 
Broadway Cinema 8pm 
 

Our favourite gobby, beer-quaffing beatmasters are taking over Nottingham for a weekend. 
Friday sees them smash Rock City, while Saturday sees Broadway fill up with a crowd who 
aren’t bovvered, and never were, for the first screening of Sleaford Mods: Invisible Britain. 
At the gig, there’s a right mix of support acts – grunge babies Kagoule, straight-up lyrical 
guitarist Mark Wynn, and the no-nonsense poetry of Steve Ignorant’s Slice of Life, hands 
stuffed in pockets n’all. This tour’s Notts stop-off is sure to be the most mental, so get your 
gum shield ready to protect your mush for your date at the pictures the following day. The 
flick includes raw footage of the duo visiting boarded-up windows born from UK austerity, 
and finding out about the fans’ and communities’ movements in the face of it all. There’s 
gonna be a Q&A afterwards with Mr Williamson, as well as co-directors Paul Sng and 
Nathan Hannawin, hosted by The Music Exchange’s Joey Bell. You can grab yersen a £10 
ticket if you bring in items for the St Ann’s and Sneinton Food Store to the Broadway box 
office – they’re collecting bog roll, tinned veg, instant noodles, UHT milk and soups. 

Hockley Hustle 
Sunday 11 October  
12pm 
£10/£15  
Hockley 
 
 

The biggest, baddest festival in town is returning in all its charitable glory. Yep, Hockley is 
about to get taken over. This year, the number of venues has been scaled back, but there’s 
still a mountain of places to get your groove on, and Broad Street is getting locked down 
for some crazy street parties. If you head over to Bad JuJu, you’ll find Clash Money Rap 
Battles; Brewdog’s home to BBC Introducing; Broadway gets will be taken over by us here 
at LeftLion once more; the National Videogame Arcade is going to be sorted out for some 
world music thanks to Cultural Vibrations; JamCafe has the expert touch of Farmyard and 
Sounddhism; and Lee Rosy’s is going to be wordy thanks to Poetry is Dead Good. With so 
much to mention, it’s best you grab yourself a programme from one of the many outlets all 
over the city centre, then bag a ticket from The Music Exchange, Rough Trade, Broadway, 
JamCafe or online. All the dosh is going towards great causes – Framework, Nottingham and 
Nottinghamshire Refugee Forum, The CYF Project, Dolly’s Imagination Library, the John Van 
Geest Cancer Research Centre, and Rethink Mental Illness. Hustle on.  

Tuesday 6 October 
7pm  

£50/£70 
Broadway Cinema 

Andrew Graves, aka MulletProofPoet, is something of 
a legend around these parts. Stylish, eloquent, and 
a lyrical finger-sticker-upper to the proverbial man. 
Now’s your chance to gain some of his worldly wisdom, 
in his ten-week course down Broadway Cinema. The 
course, running every Tuesday, looks at representation 
of the working classes in British cinema, all inclusive of 
silent era material, as well as cult classics like Kes and 
Quadrophenia, Second World War propaganda films, 
fifties and sixties dramas, and loads more. And with the 
guidance of Mr Graves, you’ll get to pick it all apart. You 
may have guessed already by the title, but there’s gonna 
be some Saturday Night and Sunday Morning knowledge 
stashed inside the sessions, as well as insights into the 
work of directors like Shane Meadows and Ken Loach. ‘Tis 
prole pictures gone barmy. Get yersen signed up.

Channel One and Mad Professor

Friday 30 October  
10pm  

£5/£7.50/£10  
Spanky Van Dykes 

There’s nothing quite like standing in front of custom-
built sound system stacks and getting blasted by 
dubplate bass. This year marks sixty whole years since 
Duke Vin brought the very first sound system to the 
UK in 1955 – arriving in London from Kingston in 1954, 
he bought himsen a £15 speaker, £4 amplifier, second-
hand turntable, and the rest is history. Channel One 
and Mad Professor are hooking up to create a UK tour 
in celebration of the huge movement that has spanned 
over sixty years to bring us to the present day, where 
we have it out in a mark of respect for a culture that 
has birthed genre after genre in bass music. There’ll 
be Caribbean food and merch stalls as well as the 
legendary Channel One Sound System, Mad Professor 
and Kindread Sound System. Get your tickets quick 
youth, and prepare for some window-rattling badness!

NG83: When We Were B-Boys

Saturday 31 October  
12pm  
£4/£6  

Rock City 

It’s been an age in the making, but the time has finally 
come for the documentary about Nottingham’s B-boys to 
be released into the loving arms of hip hop heads. Back 
in the day, our city was a driving force in UK breaking, 
thanks to the NG83 crew’s Saturday afternoon jams 
down Rock City. With tons of unseen footage from a 
legendary movement, it’s bound to be an eye-opening 
flick that’ll leave us either reeling in nostalgia or era-
envy, depending on how many candles you had on 
your last birthday cake. But before the film’s premiere 
at Broadway Cinema on Sunday 1 November, there’s 
gonna be a reunion at Rock City to celebrate. Expect the 
likes of DJ Fever, DJ D2 and DJ Nasty Nice on the decks, 
while Docta D, Frisco Boogie and Mighty Mouth 2 rock 
the mics. Expect massive things.

David Belbin Book Launch

Wednesday 21 October  
7pm  
Free  

Rough Trade 

The chair of Nottingham’s bid to become a UNESCO City 
of Literature has knocked out over forty novels and he 
doesn’t intend on stopping there. In fact, he’s scribbled 
a new ‘un called The Great Deception and he’s having a 
party at Rough Trade to celebrate. With delicious Crate 
Brewery beverages to guzzle, it’s sure to be a joyous 
occasion. Don’t sink too many though, petal – you’ll 
need your concentration at full capacity for Mr Belbin’s 
reading, a Q&A session, and a meeting with the author 
himself. As the third part in the Bone & Cane series, 
The Great Deception looks at New Labour’s selling out, 
and the influx of organised crooks that followed. The 
story is all set in our city, following the relationships and 
mysteries of a local MP, a weed dealer, a chief constable 
and an undercover copper. A thriller packed with dark 
politics and criminality, well worth having a peep at.

Face Value 

Saturday 10 October  
9.30am – 5.30pm 

Free  
The Institute of Mental Health 

Just about every one of us will come into contact 
with mental health issues at some point in our life, 
whether it falls on ourselves or a loved one. This 
exhibition is opening up the often brushed-under-the-
carpet conversation in a way that poses questions, 
expresses positivity and shares experiences – looking 
at mental health beyond face value, basicalleh. The 
work is all created by local artists who have all been 
through mental health issues, with each contribution 
encompassing its own, unique story; some artists 
explore darker emotions, while others focus on the 
positivity that stems from recovery. The other part of the 
day – Trauma, Transcendence and Transformation – is a 
conference carnival with workshops on everything from 
empowerment and confidence to nutritional resilience, 
with loads of organisations offering advice throughout 
the day. Book yersen a free ticket ducky.

Fan Club Halloween Party

Saturday 31 October  
7pm 
Free  

Rough Trade
 
We used to get excited about Halloween for very 
different reasons than we do today. Sugar rushes and 
shitting up your little sister were plain awesome. But 
somewhere along the line, the childish antics got lost – 
maybe mam stuffing you in a bin bag and telling you 
you were a witch again tipped you over the edge. “No 
mum, I’m thirty now, this is the last time. God.” Any 
road, Fan Club are bridging the gap between your 
childhood Halloween antics and the need to drink and 
dance all night as a fully grown waster. The soundtrack 
for the night is fully female, kicking out some of the 
best tunes in a huge genre clash, and there’s gonna be 
spooky cocktails on offer behind the bar. But the blood-
curdling joy doth not end there – goody bags, tricks and 
treats, and a fancy dress competition are present and 
correct. Wicked. 

Get weekly updates of Nottingham events at leftlion.co.uk/newsletter

Don’t Let The Bastards Grind You Down
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FRIDAY 2 OCT 
 

 Reggae Take Over:  
Dub Smugglers  
Spanky Van Dykes  
£8 -£15, 9pm - 4pm 
 

 Fatima & The Eglo 
Band + Alexander Nut + 
Harleighblu  
The Irish Centre  
£10 - £15, 9pm - 3am 
 

 David Gest 
The Albert Hall  
£28 - £85, 9:30pm 
 

 Very Bad Company 
The Doghouse  
£4/£5, 8pm 
 

 Mud Press Launch Party  
Rough Trade Nottingham  
Free, 7pm 
 

 94 Gunships + Sean 
Grant + The Wolfgang  
JamCafé  
Free, 8pm 
 

 Natalie Duncan and 
Rob Green  
Djanogly Theatre  
Free, 7:30pm 
 

 Peace + Splash + Yak  
Rock City  
£15, 6:30pm 
 

 Northern Ballet’s Elves 
& the Shoemaker  
Theatre Royal  
£7, 12pm 

 
 

SATURDAY 3 OCT 

 
 UKBFF Body Building 

Championships  
Theatre Royal  
£25/£45 
 

 Horse Fest  
The Running Horse  
Free, 2pm 
 

 Kold Chillin’  
The Old Angel  
Free, 8pm - 3am 
 

 Detonate Nottingham X 
Ram Records  
The Brickworks  
£15, 10pm 
 

 Tumble Audio  
The Bodega  
£7, 11pm 
 

 Mark Thomas: Tresspass  
Djanogly Theatre  
£11.50/£13.30/£16, 8pm 
 

 Walk Off The Earth  
Rock City  
£16.50, 6:30pm 
 

 Seas of Mirth  
The Hairy Dog, Derby  
Free, 7pm 
 

 The Brevity of My Gaze  
Surface Gallery  
12pm - 6pm 
 

 Archive in the Making  
Nottingham Contemporary  
Free, 9:30am - 4:30pm

SATURDAY 3 OCT 
 

 Screen Printing  
The Malt Cross  
£50, 11am 
 

 All Schools Should be 
Art Schools  
Bonington Gallery  
£7.50, 7pm 
 

 The Holy and Horny 
Farewell Tour  
Nottingham Arts Theatre  
£12.50/£14.50, 7:30pm 
 

 Il Trovatore (Verdi)  
Broadway Cinema  
£13 - £20, 5pm 
 

 Science Fiction Walk  
University of Nottingham  
Free, 12:30pm 
 

 Crafternoon - Vintage 
Memory Book  
Debbie Bryan  
£30, 10:30am 
 

 Spiegeltent Comedy 
Spectacular + Phil Nichol 
+ Charlie Baker + Andrew 
Stanley + Geoff Norcott  
Market Square  
£15, 7pm 
 

 David Morgan + Pat 
Cahill + John Fothergill  
Jongleurs  
£8/£11/£14, 7pm 
 

 Brendon Burns + 
Adam Bloom  
Just The Tonic, The Forum  
£5/£10, 8pm 
 

SUNDAY 4 OCT 
 

 Binns Organ Recital 
- Sophie-Veronique 
Chauchefer-Choplin  
The Albert Hall  
£10, 2:45pm 
 

 Summer Camp  
The Bodega  
£9, 7pm 
 

 Notts Factor 2015  
Rescue Rooms  
6pm 
 

 Shady Cow  
Rough Trade Nottingham  
Free, 11pm 
 

 Bamalamasingsong  
Market Square  
£6, 7pm 
 

 Entrelac Workshop  
Knit Knit Nottingham  
£25, 10:30am 
 

 Making Photographic 
Images with Solar Plate 
Etching  
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£50/£55, 10am 
 

 Cake and Create 
Weekender  
Debbie Bryan  
£48, 10:30am 
 

 The Damned:  
Don’t You Wish That We 
Were Dead  
Broadway Cinema  
£4 - £8.20, 8:30pm
 
 

MONDAY 5 OCT 
 

 The Underground Youth 
with Crosa Rosa and Bad 
Alchemy  
The Chameleon Arts Cafe  
£5, 7pm 
 

 Wheatus 
Rescue Rooms  
£15, 7pm 
 

 Nine Nights Film 
Screening, Exhibition 
and Q&A  
Lakeside Arts Centre  
6pm - 8pm 
 

 Inspiration Workshop 
with Joel Stickley  
Waterstones  
£42/£48, 6:30pm - 8:30pm 
 
TUESDAY 6 OCT 
 

 Brian Hazleby  
Bonington Theatre  
£4.50/£6/£7.50,  
7:30pm - 9:30pm 
 

 Demob Happy  
Rough Trade Nottingham  
Free, 7pm 
 

 Dresden Philharmonic  
Royal Concert Hall  
£7.50 - £34.50, 7:30pm 
 

 Sain Zahoor  
Djanogly Theatre  
£14.50/£16.50, 8pm 
 

 Josh Wheatley  
The Malt Cross  
Free, 7pm 
 

WEDNESDAY 7 OCT 
 

 Sugar Ape  
The Bodega  
Free, 11pm - 3am 
 

 Amanda Rheaume  
The Guitar Bar, Hotel Deux  
£7/£9, 8pm 
 

 Mallory Knox + Set It 
Off + The Xcerts  
Rock City  
£14, 6pm 
 

 Archaeology Now 
Djanogly Theatre  
Free, 1pm 
 

 Be Inspired To Look For 
Work In New Ways  
Nottingham Contemporary  
Free, 11am 
 

 Tall Tales and  
Wayward Narratives  
Nottingham Contemporary  
Free, 6:30am 
 

 Intensive Novel-Editing 
Course with Victoria 
Villasenor  
Nottingham Writers’ Studio  
£60/£90, 7pm - 9:30pm 
 

 Meet Nigel Mansell  
Waterstones  
Free, 6pm 
 

 Nottingham CAMRA 
Beer and Cider Festival  
Nottingham Castle  
£10 - £20, 11am - 11pm 
 

New Art Exchange 
39–41 Gregory Blvd
Hyson Green
Nottingham NG7 6BE
Opposite The Forest 
tram stop!

www.nae.org.uk 
info@nae.org.uk 
0115 924 8630

ROCKERS, SOULHEADS AND LOVERS: 

SOUND SYSTEMS  
BACK IN DA DAY
11 October 2015 – 3 January 2016

An exhibition exploring the golden era  
of African-Caribbean sound systems

FREE ENTRY • open every day

 Launch Party:  
 Saturday 10 October 2015, 7pm – 12am  
 Featuring Dubmorphology, Daddy Crucial,  
 Reggae Take Over, Motormouf  
 and DJ Princess 

Image Credit A Little Island of Energy – young black 
women dancing in a youth club in Wolverhampton.  
© Chris Steele-Perkins (Photo courtesy of Magnum)

07505 954 398
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THURSDAY 8 OCT 
 

 Daytime Orchestra  
St Margaret’s Church Hall  
£39, 10:30am - 12:30pm 
 

 Balkan Express  
The Hand and Heart  
Free, 7pm 
 

 Alexander  
The Bodega  
£6, 7pm 
 

 Two Gallants  
Rescue Rooms  
£13.50, 7pm 
 

 McAlmont & Butler  
Rough Trade Nottingham  
Free, 6:30pm 
 

 Squeeze  
Royal Concert Hall  
£32.50/£47.50, 7:30pm 
 

 Anti-Nowhere League  
Rock City  
£10, 6:30pm 
 

 Bonsai Kitten + 
Headstone Horrors + 
Diablofurs  
The Maze  
£5, 7:30pm 
 

 Leftfield  
Rock City  
£29, 6:30pm 
 

 Beeston Camera Club 
presents An Evening of 
iPhone Art Photography  
Beeston British Legion  
Free/£5, 8pm 
 

 An Audience with 
Alan Kitching  
Bonington Gallery  
Free, 5pm - 8pm 
 

 The Importance of 
Being Earnest  
Broadway Cinema  
£12.50, 7:15pm 
 

 Walk and Talk  
Bulwell Riverside Centre  
Free, 11am - 12:30pm 
 

 Dr Bike  
Meadows One Stop Shop  
Free, 11am 
 

 Doug Stanhope  
Just The Tonic, The Forum  
£30, 8pm 
 
 

FRIDAY 9 OCT 
 

 The World  
Fusion Ensemble  
The Lofthouse  
£1, 9pm 
 

 The Amazons  
The Chameleon Arts Cafe  
£5, 7pm 
 

 Anna Coogan (USA)  
The Guitar Bar, Hotel Deux  
£8/£10, 8pm 
 

 Gengahr  
The Bodega  
£8, 7pm 
 

 Lobster Boy 
Stealth  
£12/£14, 10pm 
 

 KaBen  
Fade Cafe  
Free, 8pm 
 

 Cliff Richard 
Royal Concert Hall  
£65/£75, 7:45pm 
 

 Sleaford Mods  
Rock City  
£15, 6:30pm 
 

 Devilish Presley + Joolz 
Denby + 13 Candles + 
Trioxin Cherry + DJs  
The Maze  
£7, 7:30pm 
 

 Chris Zwingle Blues  
Brass Monkey  
10:30pm 
 

 Fuzzbox  
Rough Trade Nottingham  
Free, 7pm 
 

 Pauline Boudry, Renate 
Lorenz and Sharon Hayes  
Nottingham Contemporary  
Free, 8pm - 10pm 
 

 Michael King’s ‘On 
Tour with Elvis Show’  
Nottingham Arts Theatre  
£18, 7:30pm 
 

 Alien Encounters  
Nottingham Contemporary  
Free, 6:30am 
 

 Paul Pirie + Foil, Arms 
& Hog + Andre Vincent + 
Dave Fulton  
The Glee Club  
£5/£10/£18, 7pm 
 

SATURDAY 10 OCT 
 

 Men’s Health Survival 
of the Fittest Nottingham  
Victoria Embankment  
£55, 9am 
 

 Vocals! Dragons 
and Dinosaurs 
Bluecoat Academy  
£12.50 - £16.50, 1:45pm 
 

 Psycle:  
The Reunion Bender 
The Irish Centre  
£5/£6, 10pm - 5am 
 

  Same Streets, The 
Chase and Ticketholder  
The Running Horse  
Free, 8pm 
 

 Black History Month 
The Maze  
£5, 8:30pm - 1:30am 
 

 Hey Colossus + 
Kogumaza +  
Lower Slaughter  
The Chameleon Arts Cafe  
£6, 8pm 
 

 Ben Rogers (USA)  
The Guitar Bar, Hotel Deux  
£7.50/£9, 8pm 
 

 Blossoms  
Rescue Rooms  
£7, 6:30pm 
 

 Tropical Beats with 
Hemulen Soundz  
JamCafé  
Free, 8pm 
 

 Cyanotype 
Photography Workshop 
with Leicester Lo-Fi 
Photography  
The Malt Cross  
£80, 10am 
 

 Angel Row Historyfest  
Nottingham Central Library  
Free, 11am 
 

 Wild Photography Walk 
with Jack Perks  
Wollaton Park  
£55, 9am 
 

 Sleaford Mods: 
Invisible Britain 
Premiere + Q&A  
Broadway Cinema  
£10/£12, 7:15pm 

 

 

SATURDAY 10 OCT 
 

 The Doppel Gang  
Nottingham Arts Theatre  
£8/£10, 7:30pm 
 

 Bane 2 - The 
Beast Within  
Bonington Theatre  
£5/£8/£10, 7:30pm - 9:30pm 
 

 Gemini Short Film 
Open Premiere  
Broadway Cinema  
Free, 11am 
 

 Face Value - World 
Mental Health Day - 
Carnival MAD  
Nottingham City Centre  
Free, 9:30am - 4pm 
 

 Hand Build Wind 
Turbine Course  
V3 Power  
£225, 9am - 5pm 
 

 UKYA/UKMG 
Extravaganza After Party  
Nottingham Writers’ Studio  
Free, 5pm - 8pm 
 

 Beginners Bike 
Maintenance Course  
Nottingham Bike Works  
Free, 9:30am 
 

 Urban Food Market  
Sneinton Market  
Free, 10am 
 

 Paul Pirie + Foil, Arms 
& Hog + Andre Vincent + 
Dave Fulton  
The Glee Club  
£5/£12.50/£20, 7pm 
 

 Sean Percival + Gerry 
K + Allyson Smith + The 
Noise Next Door  
Jongleurs  
£8/£11/£14, 7pm 
 

 Tom Stade + Andy 
Askins + Kiri Pritchard-
McLean  
Just The Tonic, The Forum  
£8/£10, 7pm 
 

 Laurynas Katkus, 
Indre Valantinaite and 
Alistair Noon  
Five Leaves Bookshop  
£3/£5, 7pm - 9pm 
 

 Anne Holloway’s 
Korakas Book Launch  
The Peacock  
Free, 4pm
 

SUNDAY 11 OCT 
 

 Hockley Hustle  
Nottingham City Centre  
£10, 12pm 
 

 Folk Against The Cuts: 
Roy Bailey  
The Poppy and Pint  
£10, 7:30pm 
 

 Johnny and the 
Raindrops  
The Polish Club  
£3.50/£12, 3pm - 4:30pm 
 

 Samba Drumming (16+)  
City Arts   
£10/£12, 12pm - 6pm 
 

 Ulcerate + Bell Witch 
+ Guests  
The Chameleon Arts Cafe  
£12, 6:30pm 
 

 Beethoven - Nottingham 
Philharmonic Orchestra  
The Albert Hall  
£5/£11, 3pm 
 

 Ruts DC  
Rescue Rooms  
£15, 7pm 
 

 Dead Intentions + 
Restrooms + Sub Grunk + 
Jimmy McKenna  
The Maze  
£4, 7pm 
 

 Years & Years  
Rock City  
7pm 
 
MONDAY 12 OCT 
 

 Joe McCorriston and 
John Allen  
The Chameleon Arts Cafe  
£12, 7pm 
 

 The Japanese House  
The Bodega  
£8, 7pm 
 

 Paul Chamberlain and 
Michael Haywood  
Royal Concert Hall  
£10, 7:30pm 
 

 The History of the 
Crime Film  
Broadway Cinema  
£35/£50, 7pm 
 

 Jeanette Winterson 
on Shakespeare  
Nottingham Playhouse  
£15, 7:45pm
 

TUESDAY 13 OCT 
 

 Bugzy Malone  
Stealth  
£8/£9/£10, 10pm 
 

 Stuart McCallum  
The Worksop Library  
£8/£10, 7:30pm 
 

 Sun Ra Film Night  
Nottingham Contemporary  
Free, 6:30pm - 8:30pm 
 

 Thurston Moore: 
Reading, Q&A and Signing  
Rough Trade Nottingham  
Free, 7pm 
 

 Variety Open Mic 
Featuring Tyler Nugent  
The Malt Cross  
£80, 7am 
 

 Love Food Hate 
Waste Workshop  
Basford Library  
Free, 10:30am 
 
WEDNESDAY 14 OCT 
 

  Beeston Tales 
The White Lion 
£6, 7:30pm 
 

 High Focus present 
Dirty Dike + Verb T  
Rescue Rooms  
£6/£8/£10, 10pm 
 

 Stuart McCallum  
Southwell Library  
£8/£10, 7:30pm 
 

 Joanne Gregory  
The Poppy and Pint  
£14, 7pm 
 
THURSDAY 15 OCT 
 

 Daytime Orchestra  
St Margaret’s Church Hall  
£39, 10:30am - 12:30pm 
 

 The Little Unsaid  
The Guitar Bar, Hotel Deux  
£6/£8, 8pm 
 

 J.J. Quintet  
The Hand and Heart  
Free, 7pm 
 

 Stuart McCallum  
West Bridgford Libray  
£8/£10, 7:30pm 
 

 Ambiance 
JamCafé  
Free, 8pm 
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THURSDAY 15 OCT 
 

 Escher String Quartet  
Djanogly Recital Hall  
£16.50/£17.50, 7:30pm 
 

 The Sisters of Mercy  
Rock City  
£25, 6:30pm 
 

 Adam Peter Smith  
Fat Cat Nottingham  
Free, 7pm 
 

 Talk: The Truth About 
Jamaica and Jamaicans  
The New Art Exchange  
Free, 6:30pm - 8:30pm 
 

 Hamlet  
Broadway Cinema  
£12/£14, 7pm 
 

 Emelie  
Broadway Cinema  
£4 - £8, 7pm 
 

 Future Shock! The 
Story of 2000AD + Q&A  
Broadway Cinema  
£4 - £8, 8:45pm 
 

 Rabid Dogs  
Broadway Cinema  
£4 - £8, 11:30pm
 

 Daniel Sloss -
Comedy Tour Show  
The Glee Club  
£12/£14.50, 7pm 
 

 Hardcore Sci-fi with 
Ian Douglas  
Nottingham Writers’ Studio  
£10/£15, 7:30pm - 9pm 
 

FRIDAY 16 OCT 
 

 Space Lady  
The Chameleon Arts Cafe  
£7, 7pm 
 

 Nottingham  
Symphony Orchestra  
The Albert Hall  
£7.50/£20, 6pm 
 

 Tori L’Amour + Nasty 
High + Guests  
The Doghouse  
£3/£5, 7pm 
 

 Clay/Kassassin Street  
The Bodega  
£6, 7pm 
 

 Coasts  
Rescue Rooms  
£13, 6:30pm 
 

 Dick Venom presents 
You Want Fox and The 
Franceens  
JamCafé  
Free, 8pm 
 

 Reggae Takeover  
Rough Trade Nottingham  
Free, 7pm 
 

 Electric Swing Circus  
The Maze  
£8/£10, 8pm 
 

 Cradle of Filth  
Rock City  
£18, 6:30pm 
 

 The Shots  
Fat Cat Sherwood  
Free, 9pm 
 

FRIDAY 16 OCT 
 

 Steve McGill  
Brass Monkey  
Free, 10:30pm 
 

 Kaben  
The Wilford Green  
Free, 9pm 
 

 Crumbs  
Broadway Cinema  
£4 - £8, 4:15pm 
 

 Howl + Q&A  
Broadway Cinema  
£4 - £8, 9pm 
 

 Nina Forever + Q&A  
Broadway Cinema  
£4 - £8, 6:30pm 
 

 Stung  
Broadway Cinema  
£4 - £8, 11:30pm 
 

 Paul Myrehaug + Rob 
Deering + Tanyalee Davis  
The Glee Club  
£5/£10/£18, 7pm 
 

 Just The Tonic present 
Mick Ferry + Guest  
Das Kino  
£8/£10, 7pm 
 

 Bondax + Friends  
Stealth  
Free, 10pm 
 

 The Navigation Blues 
Corporation  
The Navigation Inn  
Free, 10pm 
 
 

SATURDAY 17 OCT 
 

 Andy Tash  
Birthday Bash!  
The Running Horse  
Free, 7pm
 

 Degeneration!  
Ye Olde Salutation Inn  
Free 
 

 Plates Records Birthday  
The Chameleon Arts Cafe  
£5, 8pm 
 

 Beck Goldsmith 
+ Andy Whittle  
The Guitar Bar, Hotel Deux  
£7.50/£10, 8pm 
 

 Palace  
The Bodega  
£6.50, 7pm 
 

 Phlexx 2nd Birthday 
The Maze  
£3/£5, 9pm 
 

 Hubbub - A Musical 
Adventure  
Djanogly Theatre  
£8, 10:30am 
 

 Wake Up!  
Rock City  
£25, 3pm 
 

 Write Black to the 
Beginning  
The New Art Exchange  
Free/£3, 1pm - 4:30pm 
 

 Lino Printing  
The Malt Cross  
£40, 10am 
 

SATURDAY 17 OCT 
 

 Writing for 
Performance  
New Perspectives Theatre 
Company  
£20, 10am - 5pm 
 

 Parasyte: Part 1  
Broadway Cinema  
£4 - £8, 12pm 
 

 Scary Shorts 2015  
Broadway Cinema  
£4 - £8, 4:15pm 
 

 Society  
Broadway Cinema  
£4 - £8, 10:30pm 
 

 The Unquenchable 
Thirst of Dracula  
Broadway Cinema  
£4 - £8, 7:30pm 
 

 Introduction to 
Medieval Tile Making  
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£4, 11am 
 

 Paul Myrehaug + Rob 
Deering + Tanyalee Davis  
The Glee Club  
£5/£12.50/£20, 7pm 
 

 The Raymond and Mr 
Timpkins Revue + Mick 
Ferry + Dane Baptiste + 
Ian Smith  
Just The Tonic, The Forum  
£5/£10, 7pm 
 

 Big Fat Charity 
Fundraiser  
The Barrel Drop  
Free, 12pm
 

SUNDAY 18 OCT 
 

 Samba Drumming (16+)  
City Arts 
£10/£12, 12pm - 6pm 
 

 2018 Mid Festival Gala 
Concert  
The Albert Hall  
£6/£12, 2:30pm 
 

 Kris Dollimore  
The Guitar Bar, Hotel Deux  
£5/£7, 7pm 
 

 Jane Weaver  
The Bodega  
£10, 7pm 
 

 Debate: Wondrous 
Women Conversation Cafe  
The New Art Exchange  
Free, 2pm - 5pm 
 

 8th Draw-a-Doodle 
Dandy: 28 Poses Later  
St John’s Church  
£15, 12:30pm 
 

 Learn to Crochet  
Knit Knit Nottingham  
£25, 10:30am 
 

 Epic of Gilgamesh 
(Fringe Festival)  
Nottingham Writers’ Studio  
6pm - 11pm 
 

 Aaaaaaaah! + Q&A  
Broadway Cinema  
£4 - £8, 6:45pm 
 

 Deathgasm  
Broadway Cinema  
£4 - £8, 12pm 
 

NOTTING       MHA!HA!
HA!

HA!Comedy Festival 2015

www.nottscomedyfestival.co.uk
Find us of Facebook Follow us on Twitter @NottsComedyFest

Fri 6th to Sat 14th November

Over 100 shows across Nottingham featuring some of the finest comedians and great up and coming acts.
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DESIGNER/PRODUCTION LEAD
Recruit So Simple
Salary: £18,000 - £22,000
Application: leftlion.co.uk/LL-Job-160
A fantastic career development opportunity 
for an established Designer to lead a team of 
Artworkers for a successful digital agency. Our 
client works with a variety of leading global 
brands across multiple industry sectors, creating 
interactive design solutions for digital/mobile 
media, animation, video, e-based learning, 
online and motion graphics. Your role will 
involve working on a variety of projects, creating 
engaging design solutions as well as motivating 
and monitoring your team. You will be creating, 
sourcing and modifying imagery, video and 
audio, working within brand guidelines and 
creating illustrations and editorial style layouts. 
Our client provides excellent in-house training.

COPYWRITER
Recruit So Simple
Salary: £24,000 - £28,000
Application: leftlion.co.uk/LL-Job-161
Our client is a thriving, multi-disciplined brand 
specialist agency producing engaging digital- 
and print-based creative for a broad range of 
local, national and international clients. Due to 
continued growth, they are looking for a strong 
Mid-Weight or Senior Copywriter to join their 
busy team of talented individuals. Your role will 
include working closely with a B2B client for 
two days in-house, so this role is split between 
our client's studio in Nottingham and their 
clients’ offices in Leicester. You will have to feel 
comfortable working in this kind of environment 
and also have the ability to travel easily between 
both locations. 

DIGITAL DESIGNER
Unidays
Salary: Unspecified
Application: leftlion.co.uk/LL-Job-167
Unidays is changing the way the digital 
generation shop and discover brands all over 
the world. Our in-house design team is a great 
place to be. We have fun, we are inquisitive and 
produce colourful, vibrant and product-driven 
work for our partners around the globe. The 
role in a nutshell; partner with the business on 
proposed projects and manage accordingly, set 
up and administer web content, design and 
produce works for a variety of digital outputs, 
actively lead and participate in live briefings 
and deliver strong creative responses to support 
campaign initiatives. 

COLOUR AND INTERIOR 
DESIGN CONSULTANTS
Careers in Design
Salary: Unspecified
Application: leftlion.co.uk/LL-Job-166
Our client is looking for talented, creative 
individuals with a professional qualification 
in interior design or another relevant design 
discipline, to fill several roles as Colour and 
Interior Design Consultants. This is a fantastic 
opportunity to join the Diversity team involved 
with this brand new project for one of our major 
blue chip clients, Dulux. Global brand and market 
leader in the decorative paints sector, Dulux is 
widely recognised as being the colour authority. 
Help us build on that position as part of the 
team responsible for launching and delivering 
a brand new, online interior design and colour 
e-consultancy service. 

FRONT END DEVELOPER
Recruit So Simple
Salary: £20,000 - £26,000
Application: leftlion.co.uk/LL-Job-163
Our client is a thriving, multi-disciplined brand 
specialist agency producing engaging digital 
and print-based creative for a broad range of 
local, national and international clients. Due to 
continued growth, they are looking for a Junior 
Middleweight Front-End Developer who is 
passionate about digital and is keen to progress 
their career in a successful, busy agency with 
a great team ethos. To be considered for this 
amazing opportunity, you will already have a 
minimum of one year industry experience under 
your belt, and proven ability of working on 
multiple digital projects to specified deadlines. 

SENIOR CREATIVE
Recruit So Simple
Salary: £28,000 - £32,000
Application: leftlion.co.uk/LL-Job-164
Our client is a thriving multi-disciplined brand 
specialist agency producing engaging digital 
and print-based creative for a broad range of 
local, national and international clients. Due 
to continued growth, they are looking for an 
experienced Senior Creative to join their busy 
team of talented individuals. To be considered for 
this amazing opportunity, you will be a versatile 
individual, whose passion and drive for creative 
excellence is evident in a portfolio that’s packed 
full of engaging design. You will be experienced 
at conceptualising ideas across print and digital 
with the confidence to work without direction, as 
well as leading a team through a project.

JUNIOR WORDPRESS DEVELOPER
Recruit So Simple
Salary: £16,000 - £20,000
Application: leftlion.co.uk/LL-Job-162
Due to continued growth, our client is looking 
for a Junior WordPress Developer to join their 
busy team of talented individuals. You may be a 
Computer Science graduate or have a little work 
experience in a commercial environment. Crucial 
to this role is a great attitude, the ambition and 
willingness to develop your skills and a natural 
interest in all things digital. You will be working 
alongside Senior Developers, Designers and 
Directors on a broad range of digital projects, 
in a deadline-driven, yet fun, environment. You 
should also have good skills in WordPress, CSS 
and HTML and some knowledge of JavaScript 
and PHP.

DIGITAL PROJECT MANAGER
Recruit So Simple
Salary: £30,000 - £35,000
Application: leftlion.co.uk/LL-Job-165
A leading creative agency are looking for a Digital 
Project Manager to join and strengthen one of 
their key client teams. You will need to be flexible 
to ever-changing changing client demands in a 
fast-paced environment, delivering complex, fast-
moving marketing initiatives across all aspects 
of design for digital, film and multimedia. You’ll 
be liaising with clients and internal teams to 
ensure projects are delivered on time and within 
budget, with the use of efficient client production 
processes, a strong commercial understanding 
and an appreciation of how we can help our 
clients bring their brands to market.

REPROGRAPHICS OPERATOR
Genesis Associates Ltd
Salary: Unspecified
Application: leftlion.co.uk/LL-Job-168
As an important and developing client, a global 
tobacco player is looking to engage with a 
large client of ours to support them through the 
implementation of the EU Tobacco directive 
2015 - 2016. The role will primarily be focused 
on managing graphic workflows throughout 
the artwork, and print tooling phases of the 
packaging process, but will also have an 
overview of the complete business demands from 
project conception through to completion. To be 
considered for the role you will be an excellent 
communicator, possess a positive can-do attitude 
and have passion, energy and drive.

Sponsored by Real Creative Futures
A transformational programme of FREE support 
for Nottingham's creative businesses and 
practitioners. Our aim is simple - we want to see 
Nottingham's local creative community thrive.

Add your jobs at leftlion.co.uk/addjob

Logo lock up 

 

 

 

 

ADOBE CREATIVE SUITE 
TUTORIALS
At New Art Exchange

Limited places available to get a 
beginners fl avour of how to use 
graphic design software for your 
creative business needs!
Photoshop
Illustrator: 9th November
InDesign November

BUSINESS PLANNING
SUNDAY 4 OCT  12PM – 4PM
At New Art Exchange

Forget your Sunday papers and 

vision, ethos and numbers. You can 
use our crayons and highlighters to 
talk and walk through our business 
plans. This will help you steer your 
path to pitching, fundraising and 
operating.

RISOGRAPH PRINTING WORKSHOP
FRIDAY 9 OCT  10AM – 4PM 
At Dizzy Ink Studio
(Cobden Place, Pelham Street)

Take part in print based activities 
which will give you an unique insight 
into how Risograph works and 
produce one edition of three colour 
prints. Book your place now at 
bit.ly/RCFriso 

AN ARTIST AND CREATIVE 
BUSINESS MANIFESTO
SUNDAY 18TH OCT 1PM - 4PM 
Venue TBC

Have you ever wondered about how 
a creative industry business survives 
beyond the passion of being socially, 
economically or ecologically active?  
RCF brings you an exploration 

Creative Businesses models locally 
and internationally. Chair: 
RCF Business Coach, 
Auriel Majumdar

UPCOMING EVENTS FOR REAL CREATIVE FUTURES PARTICIPANTS

Booking is easy,  just email the RCF Team here: rcf@nae.org.uk

NEW WEBSITE!
www.realcreativefutures.co.uk
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SUNDAY 18 OCT 

 The Invitation 
Broadway Cinema 
£4 - £8, 9:30pm

 German Angst + Q&A 
Broadway Cinema 
£4 - £8, 1:45pm

 The Witch 
Broadway Cinema 
£4 - £8, 4:15pm

 1845 Inclosure Act 
Celebration - Planting a 
New Oak Tree 
Forest Recreation Ground 
Free, 1:30pm

 Short Story Masterclass 
with Vanessa Gebbie 
Nottingham Writers’ Studio 
£50/£75, 10am - 4pm

MONDAY 19 OCT

 Honne 
The Bodega 
£10, 7pm

 Ciaran Lavery 
Rescue Rooms 
£7.50, 6:30pm

 Oxjam 
Rough Trade Nottingham 
Free, 7pm

 Nottinghack Stitch and 
Bitch Society 
Nottingham Hackspace 
Free, 6pm

 The Face of Britain: 
An Evening with 
Simon Schama 
Nottingham Playhouse 
£15, 7:45pm

 The History of the 
Crime Film 
Broadway Cinema 
£35/£50, 7pm

 Otello (Verdi) 
Broadway Cinema 
£13/£15/£18, 6pm

 Starting to Write: 
Your First Novel with 
Victoria Villasenor 
Waterstones 
£84/£96, 1pm - 3pm

TUESDAY 20 OCT

 Georgie Fame In Concert 
Nottingham Playhouse 
£21, 7:45pm

 Jess & The Bandits 
The Bodega 
£10, 7pm

 Anti-Flag 
Rescue Rooms 
£15, 6:30pm

 Hot Chip 
Rock City 
£22.50, 7pm

 Africarmen 
Djanogly Theatre 
£12/£14/£16, 7:30pm

 The Barber of Seville 
Broadway Cinema 
£15/£17/£20, 7:30pm

 Console Yourself 
BrewDog Arcade III 
Brew Dog 
Free, 4pm

 Memory Lane 
The Malt Cross 
Free, 11am

 Tom Kane 
The Malt Cross 
Free, 7pm

 Dr Bike 
St Ann’s Valley Centre 
Free, 11am

 Poetry is Dead Good 
JamCafé 
£3, 7pm

 Don’t Let The Bastards 
Grind You Down 
Broadway Cinema 
£50/£75, 7pm

 Adults Carnival Dance
City Arts
£7/£35, 7pm - 9pm

  Samba 
City Arts 
£2, 2pm

 Notts in a Nutshell 
The Maze 
£3, 8pm

WEDNESDAY 21 OCT

 Selfish + Kovaa Rasvaa 
+ Endless Grinning Skulls 
+ Beast as God 
The Chameleon Arts Cafe 
£6, 7pm

 Habitats 
The Bodega 
£5, 7pm

 Cryptic Presents 
Djanogly Theatre 
£14.50/£16.50, 8pm

 Simone Felice 
The Maze 
£15, 7:30pm

 Ride 
Rock City 
£25, 6:30pm

 Bourbon & Blues 
The Orange Tree 
Free, 7pm

 Robin Hood… The 
China Connection – 
Remaking an Iconic Statue 
City Arts  
Free, 7pm

 Henry V 
Broadway Cinema 
£12/£14, 7pm

 PubhD #21: Chemistry, 
History and Mathematics 
Vat and Fiddle 
Free, 7:30pm

 Festival of the Spoken 
Nerd: Just for Graphs 
Nottingham Playhouse 
£14/£16, 8pm

 Intensive Novel-Editing 
Course with Victoria 
Villasenor 
Nottingham Writers’ Studio 
£60/£90, 7pm - 9:30pm

 Sci-Fi Night 
Nottingham 
Nottingham Mechanics 
Institute 
£5, 6pm - 9pm

 David Belbin: The Great 
Deception Book Launch 
Rough Trade Nottingham 
Free, 7pm

THURSDAY 22 OCT

 We Came From Wolves 
The Chameleon Arts Cafe 
7pm

 Keston Cobblers Club 
The Bodega 
£10, 7pm

 Tom Robinson 
Rough Trade Nottingham 
Free, 7pm

 Jazztrane 
The Maze 
Free/£5, 7:30pm

 Patrick Kielty 
The Glee Club 
£15, 7pm

 Brandon Sanderson in 
Conversation
Waterstones 
£3, 7pm

FRIDAY 23 OCT

 DJ Yoda
Spanky Van Dykes 
£10 -£15, 9pm

 Show of Hands with 
Miranda Sykes 
Nottingham Playhouse 
£23, 7:45pm

 Honey Cabaret Presents: 
Local Lovelies Part II 
Oceana 
7pm - 10:30pm

 Sun Ra Arkestra 
Nottingham Contemporary 
£20/£15, 8pm - 9:30pm

 Heavy Metal Karaoke 
Ye Olde Salutation Inn 
Free, 9pm

 Seckou Keita 
Nottingham Arts Theatre 
£10/£12, 7pm

 Hand Job Zine #9
The Chameleon Arts Cafe 
£3, 6pm

 Ayo Awosika and Megan 
Burtt (USA) 
The Guitar Bar, Hotel Deux 
£10, 8pm

FRIDAY 23 OCT 

 Robyn Hughes-Jones + 
Guests 
The Golden Fleece 
Free, 7pm

 Quadrophenia Night 
Rescue Rooms 
8pm

 Haggard Cat Bothday 
Present + Fleckt Pets 
JamCafé 
Free, 8pm

 Old School Doghouse 
The Lion at Basford 
Free, 9pm

 Rockingham 2015 
Rock City 
£30 - £150, 12pm

 The Establishment 
Fat Cat Sherwood 
Free, 9pm

 Will Jeffery 
Brass Monkey 
Free, 10:30pm

 Performance: Dream 
presents Urban Expression 
The New Art Exchange 
Free, 7:30pm - 10pm

 Lanterns for Diwali 
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£8, 10am

 Martin Mor + 
Markus Birdman + Dana 
Alexander + Trevor Cook 
The Glee Club 
£5/£10/£18, 7pm

 Just The Tonic present 
Tom Binns + Ivan 
Brackenbury + Ian D 
Montford 
Das Kino 
£8/£10, 7pm

 Put the Science into 
your Science Fiction #2 
with Isabel Yap and 
Zen Cho 
Nottingham Writers’ Studio 
£10/£15, 7:30pm

 Stiff Kittens 
The Malt Cross 
Free, 8pm

SATURDAY 24 OCT

 Hooton Tennis Club 
The Chameleon Arts Cafe 
£6, 7pm

 Walking on Cars 
The Bodega 
£8, 7pm

 Sunset Nebula + 
Diablofurs + La Bete 
Blooms + Little Whores on 
the Prairie 
The Lofthouse 
Free, 7pm

 Inscription with Sian 
Watson-Taylor 
The New Art Exchange 
Free, 2pm - 4pm

 Bag Making
City Arts  
£195, 10am - 4:30pm

 Sir Roger Moore 
Nottingham Playhouse 
£26, 7:30pm

 Willow Weaving 
Lakeside Arts Centre 
£4/£30/£40, 10am

 Martin Mor + 
Markus Birdman + Dana 
Alexander + Trevor Cook 
The Glee Club 
£5/£12.50/£20, 7pm

 Cerys Nelmes + Matt 
Reed + Josh Howie + The 
Noise Next Door 
Jongleurs 
£8/£11/£14, 7pm

 Paul McCaffrey + 
Andrew O’Neill + Kate 
Lucas + Tim FitzHigham 
Just The Tonic, The Forum 
£5/£10, 7pm

 Short Stories with 
Megan Taylor 
Waterstones 
£84/£96, 1pm - 3pm

 Bird In Borrowed 
Feathers 
Cobden Chambers 
11am - 5pm
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Years ago, on one mighty fine day in the middle of summer, a 
sparrow flew down from the clouds and whispered a message into 
a young man’s ear. This message was one of hope, joy, wonder, and 
the fusion of beautiful things.

“You shall serve up drink and dancing!” He declared.

And, with that, Bourbon & Blues was born. Every year, when the 
little bird returns to warmer lands and the autumnal fog rears its 
head once more, his dedicated following congregate to honour his 
wish in the Orange Tree. Local promoters I’m Not From London 
champion such merry endeavours, so they’re continuing the 
tradition, and they need your help in keeping the legend alive. So 
join them. Go forth, dance to the best rock‘n’roll, schmooze over the 
smoothest of blues, and drink the most cockle-warming bourbon 
you ever did taste.

It is your mission not only to spread the word, but to ensure every 
weekly celebration of the sparrow is filled with as much warmth, 
joy and wonder as he intended. Shake the hands of the live acts, 
swill the liquid in your glass. Do not be sad that summer has ended. 
This is just the beginning…

Bourbon & Blues, Orange Tree, Wednesdays, 8pm, free.
orangetree.co.uk

If the only way to appease your sprog is to give ‘em summat to 
shake or bash, then don’t despair at the prospect of ruining your 
best kitchen utensils. Round up your under-fives, and tek ‘em to a 
Rainbow Stripes session on a weekday morn. 

The group run super cheap music sessions for the little ‘uns and 
their respective grown-ups to listen to Sue and Pete play kid-
friendly bangers. There are plenty of percussion instruments to go 
around, so your mini-me can give it a go an’ all. There are stories, 
toys and a massive bit of lycra for you to have your way with too. 
They’ve been at this malarky for twelve years, so you’re in good 
hands.

You might discover that your wee one got a particular penchant 
for the owd maracas, and that all your money worries will be 
eased thanks to the percussion prodigy. 

The duo manage to get themselves to a whole host of different 
venues around the city, so there’s bound to be a session right 
on your doorstep. Check out their Facebook page for all the 
information we can’t cram into this tiny box.

Rainbow Stripes, various times and venues, £1.
rainbowstripes.net

Bourbon & Blues Rainbow Stripes
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NUSIC
BOX

Your new Notts music tip sheet, as compiled 
by Nusic’s Sam Nahirny. 
 
Want more? Check the fortnightly podcasts 
and live sessions in the Nusic website.

 

J Dot

There’s been a bit of a grime resurgence at the moment, 
and Notts has been leading the pack, with J Dot part of 
a new wave of local emcees absolutely smashing it. He’s 
just dropped a four-track EP, My Time, with production 
duty from some of Notts’ finest, inclusive of BeatGeeks 
and Riddla. The variation in styles and approach is 
inspiring. More Than Once is a particular highlight, as J 
spits at a speed to shame Gonzales the mouse himself. 
Middle Of The Country is a collaboration of the biggest 
heads in Notts, with emcees Mez, Kyeza and Rico 
jumping on the mic to big up Hoodtown, with a cheeky 
0115 reference to boot. It’s the perfect EP to get you 
amped for a big night and, considering its quality, 
we doubt it’ll be long before this guy is headlining 
massive shows. 

tinyurl.com/jdotmtep

You Want Fox 

Fierce. That’s the first word I thought of when I heard 
and saw You Want Fox, and I have no doubt it’ll be yours 
too. Other words that spring to mind are… well, fierce, 
fierce, and more fierce. Seriously, from the first note, 
these women are in full control of your attention. Debut 
single Bad Girls is a sleazy glam rock banger with tons of 
distortion, a heavy bass riff, and a fair few sultry lyrics. 
On top of that, they’ve got the look nailed. Check out the 
video, directed by Nottingham’s own VideoMat, to see 
a catwalk that makes London Fashion Week’s look like 
Chip Alley in Skeg. They’re already working towards 
their album, which will no doubt be full of just as much 
awesome tuneage. And there’s definitely a marketing 
campaign behind the name: You Want Fox? Of course 
you do.

facebook.com/youwantfox

SUNDAY 25 OCT 
 

 Reel Big Fish  
Rescue Rooms  
6:30pm 
 

 Joe Bonamassa  
Capital Fm Arena  
£50.40 - £84, 8pm 
 

 Sun Ra Arkestra  
Nottingham Contemporary  
£15/£20, 8pm 
 

 Puppet-Making 
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£8, 1:30pm 
 

 Cake Eaters Anonymous  
Ned Ludd  
£3/£5, 1:30pm 
 

 Lou Lou’s Vintage Fair  
The Albert Hall  
£2, 11am
 
MONDAY 26 OCT 
 

 Asian Dub Foundation 
Royal Concert Hall  
£18.50, 8pm 
 

 Sundara Karma  
The Bodega  
£6, 7pm 
 

 Foxes  
Rescue Rooms  
£12.50, 6:30pm 
 

 The Cribs  
Rock City  
£18, 7pm 
 

 Thinking Worlds 
Nottingham Contemporary  
Free, 6:30pm - 8:30pm 
 

 Family Felt Making  
City Arts 
£7, 11am - 2pm 
 

 Gruesome and Grisly 
Scottish Tales  
Theatre Royal 
Free, 2pm 
 
TUESDAY 27 OCT 
 

 Lauren Aquilina  
The Bodega  
£9, 7pm 
 

 Fudan Day Celebration  
Djanogly Theatre  
£5, 3pm 
 

 Loopers!  
The Maze  
£3, 7:30pm 
 

 Bo Ningen  
Rock City  
£8, 7:30pm 
 

 Baldwin’s Nigger 
Reloaded II 
Nottingham Contemporary  
Free, 6:30pm - 8:30pm 
 

 Art in the Woods  
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£8, 1:30pm 
 

 Isembard  
The Malt Cross  
Free, 7pm 
 

 Fungi Foray  
Sherwood Pines  
£25, 11am
 

WEDNESDAY 28 OCT 
 

 Ian Siegal  
The Guitar Bar, Hotel Deux  
£14.50/£17.50, 8pm 
 

 My Baby  
The Bodega  
£8, 7pm 
 

 Hot 8 Brass Band  
Rescue Rooms  
6:30pm 
 
♫ Olcay Bayir  
Djanogly Theatre  
£14.50/£16.50, 8pm 
 

 Jazz Jam with Ant Law  
The Malt Cross  
Free, 8pm 
 

 Killing Joke  
Rock City  
£22.50, 6pm 
 

 Painting With Wool  
City Arts 
£30, 10am - 2:30pm 
 

  Black Lives Matter 
Nottingham Contemporary  
Free, 9:30am - 9pm 
 

 Tartuffe  
Bonington Theatre  
£5/£10/£12, 7:30pm - 10pm 
 

 150 Years of the 
Theatre Royal: An 
Illustrated Talk 
Nottingham Central Library  
Free, 2pm 
 
THURSDAY 29 OCT 
 

 The Uke Box, 
Swingologie and Pete The 
Feet  
The Hand and Heart  
Free, 7pm 
 

 Blackalicious  
Rescue Rooms  
£15, 7pm 
 

 Music and Film Quiz  
JamCafé  
Free, 8pm 
 

 Hollis Brown  
The Maze  
£10, 7:30pm 
 

 Shadow Puppets  
City Arts 
Free, 2pm - 6pm 
 

 Lendvai String Trio  
Djanogly Recital Hall  
£16.50/£17.50, 7:30pm 
 

 Science Fiction #3 
Nottingham Writers’ Studio  
£10/£15, 7:30pm - 9pm 
 

 Creative Writing 
Workshop  
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£8, 10am 
 

 Beer Festival  
West Bridgford 
Hockey Club  
Free 
 

 Shelter Point  
The Bodega  
£5, 7pm 
 
 
 

FRIDAY 30 OCT 
 

 Carl Craig 
The Irish Centre  
£10-£20, 10pm - 3am
 

 Mad Professor and 
Channel One Sound 
System 60 Tour  
Spanky Van Dykes  
£5/£7.50/£10, 10pm 
 

 Halloween Weekender  
Ye Olde Salutation Inn  
Free 
 

 Chas and Dave  
The Albert Hall  
£31.50, 7:30pm 
 

 From The Bogs of 
Aughiska + Coltsblood 
+ Colossloth + Shrykull 
Sounds  
The Chameleon Arts Cafe  
£7/£8, 7pm 
 

 Marc Block Trio  
The Golden Fleece  
Free, 7pm 
 

 Radkey  
The Bodega  
£9, 7pm 
 

 Blonde  
Stealth  
£15.40, 10pm 
 

 Black Butter Halloween  
Stealth  
£15 - £20, 10pm 
 

 Blonde  
Rescue Rooms  
£10, 7pm 
 

 Psyence + Thieves 
Asylum  
JamCafé  
Free, 8pm 
 

 We Got Soul Night with 
TI Funk  
Riverbank Bar & Kitchen  
Free, 8:30pm 
 

 Swing Gitan  
Brass Monkey  
10:30pm 
 

 Filmmaking in the City  
Lakeside Arts Centre  
£20, 10am 
 

 Deer Rutting  
Photo Walk  
Wollaton Park  
£65, 7am 
 

 The Hauntings of 
Strelley Hall Ghost Hunt  
Strelley Road Library  
£39, 9pm 
 

 Paul McCaffrey + 
Luke Toulson + Daliso 
Chaponda + Adam Rowe  
The Glee Club  
£5/£10/£18, 7pm 
 

 Toby Hadoke + Jim 
Smallman + Adam Bloom 
+ John Moloney  
Jongleurs  
£8/£11/£14, 7pm 
 

 Just The Tonic 
presents Tony Law  
Das Kino  
£8/£10, 7pm
 

SATURDAY 31 OCT 
 

 Groove Lounge  
Grosvenor  
£3/£4, 8pm - 2am 
 

 Mardy Gras:  
Halloween Special  
The Lofthouse  
Free, 9pm 
 

 Detonate Halloween: 
Skepta and JME  
Nottingham Race Course  
11am 
 

 Halloween Alt Fest  
The Doghouse  
7:30pm 
 

 Pirate Halloween Party  
Spanky Van Dykes  
Free, 8pm 

 
 Spooky DJ Sets  

JamCafé  
Free, 8pm 
 

 Haunted House 
Riverbank Bar & Kitchen  
£10/£12/£15, 8pm 
 

 Nightmare!  
The Maze  
£6.50, 8pm 
 

 Halloween All-Nighter  
Rock City  
£5 - £8, 10pm 
 

 Adult W.E.A Course 
Nottingham Contemporary  
Free/£50, 10am 
 

 I’m Not From London 
Halloween Special  
The Golden Fleece  
Free, 7pm 
 

 Debate: Sugar Was 
King: Cultural Legacy  
The New Art Exchange  
Free, 12pm - 2pm 
 

 Filming Urban Spaces  
The Djanogly Art Gallery  
£40/£50, 10am 
 

 Martinmas Fair 2015  
Priory Church 
Free/£1, 10am - 4:30pm 
 

 Halloween Party 
Rose of England  
Free, 8pm - 12pm 
 

 Spooky Sprint  
NWS Centre  
£5 - £25, 4pm 
 

 Paul McCaffrey + 
Luke Toulson + Daliso 
Chaponda + Adam Rowe  
The Glee Club  
£5/£10/£18, 7pm 
 

 Toby Hadoke + Jim 
Smallman + Adam Bloom 
+ John Moloney  
Jongleurs 
£8/£11/£14, 7pm 
 

 Keith Farnan + Gary 
Delaney + Guests  
Just The Tonic, The Forum  
£9/£10, 7pm 
 

 Market Tales and 
Jumble Sales  
Sneinton Market  
Free, 10am - 2pm



    event listings ...for more: leftlion.co.uk/listings

MONDAYS 
 

 Open Mic Night  
Golden Fleece 
 

 Pub Quiz  
Malt Cross 
Southbank 

 
TUESDAYS 
 

 Open Mic Night  
Filthy’s 
Pepper Rocks 
 

 Pub Quiz  
The Johnson Arms 
Sir John Borlase Warren 

 
 Craft Club  

Spanky Van Dykes 
 

 The Racing Room  
The Dragon 
 

 Phlebas  
Bar Eleven 
 
WEDNESDAYS 
 

 Open Mic Night  
JamCafe
Rescue Rooms 
The Bell Inn 
The Maze 
 

 Pub Quiz  
The Lion at Basford 
Rescue Rooms 
Golden Fleece 
Spanky Van Dykes 
The Hop Pole 
 

 

WEDNESDAYS 
 

 Open Hack Night  
Hackspace 
 

 Life Drawing 
Malt Cross 
 

Green Spirit 
Sobar 
 

 Salsa Class 
Bunkers Hill 

 
THURSDAYS 
 

 Open Mic Night  
The Lion at Basford 
 

 Pub Quiz  
Southbank 

 
FRIDAYS 
 

 Crate Diggin’  
Rough Trade Nottingham  
 

 Unplugged Showcase  
Bunkers Hill  
 

 Pop Confessional  
The Bodega 
 

 Champagne Fridays  
The Roundhouse  
 

 Everything’s Alright  
Rescue Rooms  
 

 I Know You Got Soul  
Spanky Van Dykes  

 
 

SATURDAYS 
 

 Ghost Walk  
Ye Olde Salutation Inn 
 

 Terror Tour  
Galleries of Justice 
 

 Heritage Tour  
The Malt Cross  
 

 Stiff Kittens  
The Bodega 
 

 Dancing Time  
JamCafe 
 

 Stealth VS Rescued  
Stealth and Rescue Rooms 
 

 Back to Mine  
The Market Bar  
 
SUNDAYS 
 

 Open Mic Night  
The Johnson Arms 
 

 Pub Quiz  
The Trent Navigation Inn 
 

 Capoeira Classes  

The New Art Exchange  
 

 Live Jazz  
The Bell Inn  
 

 Sax on a Sunday  
Bunkers Hill  
 

 Sunday Lunchtime Jazz  
The Lion at Basford

 Art Exhibition  
Attenborough Nature 
Reserve 
Free 
Thurs 1 Oct - Sat 31 Oct 
 

 Beyond Reasonable 
Doubt  
Bonington Theatre 
£8, 7:30pm 
Weds 14 Oct - Sat 17 Oct 
 

 I’ll Be Back Before 
Midnight  
Bonington Theatre 
£12/£15 
Fri 30 Oct - Sat 31 Oct 
 

 Flying Free: Can Samba 
City Arts 
Free, 10:30am - 5pm 
Fri 2 Oct - Mon 12 Oct 
 

 Out-mask  
City Arts 
Free 
Weds 14 Oct - Sun 25 Oct 
 

 We’re Going on a  
Bear Hunt  
Djanogly Theatre 
£8.50, 1:30pm 
Fri 23 Oct - Sun 25 Oct 
 

 Soft Edges Art Group 
Hoveringham Village Hall 
Free, 10:30am - 4:30pm 
Sat 31 Oct - Sun 1 Nov 
 

 Who’s Afraid of  
Virginia Woolf  
Lace Market Theatre 
£11, 2:30pm - 11pm 
Sun 11 Oct - Sat 17 Oct 

 Scenes From an 
Execution  
Lace Market Theatre 
£8, 7:30pm - 10:30pm 
Tues 27 Oct - Sat 31 Oct 
 

 Nottingham  
Fringe Festival  
Lee Rosy’s Tea Shop 
Free, 1pm 
Tues 13 Oct - Sun 25 Oct 
 

 Sound Systems Back In 
Da Day  
New Art Exchange 
Free, 7pm - 12am 
Sat 10 Oct - Sun 11 Oct 
 

 S.E.A.G Group 
Exhibiton  
Hoveringham Village Hall 
Free,  
Sat 31 Oct - Sun 1 Nov 
 

 Half Term Dance  
New Art Exchange 
Free, 10pm - 2pm 
Mon 19 Oct – Thurs 22 Oct 
 

 The Nottingham Castle 
Open 2015  
Nottingham Castle 
Free 
Sat 19 Sep – Sun 8 Nov 
 

 The Rubenstein Kiss  
Nottingham Playhouse 
£11.50 - £28.50 
Fri 2 Oct - Sat 17 Oct 
 

 The Duchess of Malfi  
Nottingham Playhouse 
£11.50 - £28.50 
Fri 30 Oct - Sat 14 Nov 

 Stan Bullard  
Patchings Art Centre 
Free  
Sat 3 Oct - Sun 22 Nov 
 

 The Art of Christmas  
Patchings Art Centre 
Free 
Sat 24 Oct - Sun 25 Oct 
 

 Limbo  
The Lofthouse 
£5/£6, 8pm 
Thurs 29 Oct - Sat 31 Oct 
 

 Tales of the Fantastic  
Old Market Suqare 
£5/£8., 10:30am - 12pm 
Thurs 1 Oct - Sun 4 Oct 
 

 King Charles III  
Theatre Royal 
£17.50 - £34.50  
Mon 5 Oct - Sat 10 Oct 
 

 Brave New World  
Theatre Royal 
£13.50 - £29.50  
Tues 13 Oct - Sat 17 Oct 
 

 The Bodyguard  
Theatre Royal 
£22 - £47.50  
Ends Saturday 24 Oct 
 

 Handbagged  
Theatre Royal 
£15 - £29.50  
Tues 13 Oct - Sat 24 Oct 
 

 Hairspray  
Theatre Royal 
£10 - £22 
Tues 27 Oct - Sat 31 Oct 

EXHIBITIONS AND PLAYS AND THAT
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JAMAL     
          STERRET

Tell us a bit about 
yourself…  
My name is Jamal 
Sterrett and I'm 
an eccentric 
artist. I started to 
dance when I was 
seventeen, and I’ve 
not stopped since. 
 
How would you 
describe your art?  
It's a spellbinding 
motion of jarring 
ballet, otherworldly 
feats and bodily 
mastery.  
 
If you could 
collaborate with any 
artist, who would it 
be and what would 
you do?  
I would collaborate 
with classical pianist 
Dustin O'Halloran. 
It would be nice to 
dance in a theatre 
with a full orchestra 
behind me.  
 

Where can we catch 
you performing 
next? 
Outside Nottingham 
Contemporary every 
Friday night.



YAMAS
Meze & TAPAS

Nestled on Thurland Street you’ll fi nd 
Yamas, a Mediterranean oasis in the centre 

of Nottingham!

If you’re looking for a unique, 
distinctive and cosy environment to 
relax in, Yamas is the perfect place!

www.yamas.co.uk 
info@yamasbar.co.uk

Tel: 0115 950 1000

5 Thurland Street, Nottingham NG1 3DR

www.facebook.com/yamastapas

tripadvisor.co.uk Review

“Enjoyed a beautiful meal with my husband at 
Yamas. Service was excellent. Food was 
brilliant. Mixture of Greek & Spanish foods. 
Would recommend to everyone.”

Burtsassie

www.twitter.com/yamastapas

* * * * *

Now booking for your 
Christmas Parties

Only £22.95pp 
for our party menu

Lunch off er
3 Tapas dishes for £6.95pp

available Wed - Sat 12-4pm



You can’t blink on Maid Marian Way without the smell of curry house 
goods wafting up your nostrils. Recently, though, a new contender 
has hit the streets with not a bhuna in sight. Through heavy wooden 
doors, the ambience offers a giant bear hug as the warmth of the 
burning logs (acquired from Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust) floats 
through the light, airy space. A swoon over the interesting decor, 
and we were soon being serenaded by a young singer-songwriter 
performing easy-going covers. Settling in was a breeze.

Introduced to the menu format, we learned that we needed to order 
the sides separately to the main. This normally gets my goat a bit, but 
after finding out about the carefully and locally sourced ingredients, 
the custom-built grill, and the fact that every creative food item is 
prepared in house, the scales tipped in Oaks’ favour. Even more so 
when the food came.

For starters, we had pork crackling (£2) and beef quail Scotch eggs 
(£3.75), both of which were unbelievable. The pork crackling came in 
perfectly-formed, pale curls, sprinkled with kicking cayenne pepper. 
Those little quail treats, served warm, with juicy beef cradling tiny 
runny yolks, were the best thing we tried from the menu – every 
Scotch egg enthusiast’s dream, made complete with homemade 
mustard and horseradish sauce.

It was time to upgrade from soda water. Onto cocktails, naturally. 
Firstly, a Midlands Spritz (£5) – Noilly Prat, elderflower, mint and 

pale ale – an unusual but welcomed first. Later, a Lady Simplicity 
(£5.75) – Beefeater gin, cucumber, mint and lime – a refreshing taste 
of naughty picnics on a blazing day.

For mains, I had a wild boar, purple broccoli and smoked mozzarella 
sausage (£6.95) with grilled corn on the cob (£2) and fresh, naked 
coleslaw (£2.50). It was difficult to choose a sausage from all the 
interesting concoctions, and after the on-point stature of my selection, 
I’m excited to go back to sample the rest with that beautiful, 
homemade, smoked chilli brown sauce. 

My partner had an Angus beef and bone marrow burger (£7.50) 
with truffle mash (£3.50) and hand-cut chips (£2.50). The burger 
was sturdy, moist, and championed by the moreish truffle mash. 
Absolutely delicious.

Doughnuts with marsala cream (£4.50) were the only sensible way 
to end the meal – a crispy outer layer, fluffy interior, and luxuriously 
thick cream with hints of vanilla bursting from the seams. It was 
getting to the button-popping phase of the evening, so the notably 
attentive staff packed up our remaining treats to finish off later. Well 
impressed. Bridie Squires 
 
2 Bromley Place, NG1 6JG. 0115 947 7244

oaksnottingham.co.uk

Louis Louis 
Aye-yi-yi-yi

Oaks 
Major scran

While Mansfield Road in Sherwood is home to a few decent watering 
holes, for anyone looking for a more interesting brew to quaff, your 
best bet would be to stop in at the cavernous ‘Spoons. But there’s no 
need to fight the throngs of Curry Club devotees and hyper kids any 
more, with the arrival of Beer Dock.

A little bottled history: Owner, Os Morgan, took it upon himself to 
bring good beer to Sherwood and, after talks with former ‘Poacher 
head honcho Sam, who had recently opened a shop in Crewe, brought 
the Beer Dock name to the former Natwest on Mansfield Road. The 
result is what Os calls a “bottle shop and tap room” or “off licence 
and micro pub”.

It’s a pleasingly barebones deal – five taps dispense keg and 
cask beers from the back (bank vaults make for great beer cellars, 
apparently), vintage German beer festival benches are arranged 
in the middle of the room, and metal racks and fridges house the 
bountiful bottles (between 400 and 500, from Alaska to Belgium 
and back). It’s like an Aladdin’s cave of beer, if Aladdin had stopped 
knocking about with monkeys and genies to develop an effective beer 
cataloguing format.  

I joined the Friday post-work crowd, starting with half a Lincoln 
Green Archer (4%, £3.50 per pint) and Tatton Brewery Blonde (4%, 
£4) – both decent session pale ales. But I was after the real hit of hops 
that craft beer promises, and Manchester-based brewery Cloudwater 

delivered with a super-citrusy Hopfenweiss (5.2%, £4.50), while the 
rich aromas of Belgian abbey ale St Feuillien (6%, £5) took me back to 
the bars of Bruges.  
 
Most interesting, surprisingly, was the Brooklyn Lager (5.2%, £4.50). 
Sure, Brooklyn is a staple of nightclub fridges, but on draught, it’s 
a completely different monster – hoppy, malty and deeper umber in 
colour, it’s complex and gorgeous. The range on tap is constantly 
changing, and the barman ensured a return visit by recommending 
upcoming beers from excellent local brewers Black Iris and Totally 
Brewed.

After a few cheeky halves, I was feeling a bit peckish. Luckily Beer 
Dock has a range of bar nibbles to make any snack fanatic go weak 
at the knees – posh Pipers potato crisps, cured meaty bits, and 
even a fresh basket of Dave’s Delicious Pretzels (£2) on Fridays and 
Saturdays. 

There’s no other food, or indeed any other drinks, or entertainment, 
but there’s a time and place for scampi, cab sav and fruit machines. 
Beer Dock is simply a place to salute great brews, and it does it very 
well. Shariff Ibrahim

513 Mansfield Road, Sherwood, NG5 2JL. 07975 755364

beerdock.co.uk

Beer Dock 
Loading dock
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In the nineties, pizza was pretty dire. You could only really get your 
hands on thick-based, gloopy-topped things from Domino's and Pizza 
Hut – as a kid I thought that if you peeled back the cheese, the bases 
looked like brains. Then in the mid-nineties, Pizza Express expanded 
and popped up in every city, offering thinner, crispier bases, much 
more akin to the real Italian deal. 

The big players in the pizza game weren’t going to sit on their laurels 
though. They reacted by attempting to outdo each other, launching 
increasingly bizarre stuffed crusts: cheese was fair enough but 
Marmite? Burgers? Kebab meat? And the biggest sinner, hot dog 
stuffed crust. It’s just wrong.

In recent years there has been another movement, where a stuffed 
crust would only be tabled with post-modern irony. Led by people 
who actually love pizza, have a passion for decent dough and are up 
for experimenting with topping combinations. Nottingham has got 
some strong fighters in the battle against shit pizza and the latest 
member to join the army is Louis who runs his eponymous kitchen, 
Louis Louis Pizza and Deli Emporium, inside Das Kino on Fletcher 
Gate.

I’m not into ham and pineapple on a pizza, it’s a personal preference 
thing. But I was forced to order one because Louis has named his 
version – using sweet chilli glaze, shredded ham hock and jalapenos 
– The Left Lion (£8, 9”). A good pizza with a thin base and bubbly 

crust. My mate had the Herby-vore, which boasted herb-roasted 
Mediterranean vegetables, spinach and pesto. A few too many 
veggies meant the base wasn’t as crispy as mine, but it’s still a damn 
fine pizza (£8, 9”). 

Over the summer I ditched my usual craft ales and discovered some 
very moreish lagers such as Berliner Pilsner (£4.40) which is now 
available on tap at Das Kino, seriously good for the return of laid-back 
summer evenings – bear that in mind.

We had a couple of sides to complement the pizza. The RWG (£4) 
was a good blend of rocket, watercress, shaved parmesan and slow 
roasted tomatoes. The Green Dream (£4), spinach, rocket, watercress, 
radish, cucumber, macerated fennel and a herb creme fraiche.

Next time, I’m ordering the You’re Gonna need a Bigger Boat pizza 
– the combination of hot smoked salmon, anchovies, black olive 
tapenade and lemon oil sounds very grown-up and has got to be a 
winner. They’ve nailed down some nice little offers too: ‘Humpday 
Heaven’ every Wednesday serves up a large pizza (14”), potato 
wedges and two cocktails for £20. Ash Dilks

22 Fletcher Gate, NG1 2FZ. 0115 947 3132

das-kino.co.uk

 



D.I.D
Fast Food EP
EP (Your Childhood Records)
 
It's been three years since we were last 
treated to a new D.I.D single, but the 
local five-piece are finally back. With the 
rebrand from Dog Is Dead now complete, 
Fast Food is a new four-track EP which 
gives us a glimpse into what the band's 
second album might sound like. The title 
track is the sort of upbeat, indie-pop 
record that D.I.D do better than anyone 
else. Fast Food combines a catchy and 
memorable chorus with lyrics that talk to 
their legion of young fans, “All we do is 
eat fast food/all we do is fool around/all 
we do, it means nothing…” reminiscent 
of the defiant refrain from Glockenspiel 
Song. Gameplan is a mid-paced, brooding 
song that hints at what else the band might be capable of, and features a great Bennie and 
the Jets-esque bassline. The quintet then throw off the shackles for the live favourite Hotel, 
which bursts into life with a dirty guitar riff that hints at a darker, rockier sound than we 
have heard from D.I.D before. The EP concludes with Big Lie, yet another change of pace and 
direction. With its stripped-back instrumentation, soaring harmonies and stadium crescendo, 
it's proof that the band can turn their hand to almost any type of indie-pop song. If Fast 
Food is a taster of what is to come on the band's second album then they have certainly 
succeeded in whetting our appetite. A triumphant return. Nick Parkhouse 

didnotts.com

Benji Smedz
Tied In Notts
Album (Self-released)

As one third of the house/techno stalwarts Animistics, Benji 
Smedz has been making movements for a few years now as 
a solo artist. Tied in Notts is his homage to the streets that 
helped to craft his art and simultaneously matured his music 
and production. The album kicks off with a haunting yet 
uplifting riff in the shape of Catchphrases, Benji’s tender yet 
sharp flow complementing the laid back grooves. The LP then 
seems to twist and turn through a maze of genres and production quality, ranging from the 
dub-infused Didn’t Know and Crazy to the more dancefloor-accessible Between and Escape. 
The last quarter of Tied In Notts shows off Benji’s soul influences, with the bluesy Plain View 
and the dark, eerie Live highlighting the interchangeable pallet of instrumentality that he 
possesses. The strong yet sumptuous beats seem to weave so freely and effortlessly with 
the supple spitting to make an album of rich finesse. Jack Garofalo 

benjismedz.bandcamp.com

Ferocious Dog
From Without
Album (Self-released)
 
For a band that stand a good chance of selling out Rock City 
later in the year – yes, Main Hall – surprisingly, this is only 
Ferocious Dog’s second studio album. Warsop-based, these 
Celtic folk-rockers have made one of the most solid sophomore 
albums I’ve ever heard. There is no filler here. The album is 
heavily political  – both historically and contemporary  – but 
it’s presented in an easy to digest, fun way. Recent single Ruby 
Bridges is a particular highlight, and at only two minutes long, 
it manages to pack in a touching story, about three speed changes, and a bloody catchy 
chorus. Slow Motion Suicide, which tells the story of a jobless miner after the pits had been 
closed, sums up the album best. A simple yet unique structure. Uplifting yet resonating. 
There’s forty-odd minutes of brilliance here. It’s no wonder their fanbase is so dedicated. 
Sam Nahirny
 

ferociousdog.co.uk
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Heurt
Lover EP
EP (Self-released)
 
This eclectic listen is pure 
heartbreak music. That intoxicating 
concoction of lucid unconscious 
beats and powerful, image-
provoking lyrics. Not much info 
exists about who or what Heurt 
is, yet this EP provides us with 
similar songwriting ability to The 
Weeknd’s masterpiece mixtape, House of Balloons. It tugs at the 
emotions while simultaneously entering the listener into a hazed 
trance, taking us through the artist’s anguish in a different way 
than the usual monotonous, slushy nonsense monopolising the 
charts. The strong hints of Jamie Woon only add to the appeal 
and, although Heurt’s influences are fairly evident, the innovative 
way he mixes low hypnotic vocals with sharp, penetrating 
production is original in every sense of the word. This album has 
a time and a place for all listeners  – albeit not a Saturday night 
on the razz  – yet this unknown, untraceable ghost proves why 
British music isn’t dead and buried just yet. Jack Garofalo
 

soundcloud.com/helloheur

Insultana
Insultana
EP (Self-released)
 
Formed in Nottingham in 2014, 
Insultana are a four-piece metalcore 
band and this is their debut EP. 
Not overly familiar with the sub-
genres of the metal scene? Not 
to worry, metalcore is basically 
exactly what it says on the tin: a 
fusion of metal and hardcore punk that often features – as it does 
here – a distinctive blend of ‘clean’ vocals with some down-and-
dirty screaming. We all love a good death growl, of course, but 
the key to lifting this kind of music out of the mundane is in the 
breakdown, where the relentless musical assault is temporarily 
lifted and a melody emerges. It’s a killer combination that 
Insultana have used well, especially on the almost delicate 
Madness & Mayhem. Think Lamb of God, think Bullet for My 
Valentine, and with that guitar sound, maybe even Pantera. This 
EP is fourteen minutes of very promising noise indeed. Tim Sorrell
 

insultana.bandcamp.com

Ken Owen
Symbiotic Possibilities
Album (NGland)
 
The former drummer for legendary 
metal band Carcass suffered 
a brain aneurysm in 1999. The 
following years have seen him in 
and out of hospital on the road to 
recovery. Aside from a couple of 
guest drumming spots with his old 
bandmates, he has been working on a trilogy of records titled 
Not A Full Stop, But A Comma, Symbiotic Possibilities is the first 
of these releases to see the light of day. This isn’t a return to the 
riff-o-rama of his previous band. Instead, it sounds as if Owen has 
spent his time recuperating, gorging on a diet of techno. Tracks 
such as Detrimental and Electric Nightmare show that he’s lost 
none of his percussive might, even if he has swapped the drum 
kit for laptop and synths, while Growler is arguably the pick of 
the bunch with crunching rhythmic blows softened by house 
piano and fizzy samples. Paul Klotschkow
 

ngland.bandcamp.com
 

The Idolins
Bridges
Album (Self-released)
 
Some terrific folk music has come 
out of the UK in the last couple 
of years and, in the Idolins, 
Nottingham has a band that is on 
6 Music's radar and firmly part 
of the burgeoning folk scene. 
Currently a five-piece, The Idolins’ 
third album, Bridges, is a superb 
collection of acoustic loveliness and there's plenty to like. With 
harmonic vocals at times reminiscent of The Staves, the album 
is a lovely mix of acoustic guitar, cello, banjo, mandolin and 
percussion. Nothing Missing blossoms from a downbeat opening 
into a stomping folk-pop single, before the absolutely beautiful 
piano instrumental The Bridge provides a welcome change of 
pace. While there's no standout track, Bridges works because of 
the sustained high quality of the songwriting and the obvious 
individual talents of the five Idolins. If you like folk-pop then this 
is a highly accomplished and likeable album, and certainly worth 
checking out. Nick Parkhouse
 

theidolins.com

Kumarachi
Taking Me Over
EP (Sleep Less Records)
 
Nottingham producer Kumarachi’s 
latest EP, Taking Me Over, is a five-
track slice of energetic drum’n’bass 
that’s not really conducive to 
sitting and typing, so let’s keep 
this brief. Go Low sneaks in an 
absolutely filthy bass drop that’s 
likely to obliterate any dance floor 
it’s played to. Ditto Big Dutty. But it’s the title track that steals 
the show, with frenetic breaks, spacey synths and vocal samples 
that evoke Goldie’s Innercity Life and that generation. In fact, the 
whole EP feels quite old skool, but forward-looking at the same 
time, and even the awesome cover art reflects that. Kumarachi’s 
no stranger to mixing genres, having worked extensively with 
the 1st Blood crew, where his production skills fused hip hop 
with drum’n’bass, and even Indian vibes. But this is straight-up 
drum’n’bass designed to get feet moving. And on that note, I’m 
off for a bit of living room skanking. Shariff Ibrahim
 

soundcloud.com/kumarachi

Ningen
Invisiblesun
EP (Self-released)
 
Nottingham’s DIY punk electronic 
scene hasn’t had much to shout 
about for the past few years, yet 
the mesmerising Invisiblesun has 
all the ingredients to get even 
those unknown to the genre reel 
in appreciation. The comparisons 
to MBV’s Loveless and even Trent 
Reznor’s NIN may be a bit far-fetched, however the soothing 
use of noise to relax rather than excite is an ability not many 
producers and musicians possess. The somewhat kaleidoscopic 
imagery Ningen manages to create through tantalising and 
inventive beat building is something I’ve never heard come 
from the streets of Notts. Midwestern Teenage Emo Band 
sounds straight out of Vangelis’s Bladerunner score, a cinematic 
ensemble designed to alleviate the soul. Music like this is never 
going to enter the charts, or get the critics hyping, yet somehow 
this is the album’s beauty – it takes a brave and incredibly 
assured artist to produce this level of contemporary songwriting. 
Jack Garofalo
 

ningen.bandcamp.com

Amusement Parks on Fire - 
After The Airstrike
We miss this band, and this 
previously unreleased (or is it a 
brand new choon?) is a reminder of 
how great they are. All shimmering 
guitars and wide open spaces. Get 
your bliss on.
 
Josh Wheatley - Livewire
Sparse and dreamy take on the Oh 

Wonder original 
with lush 
keyboards 
and minimal 
guitars.

Joseph Knight - Keep Your Head Up
A sixteen-year-old, fresh on the 
Notts music block, telling us to keep 
our heads held high. Wise words, 
otherwise we might walk into a lamp 
post or in front of a bus...
 
Philip George - Afraid To Love
According to Wiki, “Philiphobia is 
the abnormal, persistent and and 
unwarranted fear of falling in love.” 
Which is funny because it sounds 
like being scared of someone called 
Philip. Perhaps this is some meta 
disco dance track then?
 
Eyre Llew - Caulis
Widescreen orchestral rock that 
makes us tingle in all the right 
places. Cheers lads.

Jah Digga and Danny Dorito - 
Wahgwan
With tropical beats supplied by the 
legendary Nick Stez, the two rappers 
hit up some city centre locations to 
meet some of Nottingham’s more 
colourful residents in the video.
 
Garton - Pleez Don’t (Blow My 
High Remix)
The Notts wordsmith slows down 
the vibe with his take on the 
Kendrick Lamar cut.
 
Mannequin - 1708
Taken from a forthcoming split 7” 
with fellow Notts noise makers The 
Hip Priests, the band’s melodic 
heavy rock keeps on getting better 
and better, much to our delight. 





Write Lion
It’s Black History Month so we’re dedicating this page to activist George Oswald Powe, 
who wrote, “Colour prejudice, like anti-Semitism, is a weapon of class rule. The threat 
to the White worker is not the coloured worker, but the reactionary policy of the British 
ruling class”  

Katie’s Tales from the Ales 

The Black Boy Hotel (aka Primani)
6-12 Long Row, NG1 2DZ

If yer ask meh, Caancils gorra right pair o’ nads on ‘em cuz who else wud dare ta flatten a Watson Fothergill 
building and then lob up a Primani? Ppl went well batchy at the time until they realised they cud get kitted 
aht for under a tenner. The Black Boy Hotel dates back ta the seventeenf century. Yawn. It wor owned by 
some Fauntleroys from Bread and Lard island called the Brunts. One on ‘em started a chariteh which built 
loads on schools in Mansfield but as everyone from Mansfield is thick o’ shite I think he’s gorra lot ta answer 
for. Lol. Any road, Fothergill banged aht a loada buildings so yer can see ‘em all over the shop. They’re like 
lickle orange castles and ‘ave got right mingeh windows. But there’s only one Primani. 

Tale: Catalogue of the Works of Watson Fothergill, Architect by Darren Turner 
Ale: Ginger Beer
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Jamaicans in 
Nottingham: 
Narratives and 
Reflections
Norma Gregory
£14.99 (Hansib)

Norma Gregory 
was born in 
Notts but is 
very much in 
touch with 
her Jamaican 
parentage and 
African heritage. This diverse range of 
oral testimonies functions as a social 
document that celebrates the individuals 
and institutions who have helped shape 
Nottingham’s multicultural identity. They 
range from a Lord Mayor and Church of 
England minister, to a typist and coal 
miner. The collection brings a much-
needed human dimension to immigration. 
Desmond Wilson was able to endure 26 
days at sea, negotiate a ferry crossing, 
train and taxi travel, but couldn’t figure 
out how to enter his new lodgings. “Tell 
me some ting, how you get inna dis ya 
place?” he asked a local man. “You got to 
go up and ring the doorbell.” In combining 
reflections on the past as well as the 
present, the author has subtly put forward 
a challenge to youth: How are you gonna 
shape the future? James Walker  

hansibpublications.com

Powe Meets 
Africanus
Panya Banjoko 
/Conor Boyle
Free (Shintin)

The final issue 
of Dawn of the 
Unread has 
a cinematic 
quality to the 
drawings, 
with some 
interesting 
angle shots in the panels. The narrative 
raises an important question: Why have 
all of the featured writers in the serial 
so far been white – where are all of the 
black authors? George Africanus, a former 
slave-turned-entrepreneur, takes up this 
challenge when a flyer for the comic lands 
on his recently discovered grave in St 
Mary’s Church. Incensed, he goes on a 
quest to find inspirational black figures 
and encounters George Powe, an RAF 
pilot who would later pen Don’t Blame 
the Blacks. There’s even an appearance 
by Mouthy Poets, suggesting the future 
is in safe hands. This neatly wraps up the 
serial and leaves you feeling positive. The 
recent naming of a tram after Africanus 
and a plaque celebrating his former home 
suggests various organisations in the 
city are helping to redress the balance. 
Sam Smith

dawnoftheunread.com  

The Queer Diary 
Of Mordred Vienna
Russell Christie 
£7.99 (IDQ) 

Alan, Dan and 
Christian hit San 
Francisco in the 
early nineties, 
finding money 
to be made as 
stage performers 
for discerning 
clientele. 
Such performances involved losing 
whatever clothing they were wearing 
and demonstrating the ancient dance 
of the five-finger knuckle shuffle for 
an appreciative audience. They meet 
an artist, Mordred Vienna, whose art 
involves things like a live appendectomy, 
and slowly they progress, not altogether 
convincingly, towards mainstream 
success and validation. Scenes of 
Hollywood deals being made and virtual 
reality tech don’t convince, especially 
considering the timeframe of the story. But 
the heart of the book is in the characters, 
the things Christie has to say about 
identity and how we define ourselves 
in relation to others, and it’s here that 
Christie finds much stronger ground. His 
characters are touchingly vulnerable, 
complex, erotically charged and 
educational in their use of bear-shaped, 
two-pint bubble-bath bottles. Robin Lewis

idqinternational.wordpress.com 

Tainted
Stephen Williams 
£3.59 (Kindle 
Edition)

Set in a 
dilapidated 
seaside town, 
Stephen Williams’ 
apocalyptic horror 
novel, Tainted, 
has all the right 
ingredients 
of contemporary dark fantasy fiction: 
angels, demons, a tragic love triangle 
and lashings of blood and gore. The 
novel’s protagonist, Isobel, is afflicted by 
disturbing nightmares and apocalyptic 
visions that blacken her eyes in which 
she feels herself burn alive and watches 
the world burn with her. Isobel’s visions 
are close to tipping her over the edge 
when she discovers that she’s not alone; 
Jake, the loner that regularly drinks at 
her bar, has the nightmares too. Bound 
by their shared dark secret, Isobel and 
Jake quickly fall in love, but are just 
as quickly shaken up by the arrival of 
Ramona, a beautiful angel that unveils 
the truth behind their visions. Tainted 
is a whirlwind of drama, and the novel’s 
characters are just as fiery as the flames 
that surround them. Helen Frear

amazon.com
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Ryan Gosling

Length: We can but imagine

Specialities: Pensive face and cello playing 

Goose Fair

Est: 1980 

Main attraction: Dreamy eyes 
Cost per ride: Priceless 

Est: 1284 

Main attraction: Big wheel 

Cost per ride: Bleddy fiver duck 

Specialities: Toffee apples and 

flashy lights 

Libra (24 Sept - 23 Oct) 
As Lebanese-American poet Kahlil Gibran 
once said, “Beauty is not in the face; it is a 
light in the heart.” This is particularly good 
news for you because your actual face looks 
bloody terrible. 
 
Virgo (24 Aug - 23 Sept)
Your generosity will pay off this month when 
your one-off payment of £130 over the blower 
earns you a night of rumpy pumpy. 

Scorpio (24 Oct - 22 Nov) 
Your unquenchable thirst to be the centre of 
attention leads to you becoming loathed and 
shunned by everyone. Except for the millions 
of people watching your YouTube vlog.
 
Sagittarius (23 Nov - 22 Dec)
Mercury is in retrograde. Break the 
thermometer and drink it directly from the 
glass. Tie up all your loose ends and kick 
back – no point in making any further plans. 
Avoid all communication, your tongue is not 
as silver as it may now look. 
 
Capricorn (Dec 23 - Jan 19) 
People appreciate your calm and patient 
nature and this will see you through various 
times of stress. Plus, you can fake calmness 
and patience by just sleeping constantly. 
 
Aquarius (20 Jan - 19 Feb) 
Although you often feel alone and depressed, 
you can find solace in the fact that your life 
will bring happiness and laughter into the 
world. Especially the hilarious ending. 
 

Pisces (20 Feb - 20 Mar) 
Keep your chin up, you still have plenty of 
years ahead of you. Even if all the good parts 
ended ages ago. 
 
Aries (21 Mar - 20 Apr) 
Sleep will elude you this week as you wrestle 
all night with concerns about the welfare of 
your family and loved ones, as well as Jerry 
‘The King’ Lawler. 
 
Taurus (21 Apr - 21 May) 
Over the years, you’ve helped deliver babies, 
made passionate love and built your own 
business. However, you will eventually 
encounter a problem that you can’t solve with 
your fists alone. 
 
Gemini (22 May - 22 June) 
The stars have nothing to say to you this 
week, as they’re taking a bit of time out
to concentrate on their own lives, if you don’t 
mind. 
 
Cancer (23 June - 23 July) 
Venus is rising in Mercury this week, but do 
not be concerned. This is purely a mystic-
sounding astrological term we have used 
to add weight to a fatuous prediction. No 
planetary pile-up will take place. 
 
Leo (24 July - 23 Aug) 
This week, the sun is in Capricorn, the moon 
is in Gemini, and Cancer is in Sagittarius. 
You, however, are still completely alone.

Length: Five days 

 Strelley  

Adolf Hitler is rumoured to have 

banned ginger marriages

The Co-op was originally 
founded in 1844

The redheaded actress, 

Amy Adams, starred in Leap Year

1844 was a leap year

There’s a Co-op in…



Find Your Football
city-of-football.uk
NEW

•  Watch out for our events at GameCity later this month
•  Find your football activities on our website
•  Get ready as we prepare to launch our Vloggers



Find out how our our undergraduate degree courses
can help you to launch a successful creative career.
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LAUNCH YOUR      
CREATIVE CAREER 
WITH AN      
ART AND DESIGN 
DEGREE 

Courses available in:
•   Animation, Graphic Design and Photography

•   Costume, Theatre, Film and Television Design

•   Fashion, Textiles and Knitwear Design

•   Fashion Management, Marketing and Communication

•   Fine and Decorative Arts

•   Film, Television and Events Production

•   Music and Games Technology

Visit us
Book now for one of our undergraduate open days:
www.ntu.ac.uk/creative-career
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